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HE WAR against terror- 

ism is a protracted one. 
There !s no one-time ele- 
gant solution, It is a series 

of blows. Blows which 

limit the terrorists’ Ὁ erational 

capability and destroy their Infra- 

atructure. Blows which give us 

a brief week, a bricf month, of 

ce. It’s a long war, and you 

can't always be ready. You can't 
ibly know it all. The world 

te their battlefield, and the world 
has done precious little to pre- 

vent terrorism. Not the govern- 

ments of the world, not the 
United Nations and nof the Inter- 

national Pilots’ Federation. Tsracl 
has thus had to seize avery op- 
portunity it can get — even if 
that opportunity is taken with the 
clear knowledge that international 
opinion may censure the action. 

There are few people in Israel, 

outside the Defence establish- 

᾿ = ment, who are in a better position 

; 
: ὶ than Αἰαξ (Res.) Aharon Yariv 

ἱ i mA RE to judge the merits or other- 
wise of last week's decision to 
interecpt ἃ civilian passenger 
plane in the hope of catching Dr. 
George Habash. 

Until slightly over a month ago, 
Yarly was the man who coordi- 
nated the fight against terror. 
Some 10 months ago he ended 
an eight-year term as Chief of 
Army Intelligence. Earlier this 

af <i weck, Cairo Radio credited him 

' {anne ; ᾿ with being one of the main archi- 

: “are, ae) : ; ᾿ς | = tects of Israel's successful fight 
against international Arab terror: 
ism, at the same time regretting 

emnpre the endl the fact that they thought he 
pri ἜΘΟΥ ine are would be returning to his pre- 
doo} cor geld rey vious job. 

! The job was not, and ia not a 
: simple one. Israel has 92 diplo- 

matic missions abroad, while the 
Jewish Agency has 84 offices, and 
Ei Al another 40 agencies. Israel! 
planes use more than 20 inter- 
nal 1 airports and Israeli βρη 
call at some 220 porta. There are 

nds of Israelis working and 
atudying abroad. All are potential 

for terror gangs, which 
possess more than sufficient means . 
and have a wide basis of inter- 

; national cooperation. 
George Habash’s organization, 

the Popular Front for the Libera- 
of Palestine, is, according to 
lv, the second most important 

organization from Israel’s oint 
view — second only to ‘ata 

and ita executive arm, Black 
September. Habash, whose hend: 
quarters are in Beirut, was re 
sponsible for the Lod massacre, 
and more recently for the hijack- 
ing of Japanese Airlines’ 2010 

4 gas burners, anto: 
ales ght, elesteio 
aking ‘and broijing oven | 

. The ΒΡ, — 
which draws funds from Yemen, 

th Yem —— la the en, Iraq and Kuwait 
2 gas burners with 

automatic pilot Light, 
ot plates, 2 electric 

eleotrie oven for 
baking and broiling 

ὃ δ 5 
bagdag and breftine eee heo janization which intro. 

lueed Kas a new me! 
in the Middle Hast conflict, and 
throughout 5 τε hou its bloody five-year 

roved to~ba the most 
extreme of a nizations. group of extremist 

4 eet Ditraorn oven with 
Ἢ 

ν ; for bakdax vind broiling, 

HORGE HABASH is the 
fo Poppa τε not Aud 

— of the organiza- 
‘tion, And thus Israel was 
justified in attemnting to 

ture him, said Yariv. 
t's odd. Had we just killed 

he whole world 
Pb gg ξεν 
stead to capture . the-wepit Lebanese airliner, and we tad encenot understand how 

wit olville aval interfere 

arly is’ conyinced that there 
eer t° the passengers 

Plan hed been 
Feaponsible catia and 
' ey are responsible. All 

: The been carefully con- the. inte @ political aspects and Team Tonite repercussions. Orders ‘we Ve - that 

: little chance that it will : gain the 

. There are- political reasons 

THE WAR AGAINST 
TERRORISM 
Following Israel’s interception , 
of a Lebanese plane in which the 

terrorist leader. Dr: George 

Habash was thought to be 

travelling last Friday, HIRSH 
GOODMAN discussed with 
former Army Intelligence Chief 
Aluf (Res.) Aharon Yariv the 

imperatives, and the limits, of 

the war against Arab terrorism? 

war with the terrorists, The fight 
against terrorism does not have 
top priority with them —- it 18 
something alien and removed 

"Tf it had been successful, the 
benefits would have heen very 

at. Even as it is, they are con- 
siderable. The members of the 
organization are expending. their 
energies on. trying to find the 
culprit. They are saying: ‘Well if 
Tsrael knew about this, then may- 
be they know about many other 
things as well. The organization 
is fuey examining If. 
We have thrown a8 spanner 
In the works and if the battle 
against terrorism is to be won, 
we have to continue to throw 
spanners in the works. Ail the 
time they are busy with them- 
selves, ta time gained by ‘us. 
No matter what Israel does in its 
fight: “against terror, there- Js 

—-and they prefer to romain 
uninvolved. This is the reason, too, 
why the Lebanese feel free to 
provide asylum for the terrorists 
— and'to οἱ immunity from the 
consequences of.such conduct.” ~ 

‘HE BEIRUT attion on 
April 10, which left three 
top Black September oper. 
atives dead, was according 
‘to Yariv, one of the 

“gleanest and best-planned opera- 
tions imaginable. It was ἃ raid 
which had a tremendous effect on 
the: Peiedentnar gy [ἢ ΓΗ ; be 

- of! . organizations, not jus Βα! 
support: of ' International σείσας Ἶ Ean τα ον, dareel faa, Sermaiireal 

this,.-besides the fact that the even though the. néed for tha 

nations of" the world are. not δὲ τρί᾽ and -its: tactical brilliance 

AY JERUSA ἘΜ POST MAGAZINE: 

wero almost universally ac- 
knowledged. 
What are we supposed to do? 

asks Yariv. The fight against ter- 
rorism is worldwide. There is 
some international coopcration — 
both in detection and prevention 

but not enough to constitute 
a viable deterrent. The penalties: 
meted out to terrorists once 
they are caught are light. 
Only this week, three terrorists 
caught red-handed in Rome were 
allowed to go scot free. The same 
had happened In Greece, Germany 
and Austria hefore. Why 
shouldn't the terrorists operate 
when the chances of being killed, 
or even imprisoned, are so small? 
Even our attempts to negotiate 
extradition treaties with certain 
nations for people committing 
acts against Taracli interests 
abroad have been turned down 

nt. * 

“Extradition ireaties are like 
a wedding, both aides must he in- 
terested. There is not one country 
in the world — not one — pre- 
pared to do this with us, Their 
reasons are political. Just as their 
Jight punishments are political. 
The fight against terrorism rests 
squarely on our shoulders, and 
we must do all we can.” 

International reluctance to act 
is even less understandable when 
one looks at tho statistics. Ac- 
cording to Aluf Yariv, since May 
1972 — when the hijacked Sa- 
bena airliner landed at Lod 
there have been 69 acts of Arab 
terrorism, of which only 49 were 
directed against Israel. The rest 
— nearly a third — were direct- 
ed againat non-Israeli objectives, 
such as the Trieste oilfields and 
targets in Germany, and against 
Jordan — objectives which could 
not even indirectly be associated 
with Israel or the fight againat 
Israel. . 

Israel has been successful in 
its fight, he feela. A large propor- 
tion of terrorist acttons — over 70. 
per cent — were prevented befora 
they could ever be carried out. 
Exactly how many, nobody could 
tell, for who knows how many 
planned actions one aborts by a 
rald like Beirut or by adopting 
adequate security measures? 

All in all, the price Israe] is 
currently paying. for its existence 
is small, Aluf Yariv feels, Never 
in the Jast 25 years has the right 
of the Jewish people to a state in 
Israel been maintained at a lower 
price. The terrorists are a harass- 
ment, but not a threat to Israel's 
existence. They have not affected 
the tourist Industry, nor inveat- 
ment, nor air traffic, nor shipping, 
Diplomatic activity continues nor- 
mally, as do commercial ties. 

Terror, however, will bo with 
us for a long time. ‘There will 
always be volunteers for action 
from a pool of 16,000 or 16,000 
people, especially .when they are 
conscious that there is little to 
deter them from working in re- 
lative safety abroad, The chances 
are that they will ‘continue to. 
operate abroad, since the prospect 
of a renewal of activity across 
our borders is slight as long as 
the Arab states appreciate that 
they are not ready to risk a full- 
scale war with Israel — a war 
which would be inevitable should 
the borders be opened to the 
terrorists again. In Israel, terror- 
ism has been virtually elimi- 
nated and the chances of success- 
ful action are very Hmited. But the 
terrorlat movements have got to 
continue their operations if they 
are to survive, and they will con- 
tinue to operate in the only areas 
open to them — abroad. ᾿ 

The last action in. Athena — 
In. which two tana .murdered 
three Innocent bystanders and in- 
jured 55 more In a daytime at- 
tack at the international airport 
— does not indicate any increase 
of the terrorists' readiness to 
die for their aims, Aluf Yariv felt. 
“There has. been no basic 

change in Arab ideology, but I 
would hesitate'to say that the 
terrorists: are not' prepdred’ to die 
ta their fight against Israel. They 
died in Cyprug wheri they attacked 
an Arkia plane ‘on April 9, but 
1 don't think théy. would make ‘a 

system of suicide missions {κι 
blowing themselves up in_ the 
air together with o plane. Bul 
then again, who knows what a 
man 1 do if he's pushed ὦ 
against a wall? However, I don't 
believe that there has been any 
radical change in their character. 
I don't believe that they would 
be fikely to do what the 
Japanese did at Lod. They have 
different outlooks on life and 
death." 

Israel's attitude towards terror 
changed since the Led massacre 
in May and the Munich murders 
in September last year, said Aluf 
Yariv, From being a harassing 
affair, terrorism became δ 
dangerously harassing affair. He 
was reluctant to discuss his part 
in coordinatin the _ huttle. 
Munich, he said, made clear the . 
need for tighter control of the 
services responsible for fightin 
terrorism. A clear division 0, 
duties had to be worked out, 
with no overlupping and no op- 
portunities for anything to fall 
etween two stools. 
“They needed a ‘witchdog'’ to 

see that the small things reecived 
proper attention, I took on the 
job, und together with the Prime 
Minister ensured that there were 
adequate means to carry out the 
whole task efficiently.” 

ESPITE OUR EFFORTS 
to fight the terrorists 
abroad, it would be folly 
not to expect them ἰὼ 
have some successes in 

the future, The range of objec- 
tives and the scope of action is 
too wide to be sealed hermeti- 
cally. The greatest danger, said 
Aluf Yariv, was Israeli overcon- 
fidence. 

“Overconfidence leads to neg- 
ligence, and negligence will give 
them the opening they are fook- 
ing for." the danger Is to be 
contained, constant vigilance is 
needed on the one hand, and 
perennial pre-emptive action on 
the other. “When you stop to 
think for a minute, it’s remark- 
able how successful we have been 
so far. Over 170,000 summer 
visitors from hostile Arab 
countries this ry and there Is 
uiet. Over 1.6 million Arabs in 
israel and there is quiet. They’va 
had an occasional success abroad, 
but on the whole it's been 
perfectly tolerable.” 

He was not sure whether what 
happened in Norway was connect- 
ed with Israel or not, but that, 
and the fatlure to capture Habash, 
were the main two failures that 
could be registered in the long, 
dangerous and complicated fight 
against terrorlam. 

N YARIV’S OPINION, a 
patent peace in the 

fiddle East Is something 
we cannot expect for a long 
time. 

“For the Arabs to make peuce 
with us would be tho ultimate 
concession, and why should they? 
They believe that time will des- 
troy us. Yasser Arafat speaks in 
terms of a hundred years; Sadat 
and Gaddafi keep reminding their 
people that the Arabs have suc- 
cessfully ousted all invaders in 
the past --- crusaders, Turks, Tar- 
tara. Even the intelligentsia, like 
“Al Ahram” editor Hassanein 
Heykal, claim that historical logic 
is against the continued existence 
of the State of Israel. How can 
one hundred million Arabs, who 
are so sensitive about their pride, 
make concessions to three million 
Jews? it will take a major change 
in their. psychological make-u 
for peace to become a reality, an 
tbat we cannot expect for a long 
time_to come. : ; 

“But what they don't realize, οὐ 
want to realize, is that time is 
not against us. Along with the 
growing numerical Bap, the quali- 
tative and technological gap ia 
also widening — in our favour. 

“We have only one danger to 
face -— ourselves — and that is the 
reason I deeided to 
tics, because I felt that only by 
taking part in the political process. 
could I help mect that danger,” 

Ὁ into poli- ᾿ 



HE SEAMEN kill the , 
ships they love and do 
it with a strike — Os- 

3 

ἰ 
r THE COLLECTIVE labour agree- rates look Jow, but what counts 

| ear Wilde’s lines, re- 

ment with 41] seamen, officera is the actual take-home pay of 
and ratings, ran out at the end the ratings. Among the higher 
of 1972. grades they are often above those 

The officers started περὸ- of the officers on the same ship.” 
tlations soon after the beginnin: Cver the years, the ratings 
of this year and after the usual have secured oxtra pay for a 
bargaining, settled with the variety of what are called “apecial 
owners in April for the famous duties,” such as moving cargo on 
40 per cent Inerease that was board, or opening end closing the 
also granted to other big Rroups, heavy covers over the holds, Even 
among them the doctors. The in- where these special duties are 

Wid SSE 
HOC BOIS 

᾽ A The ratings, advised by a sea- seamen are atill paid for them. Israel ἧς merchant mariners man turned | lawyer, wate ed pith They are algo pald for overtime 
rec ἢ A erest, waited un e ink on and draw part of their wages in 
che a en a wildcat strike. the offlears’ contract was nite forelgn exchange, and when the 

atio: , an en came forwal in exchange rates ti 

between ‘the sap eee eee ing” to Me “Kaen added up to tiny a ΣΝ ahh iz to Mr. Kashti, “added up to Θ᾽ ι i - 
the shipow YA’AG 125 or 126 per cent. Ὁ ed uD. the rating yeh Nai 

p ners, ‘OV, The talks with Zim --- which come rises near the top in the 
ARDON probes below deck for usually negotiates the labour con- international table. Two-thirds of 

“ tracts on behalf of the entire in- them are In the highest grades 
in the health clinica, telephone ye Η on 
exchange offices and factories ἢ y= the causes of a dispute he dustr went on for about two and earn, all told, between 1L2,000 
- on 

P ᾿ κ months. During this time, again and IL5,000 a month (dependi 
the ships. Any re- τὸς, ̓ ς ἣν λ believes is far from settlement. according to Mr. Kashti, the de- on rank, ship, and a οἱ 

semblance between the notorious mands shrank to 86 per cent, but journey). Income tax only nibbles 
seamen’s strike of 22 years ago innovations in ship propulsion and that should have been ap- the owners still refused to at a seaman’s pay: 20 per cent is 
and that of last week is purely operation, in loading and un- preciated, applied to the His- beyond 40 per cent, Barly in suey, the maximum. When he earns a 
coincidental. In 1951, the seamen loading, called for more highly tadrut for its official recognition, the ratings’ union served notice pound sterling, the Tax Commis- 
of a Merchant Marine that in re- trained and technologically skilled {f not its blessing. They wore re- of a “labour dispute,” which must sloner treats it as an Iusrael 
trospect looks minute, struck for personnel. The day of the sailor fused. Once again, landlocked, doc- precede an lawfully conducted pound. Nobody elae enjoys that 
self-dotermination in their fledg- of old, unskiMed except for brawn trinalre incomprehension and poor strike by 15 dayars The Zim man- privilege. 
Mng union, for running their own and quickness of mind and body, human relations prevailed. Th Θ᾽ agement and the union continued 
af and not having them run is gone. A new type of seaman indignant officers struck, makin: 

written to fit the disas- 
ter that struck Israel's 
Merchant Marine a week 

ago, brings home to us how reck- 
less men can come near to des- 
troying themselves in trying to 

achieve what they believe is the 

best for them, The week-long 

: atrike is merely in abeyance. Un- 

ἢ teas the seamen have second and 
fess self-destructive thoughts, 

} they may resume it as soon as 

they find out that the Secretary- 
General of the Histadrut, vigor- 

: ous patron of the — socially 
oppressed, may have doubtsabout ἢ 
the mertis of their claims. i 

Tho poor human relations in / ΑΝ 
Israel society are the result of a / \ ὯΝ 
corporate national failure. They / Ἂ 
affect our conduct on the roads, 

<————— 

to meet, talk and disagree, T HY DO the seamen 
by Histadrut bureaucrats with is belng ‘hatched in the classroom, the Zim Company an innocent Transport Ministry and the fhe say they are un- 

i land-locked minds. trained, through mathematies, victim and involuntarily setting a tadrut stood by paasively. de riviloged with 
ral human relations were at mechanics and electrical engineer- bad example to the ratings, w) On the morning of Friday, such earnings ἢ 

: . work even then. The Histadrut ing to handle the expensive auto- learned an instructive leeson in August 3, the ratings! union se- | says Shlomo Avi- 
leaders regarded as wicked any- matic, electronic Rear of today. dealing with the Histadrut, which cretariat decided, at an extra- tan, one of the 
thing they did not control. The By innate disposition, such men they came to regard as a paper ordinary meeting of represen- ratings’ union sec- 
seamen were vilified as dissidents, have more discipline, more under- tiger. tatives of the three divisions — retaries: 
Communists and traitors to the standing for the economic lawsof Once on their own, the officers deck, engine and catering staffs “You can't compare a seaman’s 
cause, and their strike was crush- the industry in which they serve. also tried te improve their pay — to call what it called “a partial job with that of anybody ashore. 
ed force. Yet they were, by Over the years, however, the rates in order to re-establish the strike” on all Israel ships in We are at our place of work, 24 
and as fine a group of new men serving as officers in differential between themselves Israel ports as of 6 o'clock on hours a day, doing overtime and 
men ag any nation could wish the merchant marine came to feel and the ratings. The narrowing of Sunday morning. About a dozen extra duties round the week — 
for its ships. They struck not less and less identity of interest this differential over the Fears, ships then docked in the three work-days, weekends, holidays. 
for higher pay, but for a union with the ratings, the “other they felt, deprived them of the ports were to be prevonted from Some men sail for three montha 

. that would suit their special ranks” of the ships’ crews, with rewards to which they were en- eaving. The shipowners aaid they through changing climates that 
needs, as different from those whom they were allied in the titled by virtue of their invest- firat heard the news of the affect their health, stop at foreign 
of men working on land as are Federated Seamen’s Union. Last ment of time and money in train- strike over the radio: Had they ports for only 24 hours, come 

of a soldier and o civilian, year the friction led to a rupture. ing and of their superior skills. been given advance notice, they home for barely 48. Compare 
he officers formed a union of The officers held out for pay rises might have tried to get some of what we earn with what a port 

ROM THE strike of 1951, their own, pleading differences of and got, them. the ships to weigh anchor before worker gets for one or two 
to that of last week interests and outlook and an in- Between the two unions a con- Sunday morning. shifts, — and thén goes home. We 

tched a long chain of ability to enforce discipline in a test developed as to who could would rather not do overtime.” 
failures in human rela- shipboard -reallty of a widening squeeze more out of the ship HE UNION LEADERS αὶ he says is true, but not 
tions. Labour Exchanges intellectual gap and a narrowing owners. The owners retreated bo- have to this day refused the whole story. Going to sea is 
a tee sen ge they differential Ἢ pay. τὶ {τ threats, Os mations OF = a on eat shout not — = eg bat a 

ai run e a union tions actu applied. The eir claims. They would way of life, Seamen ell you 
Histadrut on ‘the basis of the lawned, the oMleers: aut 4 » ond saying thet being ‘away from their fam- , animated tadrut proyed a helpless by- not be 
numerical strength of “the Lae Wunched, the ofcers, anima tty utender, © Be ΟΝ that Kashti's estimate illos is a privation for which they 
bour : ᾿ ᾿ τὰ of 88 ΒΝ cent is exag- should be compensated; but many 

; gerated,” and ‘We want to spe of them go to sea because they 
parties) were wont to re- 

nage and {roublo-makers SP, a wa Β 
The pollee ugh to go to sea. 4 ὡ) Was, 

Ne ee a eR --. GN 

+ of pounds, not percentages, you do not want to be with their 
thought the same. In | can't eat percentages.” families all the time. The pay 

Some cases, bad lots were indeed μεν j Σ “Ge Gradually, however, their view- rates are attractive, no matter 
reformed, but it is more probable ie" : τ “ἢ point emerged: they wanted the whnt the union says. Many sea-' 
that the saints were converted by aa 2 ; ‘old differential between ratings’ men are knowh to have saved 
the sinners. I¢ today we have ; » . ) ae and officers’ pay to ‘be carried enough to own taxicabs, steak 
tro tg, by seamen, often in 4 ; a over into the new contract. That taverns and other business enter- 
broad light end condoned iy: | - ὶ λ ew od js to say, if, under the old con- prises. The drop-out rate is high. 
rather ‘than ΐ , : Ri ye tract, an officer recelved IL2,000, As the men grow older, the spirit 
to-that unde Ἶ ee } : 4 “7 | -.f and a rating [L1,500, and under of adventure wanes. 

the new contract, the officer was Comparisons with other mari- 
receiving TL2,860, the rating time nations are interesting. Last 

e practi τ ἣν Ρ ἐπ should now get 1L2,800. March, the Shipping Research In- 

ping.” The ‘public oy : j j : i, . The Zim manager, refusing to stitute in Haifa published a de- 
seamen was badly 1 ‘ ἊΨ | : abandon the conventiona! tailed study on seamen's rates of 

rj language used In negotiations all pay here and abroad, taking all 
the world over, made it clearthat the elements into carefully ad- 
the demands were umacceptable. justed account, it found that for 
Neither he nor the other shipping similar ships, a British company 
companies have so far budged spends 13 per cent less on wages, 

It says a lot for the basic 
pa the potential of our 
wee aibey, turmed out as 

i Ye was. hardly an b int aa. all : from their stand, And for com; an Italian company, 28 per cent 

a Kashti described 4 Ἷ eS Oe , ae Bit pelling reasons. The officers’ less, than an Israel company, but 
as a “cap- x 

» rellable group the shipowners {and also to the cent more. 
Histadrut) that if the employers . 
grant the ratings higher increases T IS no wonder the ship- 

" With 
of, and 

ἢ: relationg εἰ than those approved by the Min- ping companies are now de- 

lal isterial Committee on . Wages, it ermined to stop at that 40 

. still ‘bein will ‘at once claim the same in- per cent. Their ‘ability to 

day. Any soci: ereases for themselves. In other compete in the world mar- 

ἃ have pointed : ᾿ : ἵ words, they will not put up with ket is at stake. On the ships 
& superigr kind of men: See IGEN Ἶ a / any narrowing of the wage gap of leading maritime nations, 

‘ between themselves and ‘the rat- cheap foreign labour is displac- 
ings. On that count alone,. the ing costly indigenous labour. Zim, 
owners are caught between Scylla more than other Israel firms, 1s 
and Charybdis. near the brink, with a profit rate 
What are the merits: of the shrunk to one per cent of turn- 

ratings' claim? When you hear over this year. A still higher out- 
them explairi their case, it sounds lay on wages will simply drive it 

kf as if the owners are quibbling off a highly competitive, unpro- 
il aver a few extra pounds of basic tected market. If the ratings will 
» pay. The owners’ version says it, they can turn the Israel flag 

exactly the apposite: that the into one of inconveriience. It can 
Jsrae!’ seaman is already among then be kept flying only if the 
the highest-paid in the world, taxpayer subsidizes it. In the last 
surpassed only by his U.S. and 
Weat Germ an counterpart. come, it will be up to Mr. Sapir 
Whence the dis¢repancy? |. and Mr, Ben-Aharon to utter the 

The secretary of. the officers’ last word on whether we can 
1 union clears'up the mystery.."You afford a commercially viable ship- 

rates: and actual earnings. 8 -have to aquttle it.’ 

ἢ union has made it very clear to that a German one spends 15 per — 

round of the contest, still to 

must: distinguish between - ΝῊ y ping industry or whether we shall x 

~ PAGE SEVEN 



if Socialist Republic of Rumania is the only one of the Warsaw Pact countries which maintains normal eo ὦ . “47 six 
pelations with Israel. Among the many facets of that normality is the constant and growing two-way 

: of tourists between Lod and Bucharest. CATHERINE ROSENHEIMER has recently returned 
ae 

“WORTH WHILE visiting Ru- My cellulold 1 
mania?” asked a friend soon Black Sea. “ease ene cnet after my return. The question sparkling and new, new, new. was casual, the tone dubious. I Almost half of the country’s pondered whethor to remind him 250,000 beds for tourists are at t at bofora my departure, when present concentrated there; but 3 myself had been doubtful, ho now In the midst of a five-year ad beon one of many pee le to five Dillion tei (about IL1.7 bil- uamure me what o breathtakingly lion) tourist development pro- 

autiful country ft was, (Those gramme, the Rumanians are now ao αὐ Hho oe enon haga | concentrating on tho develop- 
᾿ those beautiful blouses"!) What sorts, °° "Pee Sud mountain re. nan a meant was fat he knew 

κέ cead_were reasonable, but waa pressions of Buch - Ξ Tot the place for a good contrast to Tel pe gee rr 
i After an intensive week's tour traffi 5 τι τὲ of the country at the invitation of bus ran ve gti natant ‘7 ἊΝ ΑἹ, oe Hamanian Mints: a “traffic jam’ consisted of half. py Yee it you z ny anoeyer 8, a-dozen cars, We wondered how 

a complete change of atmosphere, rush hour, The lt; a break from the Israeli summer, cars is easy to nada gon jush pine forests, stunning mown- one learns that ‘the price of the at aemnery unspoilt villages locally assembled ecla car is the an .. ortable, inexpensive same as a small Volkswagen in hotels. No, if you are a pem- Israel, and that the ἃ 4 verage Ru- pered, qiiltos oriented, interna- manian worker carns one third of with rm 1 tastes, looking for sophintlented an Israeli worker's wage. 

a nightilte, expectin ib ad 
opp! apree. en, Θ only UCHAREST'S WID thing Rumania has fo off tree-lined μὰ 

the Bucharest Tntercoutlventet : OY Pacis: τὰ 
much like any big Am 
style hotel anywhere, about $50 recalts Lishon Madri per counle per might, vith roothop wooded inke asea to the bBo 
club, and 80 on. onti- fon eee ego ee Intere ten, nentel js, incidentally, the only ture of ne gy rai ΕΡΜΗΣ | hotel not owned by the Ministry Wastern Ei a ᾿ _ of Tourism.) For our party of the sparkle and "gaety” of τὸ deep: journalists it was not tig me olis is gone. There are 

6 atar attraction. a Sow solloee cafes in the centre 
‘i Rumania is the only Eastern of the city open till late at πὶ ht loc coun that  enco ag where a_ well-behaved clientele two-way traffic with Israol, which sips Its drinks and an occasional offers a special reduction in street sweeper or car ver raved tax to Rumania: a group (a woman as often as a man) ght costs 171,080 incluslye, re- pesses by. There is ¢er ainly duced ‘by πο for any Isracli more fesling of regimentation applying to the Interlor Ministry and disotpline here than in other, for a “Rumania ae laisse- smaller towns, : , -passer. Carpati (a division of | Window shopping ‘in Bucharest -the Rumanian Tourlem Ministry). (in ‘fact everywhere) is limited. | are trying to- attract more fs- Thera is the. to buy except ει Pe raailé, and have opened kosher ra- peasant shirts, embroidered table-- poems stourants In Sinaia and severat cloths and local salami. 'This doca } : ; other resorts this summer. Pack- of course, ensure no undue strain [- εὐ Ago deal holidays ‘with kosher on the -leraeli tourist's holiday are meiia are also available, Ten Ye-. budget. You may, if you ara tell guides are now spending lucky, find more imaginative i reppetlensel me nore. popi- items ΟΣ, Pooeent art or Pottery reso! me being " 
“groups of Israeli toutiste, ᾿ in o villages, weet aoe ‘ ae Another commodit 

" 

. . : : ἢ short . supply is fresh fruit, ᾿ _UR WEEIK-LONG trip ee onsale were 5 for ‘adie ᾿ comprised a 760-km. air- oranges. This is ἃ reflection of ne cular route going north- governmant polloy since the end ἡ ᾿ rough West eee is Bucharest of. World | ay γῇ -then, -70 per 
: taing, north as far ag igre nt of the 

ds. coun ay, 60 
3 guatry: Hopeenien: 

‘ night ̓  servic 
; on. this - Humanis “Tat [ at. ome. ΒΥΠΑΡΌρΙΙΘ᾽ Β. 800 santa’: pra at . e hi 

pS sears of modest, stzip 
Β ‘haokgrourid Ὁ ari 

pPropaganda-fims.). . ΄" 

ως π oid, loca τὸ" 

per ‘cent of the 

a visit to Rumania: here are some of her observations. 

heatwave broke, and we left Bu- The trouble — and this in a hotel 

ing through endless new high- waa the plumbing. 
rise housing developments on the Plumbing experiences provided 
outskirts of the capital (what ia our group with a lively topic of 
the Rumanian word for Shikun?) dally conversation. matimes 

Pitesti — centre of the coun- bath taps at the same time; 

dustry. Our first sight of the the floors; often it precipitated 
Carpathian mountains was, sad- 8 murky δ 
ly, obliterated by mist and cloud. the bath. This is a field in which 

Mountain streams which should Rumania would do well to invest 
have been trickles were swollen some of its five billion lei tourism 

to shing torrents; but the development budget. - 
weather improved, and we were 
able to appreciate the full beauty 
of:the region. Calimanest!-Caciu- 
late is one of many spa resorts 
we visited. 

Friends who have experienced 
it tell me that treatment in Ru- recommend taking along 
manian spas is of high profes one’s own jer of instant 

aional standard, with e μὲ: coffee. Much of what we were 
tlent’s timetable adjusted to a strong chico: 
precise medical needs, and that flavour, though the Turkish cot- 
after-effects are extremely satis- fee we sampled in Slonac’s park 

factory. At Callmanesti-Caciulate, cafe was 

> - 7 ae : one of the many we visited, made in copper jugs which ara 

leh : ‘ olds ΤΟ per person seemed a rea- set in heated san 

" τ Ξ sonable price xor a comfortable brew thoroughly. 

OFFEE WAS another of 
the variables of the trip 
— I agree with those who 

En route to Sibin, = pessoa was far freer than we ha 

ere] Jook to thelr τοῦ τοῖο, firing the trip, touching even on 

oe on es i pain story of the American amazed at 

clad in grapevines. Sighisoara is the low prices oted to him by 

a most picturesque ancient town δ Russian | doctor aribes 
with a walled Crusader fortress ἘΡΕΣΆΡΙΟΒΕ, And how muc 

ἃ ancient timbered olock-tower, Bt o 

from which there are sturming eat? ‘A. million rowbite,” 
views of the surrounding hills an pol 
forests. expensive to open your 

mouth,” 
As we left Slonac, another 

Βπι plece of erase? of ἐκιοπᾶ: 

Ν SLONAC MOLDOVA, WY, [STAC Rima the. souvenir 
where we made an overnight SMUEN IY ον: ‘alowed ia a 

cial atmosphere 1 stop, a specie apparent. Jaffa orange erate. Re pnbantay, 

The Moldavians move slowly we drove Rg A ah a gg VLA 
and sedately; their houses nestle rasoy, the country’s second 

together in contrast largest’ matropolis. ; 

eae fe uate the pain The 16th century elty centre of 

porches, quiet observers on'nar- Brasov jie | the ancient market 

Pow, winding rests, he own aguare, The town's ramiing old 
was built in 1801, the lhl’ ito a multi-level complex 

of 
Inge of ee te Ge sans- bars, restaurants and night clubs, 
torium and the adjacent pavillons, The Cerbul Carpatini is geared 
formerly the casino, add a state. orainas incinan ‘focal songH 
ly Victorian quality to the East- dances a8 well aa national ani 
rag meee y Capek with favourites to eater to clients’ 

ἃ through Slonac’s testes. For our benefit, they san; 

wooded park on a quiet Sunday ebgruanlem tye Golden" an 

trolling decorously after church, 

taking © gular ewig from little 

plastic bottles. No, it was not 

ski rt and togrist contre 
"3 Lohr a Nm city, Rang (below). 

2 rt rel develo} E 
clty. (Below) Traffi ost uninort 

» The city was once known as*"the Pavia of 3. Ba 

BRE, AS in many other 
restaurants, Israeli flags 
welcomed us AL Bs Mes Wo ae ee hen art orn 4 

ΒΕΡΕῚ : = ; : : ‘eae ἜΣ a . drink, but 

, 50. . : } ᾿ 
water lone of the hotels we. be. exercised over ‘every 

_to_worry about. such matters, 

ἃ. and complete leck of it. Our me In the middle of 

call, booked to hands and waltzed πιὸ οἱ 

pies Fara ae "1. 

A sweltering humid freak Tel Aviv came through quickly. open “i'm 

charest in stormy weather, driv- opened three weeks previously — you?" 

thi h industrial town of water came out of the shower and Acien 

tes egg orn ὃ at very broadminded!” As we filed 

try's oll and petro-chemical in- others, it rose through outlets In out of the restaurant later, my 

on our 

a e— 8 
ge in-: kind of gentlemah's “excuse me” ed as “aver: urists 

nd gered eT eae: Bott, = a young ‘man Εἰεθθα bark x Rumania’s stats deserve every 

gambit was unforgettable. 
rom Cairo," he said. “And 

I don't think you'd like it if 
I told you," I replied... When he 
ra ed the out oe departed 
astily, regaining his polse suf- 
ἣν to add, "Never mind. I'm 

Tgyptian dance partner bade me 
rown layer of silt In a friendly goodbye. 

Our guide Manuel was 8 
man of infinite patience and a 
fund of knowledge, always care- 
ful to resigt showing us one sight 
too many, sensitive to our. 
eee « ond wishes. oe δ 
ary Ὁ him, even Day 
Six of a very tight itinerary, a 
of us were alert and ready to 
see more. Poiana Brasov, a ski 
resort near Brasov, gave us 8 
flestingly pleasant taste of Ru- 
mania’s winter attrections. The 
snows were gone, but distant 

white. 1,500 
in the erlsp mountein 

ARPATI BXPECTS κα to- 
tal of three million tour- 
ista this year, of which it 
{hopes that 10,000 will 

be Israels. Those who have 
visited the country before and 
returned ἀἰμαρροίαἰοά ὮΝ poor 
hotels and facilities should find 
many improvements, a οἱ 
tourist, accustomed to . go 
Switzerland, for_a summer cure, 
may find that Rumania offers a 
fair substitute at far lower prices. 
There seems more to attract the 
middle-aged than the younger 
bracket of tourists, though both 
sk! and sea possibilities could 
rovide a reasonably priced family 
oliday. 
Rumania is currently aiming at 

attracting a new 8 Israelt 
tourist — not those of Ru- 
manian origin who senti- 
mentally motivated to visit the 
‘country of his birth, but the po- 
tential traveller who may never 
in his wildest dreams have con- 
sidered αὶ holiday in Rumania. 

I certainly belonged in the latter 
category, and it was only a ehance 
invitation that took me there. I 

briefing and in- don't believe that price alone is 
the decislve- factor that: will δὲ- 

Grizz! A d ment tract more Israelis to head for 
to protect them from the 16. ly Israeli”; but 2 top governmen’ 

ull - official assured us that, under a Bucharest, Pojana Brasov, the 
Mineral water ws Popular, τοῖα ἢ here strict control can Black Sea. I do feel, however, that 

jocal and with 

e Perla at Slonac foreign resident, there is no need the comforts and attractions our 
if the tourist is provided 

party experienced — and we were 
assured. that we some being. treat- 
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Jerusalem is to have onee again a “‘Tiferet Israel” synagogue which will be e Ruzhi 

part of a World Centre of the Ruzhin Hassidie movement. κε 

Rabbi Dr. ISRAEL, WEINSTOCK, head of the Institute for Kabbala and 

Hassidism in Jerusalem and a descendant of the founder of the dynasty, Dynasty 
describes its origins. 

NAVEH presents 

SEW /AWITE 
THE TWIN SISTER OF "NAVEH AVIViIM” 

The exclusive residential quarter on the Herzliya-Ramat Hasharon 
border. Half of-the entire area is devoted to lawns and trees; 
A choice of American-style apartments combining innovative 

planning with architectural excellence. 
Construction and finish of a standard which has made the name of 

freight of the same weight on "Naveh” a landmark in Israeli living culture. 
the other alde. The saddle-pack 

lly colourful wool goes A "Naveh” apartment - a sound investment for life. 
twin-horn- 

UST OVER 101 years ago, investigation, and Rabbi Yisrael 
the Tiferet Yisrael Syna- was ordered to remain under po. | Rogue was dedicated with lice surveillance, He wag gives | 
great pomp in the Old City permission to move, with bh | 
of Jerusalem. Named for family, to Kishinev, in Begsars. 
Rabbit Yisrael Friedmann, bia. I 

founder of the Ruzhin Hassidie When his followers learned, | 
dynasty, it became more popular- confidentially, that a mainieter | 
ἣν known as the Nissan Bak Syn- decree had been signed for hh 
agogue, after the man who rais- banishment to Sibera, the mug. 
ed the funds for it and super- gled him across the border into 
vised its construction. umania, After 8 short stay ἰὴ 

more than 75 years, the Jassy, he finally moved to By 
beautiful Eynagogue was the pride kovina, part of the Austr 
of Jerusalem; but along with the Hungarian Empire. 
rest of the Jewlsh places of "All the Russian attempts to 
worship in the Old City, it was get him returned to their juris 
wantonly destroyed Ὁ the Jor- ction were unavailing, and 
danians after the 1948 war, Rabbi Yisrael Friedmann — οἱ 

Last Sunday, at a site in Ro- Ben Shalom, as he was hence 
mema, the new Tiferet Yisrael forth known — was eventually 
Yeshiva complex was dedicated, given permission to reside per 
and the cornerstone was lald for manently within the Empire. 
& new synagogue and a world In 18 
headquarters for the Ruzhin his home on the estate near 
movement. Sadagora, in Bukovina, which hi: 

followers had bought in his name, 
ABBI YISRAEL Fried- In due course, his family wer 
mann was the son of the given permission to leave Russ 
founder of the Rhuzhin and join him. 

SPE HN, SAT nally eta iat | ge ie of Probysht, himself a Ra migra’ h a6 amat 
grandson of Rabbi Dov ter of precaution, he acquired ate being very at 

Ber, the “Great Maggid” or Turkish nationality for himself ΒΑ Manet the 
preacher of Mezritch who was the and his entire family and — way the anima] has to be treated. successor of the Beaht, Rabbi Tsrae] then being under Turkish three-hour trek was all the Baal Shem Tov, the founder of rule — registered as a “citizen camel drivers would allow. Then, 
modern Hassidiam. of Jerusalem” (2 status that his to be watered and 

Yisrael Friedmann was only 16 descendants maintained until very cha 
years old when he succeeded his recent times). 
father in 1818, but his piety and 

bundled up for the night in our 
sleeping bags. 

GETTING CAMELS ready to 
is an Involved process. The 

τυ eal water hes to be bal- 
meed carefully against some 

out process 
Suleimsn al- 

most an hour each time, an 
a La nage ey nial unloaded 

every stop, 6. repeat- 
three or Rar times a day. 
If the camel Is the ship of the 

desert, ours certainly gave the The synagogue δὲ the Rabbi's court in Sndagora. (Below) Tho “Tiferet Israel” syna: in the 
Old Gly “better known as the “Nissan Bak,” which Wan dedicated in 1872 and dgotroyed in 1948. 

>. 

Eas tir 
43 

wisdom, enhanced by great per- , The times,” 
sonal charm, soon gained him the ἘΣ ΒΑΘΆΘΟΝΕΝ con some 
reverence of the masses as well tinued to be called, re: me, on 
as Mead gary of the leading vived the glories of his camel moun 

68 8 day. Ἶ 3 ving to Ruchin, the young former co Tora Just re entering the Firan, 3 Z t one night a fow hun- 
metres from an encampment i “Mo k in 

rabbi built himself 2 palatial re- h ag was tres 
sidence where he lived in great bg sfonde ie alive Ulat Sa‘id tribe. There i 
meron ton, hides eee halt ed on ‘a stand of solid 7 δ: 
was ina carriage with silver fit- The food at his table was served id walla ulat-8a’td,” tings, drawn by four houses, and on silver plates and eaten wilh —"pltch camp far but 

fe never with the ΠῚ Said We prreae auled by an entourage of ry μὰ 
attendants, ᾿ m all over Ri it and found | The court of Ruzhin quickly and Poland made ΓΕ said that in aoe: became the spiritual centre of the new centre bie ance with the Beduin tradition of Russian Je + ho, downtrod- where the splendour of the way ty, a traveller is elther Gen and deprived of civic and of life was completely conttiY 1 put up in the gueat-house for the Senta arg ry ὡς τὰς sesve cent: | Mc ob fed in gro ot v rougnou lomes, 5 - they flocked to Rabbi Yisrael Eat inthe eyes cf his contemp> | fered a kid oe ,may- also be of, 
from far and near, both to seek rarieg, the dik behaved thus to cook fo; 
religious guldance and to baskin not for his own & disement, 
his glory. And it was not only but ag a way of po beg the Lord. 
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court: distinguished non-Jewish the sound of music and dancing. 
intellectuals and high-ranking 
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stous of -anyone who divine; he who hurta .2 Ml 
made himeelf conspicuous, hurts the Father in Heaves; of |. 

and as the years passed. He left no written recor’ © | 
they became apprehensive the doctrines he used to ἧς 

1 at the rumours thet Rabbi Yis- pound, in siniple language, 

‘HE RUSSIAN authorities 
were traditionally suspi-. 

raél was actually a rebel at heart, his followers, illustrating thos : jane 2 who aimed at nothing less than 1 : oat vie under 1s 
restoring the throne of David and ἊΝ 
proclaiming himeelf King of the οἷ ank 
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Guttman pictures for your poems 

Miriam Arad 

«τοῖν, that the twins are Ilttle wiser, 
They seem at firat to have better 

luck with thelr adolescent cousin 
Aronon, who talks like a person with 
vast practical experience: “Sure I 
know how bables are made. The 
whole trick is to know how not to 
make them.” So that when he in- 
forms them he is going out with a 

girl tonight, they follow him to see 
what he'll do, and find he has just 
been wishful-thinking aloud to them: 
“Now we'll never know how babics 
are made,’ aald Yovav bitterly. ‘Nor 
how they aren't’ said I." 

Further unsatisfying anawers 
come from their teacher — who 
tells them all about the bees — from 
an uncle who waxes enthusiastically 
but too technically scientific, and 
from Daphna‘s hipple boy-friend. It 
is their grandfather who finally un- 
tangles the confused mixture of 
foncy and half-truth they have ac- 
cumulated on the way. (Though 
after he has also explained that love 
making is o pleasant activity and 
that, combined with love, it can be 
8 very beautiful experiance, the story 
ends with the following conver- 
sation : 

Ldsten, Erez, don't you think it’s 
disgusting? 
What de? : 
Copulation... PM never do dt. 1 
don’t want children ot all anyway. 
Do you? 
I think I'll try ἐὲ once and make 
up my mind after. 
The cleverly contrived result of 

the twins' quest ia that along with 
them, the reader himself is only 

Standards 

Alan Pryce-Jones 

THE 19708 have to be combated in 
modest ways, to begin with. Just 
try not to be decelved, whether in 
politica, art or dally living, by the 
utter rubbish which will be set up 
ag dealrable. Which means asger 
ting standards, returning to the re 
jected notion that some products, 
attitudes, concepts, hnve greater 
value than others. 

There is at the moment running 
in New York a mustoal “A LAttle 
Night Music.” It is one of the few 
Broadway shows for which seats are 
truly hard to get, and it hag been 
greeted with rapture by the critica 
and by much of the public as an 
exquisite, even an elevated, axperi- 
ence. 

True, it ds pretty to look at, and 
ita lyrics gre deft; otherwize it 
offers farce as nourishing as an old 
sponge-cake, sugary and friable. In 
better days it would have run for a 
week or two. But becouse nostalgia 
ia a new catch word, because com- 
petition is feeble, and discussion 
about theatre almost non-existent, 
pretty deftness gets by. It is con- 
founded with mastery. 

If standards were asserted, much 
the same could be said of books re- 

F 

The terrible summer of 1944 
UMMER THAT BLED, The 

led of Hannah Senesh, 
by Anthony Masters, London, 

1 Joseph, 349 pp. £3.15 or 
British ‘Coundll Library, Jerusalem. 

Aviva Even-Paz 

THE TROUBLE jig tthat the name 
become ἃ cliché. What 

ing thing about it is that it is 
written by 8 non-Jew. 
Anthony Masters, & young Hing- 

ish novelist, seems to have identified 
himself effortlessly and unsentimen- 
tally with the Jewlsh plight and 
with Hannah Senesh, so much go, in 
fact, that without didactism or 
tendentlousness he gives meaning 
to what otherwise might seem to 
some an exercise in martyrdom. 
Why did this young girl volun- 

tear for what was obviously the 
hopeless and suicidal migsion of try~ 
ing to d#ave Hungarian Jewry? 
Was it @ form of madness, an 
expresaion of romantic, adolescent 
feelings? I confess that, before 

“Advocate for the Dead,” quotes 
Joel Brand, another member of the 
Rescue Committce, as saying, “Never- 
theless, with all his weaknesses and |: . Ν 
mistakes, Kastner was a man who 
put his heart and goul into the | 
rescue of the Jewish people and _ 
who achieved a very great deal. 
Timid by nature, he nevertheless 
showed ἃ marvellous courage at ἢ 
critical moments”... auch as nego- 
Hating with BDichmann who 
emerges a8 the third algnificant 
figure in this drama. 

‘And, strangely enough, it was the 
worldly-wigo, devious Kastner who 
achleved at least part of what 
Hannah could not do — saving at 
least a tiny remnant. Time and 
again Kastner put his head into 
the Hon’a den. At one point Bich- 
mann says to Kastner, “Your nerve 
is going, Kastner. Tll have to send 
you to Theresienstadt for a cure. 
Or would you prefer Auschwitz?” 

HANNAH CAME from a comfort- 
able, Intellectual, Jewish bourgeol- 
background, From her carliiest 
yeors she was different, and others 
felt {t, Maatera says Hannah was - 
not a pretty girl, yet several boys 
fell in love with her and wanted 
to marry her. What attracted 
them? Stocky, plump when she was 
young, with a round face and warm 
green-hlue eyes, she was the daugh- 
ter of a Hungarian Jewish play- 
wright-feuilletonist, who wrote el- 

but rather a great wide shelf upon 
which everyone [5 placed alde by 
aide, But I can’t really believe in 
this.” 

SHB FELT most at home in the 
- Kibbutz, but still she wrote: “The 

basic function of the kibbutz 18 
; to afford satisfaction to all lta 
members, No one fs able to live 
long as ἃ dlind instrument used 
only to further πὶ social alm. Ha will 
only be content if he himself moves 
towards his goal, Even if a socla- 

H lst slogan ig placed on & moun- 
tain peak as a constant spur and 
Incentive, we must not forget that 
if the members do not feel fresh 
air all round them when they reach 
the peak, if they do not sense a 
broader horizon, If they do not fecl 
frea — if they are considered only 
as working robots who blindly come 
and go —- then all the efforta will 
have been wasted. For what is the 

ἢ use of a man reaching the mouu- 
tain peak !f he can't appreciate 
all the beauty around him because 
he is broken in body and spirit?” 

But although, wherever ahe went 
in Palestine — Nahajal, Glnossar, 
Sdot Yam — she was admired, and 

ΠΟ her qualities recognised, she her- 
self was restless and dissatisfied. 
Sho had found no focal polnt (she 
turned down several offers of mar- 
riage), she was caten up with fear 

4 for her mother Catherine, still in 
Budapest, and her brother George 
(Glora) In occupied France. And 
so her inevitable road was being 
mapped out, firat the Palmach and 
then the Palestine Jewlah para- 
chute mission to Hurope, originally 

thought or Hannah would hava 
done, but the remork went down 
very well. To Hunloke, Taylor and 
Simonds she exhibited a blend of 
true-bluc δι upper-lilp Mandate 
joyalty which they thought in a 
Jcw surprising and touching. ‘To 
Ben-Gurion and Avigur, already ex- 
Pperlenced statesmen, she exhibited 
all the appalling naivete of some- 
one who had just signed her own 
death warrant,” 

The Rescue Committee's desperate 
efforts continued — Brand was sent 
off to Istanbul, then to Palestine, 
then to Calro in the notorious 
“goods for Jews" negotiations, 
whilst Kastner had found a willing 
accompilce in the German Nazi, 
Kurt Becher, who reallsed that the 
Germans had lost the war and 80 
tried to stall the deportations, albeit 
unsuccessfully, partly to try and es- 
cape the punishmont he was cer- 
fain to rocelve when brought to 
account after the war, but also he- 
cause he, together with a few other 
high-up officlals, lacked Hich- 
mann's all-consuming zeal to kil! 
Jews. 

Through a grotesque mischance, 
Hannoh was eventtmlly captured, 
tortured ond shot. During her cap- 
tivity In Budapeat her mother tried 
to contact Kastner, who, she had 
been assured, was the one person 
who could save her daughter (ten 
years later Catherine's testimony 
was to weigh heavily against him) 
but he was never available, 

THE BOOK raises many questions 
as it fills In the background to 
this absorbing and macabre story. 

gradually led to the true, and per- stretched it a little, and gained a 
destined to land in Hungary, but Why did Kastner fall to help Han- 

haps to him as to them somewhat brief seat in the hall of fame — 
changed by the British to a Iand- nah? What was the role of tha’ 
ing In Yugoslavia — the first of Jewish Agency im the long-pro- 

_ Many cruel setbacks. It was this tracted negotlations between the 
mission which Hannah had sub- Jewish Rescue Committee and Eich- 
consciously been waiting for. It mann? Waa lit juat that they wera 
ig easy at this distance of time to helpless, since the Allics had coolly 
be sceptical about this hopoless decided that they would have no 
suicidal exploit, yet what seems τῇ In saving Jews by buying 

ἢ vertain now is that Hannah's rest- them off with trucks and other 2 
lessnes8 was really the response of goods? Churchill had remarked, “1 
a haunted sensitive and pero{plent cannot afford to see Dr, Weiz- ᾿ 

Β soul to what was going on in mann, for I have a sleepless night 
Hurope. after each interview with him : 

reading this book, I used to think egant, fashionable, wit! Jays — 

& little along these lines, but I one remembers the Seti te αὐ 
ehocking, facts, and that on the wey which is at best only an annex to don’t think #0 any more. If her Herzl, People felt her rooky inde. ᾿ 
he not only reads about the evasiong the palace of art. pendence, her refusal to be guided 
he himself may have encountered ag ‘But standards are not asserted. Hally, she would have been by anything but her own ght, She . | 
well, but also learns about different In the tough 1070s what counts ia cbviously vindicated, even despite posseased a sagacity and diacrimi- 
espects of sex, He learns that sex is making a little go a longéway. It is nation astonishing in one so young. 

the bright improvisation, the skilled dication. There are some actions The Budapest Protestant ἘΠ 
non’s bragging are about, and that twist to an arm. It is that twist are their own justification. School, in a sudden access of ilbe- 
it is also the blush in their teachers which must be resisted, so that the must do what ig right and ralism, had opened its doors for 
face or the semi-clad young lady dim and the shabby are stripped of knows what the reverberations the firet time to Jewa and Catho- 

— they find in their painter-uncle's ar glemour, ᾿ be? lies, But the Catholics had to Bey 
6 ᾿ i flat. hot always be impressed double, 

Ono of Nahum Guttman’s doelightfal drawings sround which the reader can weave a story, Let me just add that my 18-year- the face on the cover of " THOR with ithe story of Gores aid tat σαν tind une 3 8382 
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. Hannsh Senesh, ‘Mast ἢ which [s bad for the war." Why Dae ae 
PAINTHR NAHUM Guttman had One of my favourites in this col- arid ao cute. Ho euds up eating them ld oritic, who knowa it all al magazine. Do not give all your , ers chronicles fertile ground for thelr activities OTHDRS COULD regard building up didn't Kastnor and the Committee Sere 

winga which, for want of lection is "SnonThon the Python" all the same, loving them mat eat And wie is faintly bored with all praise to the clever ladies oe oy ba id leading ν᾿ to the doom in Hungary. Hannah was one of the land as the only true are - warn Hungarian Jewry early on τ aS 
o.atory, to go with, were stuck who was hungry, and whosemother ing them, for much is life. i oung Feonle’s Guides To and women's liberation without so = ᾿ even though ews Hungary; Jews accepted. Because she was {og answer which it was, but, {n of the fate In store for them, when Ὡς 
away in a drawer and feoling bored. brought him something to eat — ‘The Anteater story appears in you Wanted to Knows, gractous- as a thought for George Hiliot. table end, hors knows the inevi- so outstanding ot her studies, the to Palestine, arrit here in Sep- the meanwhile, millions, including It was atill possible perhaps for ΣΡ 
Then, if we ought to believe the “Try and swallow it all at once SHALOSH VEYOD KAHOL Ἢν] wiv ly condescended to read this book tivate judgment. to interest, pore never falls school, as a tremendous concession, tember, 1989. The story of Hannah her nearest and dearest were des- some to eacape? Masters also men- au 

introduction to ANK OBEV LE- without chewing like a good ittle ‘ino, (Three and Blue, same for. 904 enjoy it, : Buch activities sound re golng to e know what {a reluctantly agreed at the end of the in Palestine has been well docu- tined for death, Masterg recounts tions the ambiguous role of the Ca- 
TBAYER ops? snk Ὡς (ΚΟ to python." He but was till mat, same publisher), which is a UNLESS THERE ARB two Yosai Begging the world to be wise “a losing Ὁ nappen, we sce the net firat year that ‘her fees should be monted: it 159 a pity that her writ- the aatoundmg story of Hannah's thollo Church Jed by Cardinal Seredl, 
Draw, Slfrlyat Poalim, 45  pp.), hungry, and hia mother went in slightly less mucceasful collection. Margallths, it’s hard to understand Ore tractive than railing at during the tb month follows month reduced to those of the Catholics. ing is already fading into a sork eventual ac ce into the small which only wished to save Jewa 

| long’ came poet Mira Meir, and search of more food, He got bored And when Bourla is slightly less what happened to the one who wrote But as the 1970s proceed there does rrible summer of 1944. of Yat stil, Hannah was keenly aware of of Holy Writ, and its originality band of parachutists. It may not who had converted to Catholiclam, 
ppear to be an unusual absence happen the 7 feel something must what was going on in Huropo, and underestimated, “In the Diaspora, be generally known that the Brit- and hurriedly retreated when they 

frightfulneas, the mad, of how Hungary was gradually Jews were sad if they had no porti- ish atlpulated that ἐπα handful of felt they had done enough for these rea rey ftightfulness will be bolng surrounded by the Ger- cular reason to be good-humoured, young Jews was first to concen- people, Perhaps-the greatest compil- 
until the eons all the time, mans — the Anschluss, the Sude- and here, on the other hand, people trate on opening up escape-routes ment I can pay the book is that 
Jews in rounding up of the tenland, the Vienna Treaty whereby are good-humoured if they have no for Allied airmen and other ascap- It makes the reader want to go 
Hungarlar a pest (where most of Hungary received part of 8. 1), partlioular reason to be aad — as ed prisoners of war, and only se- much deeper into the whole back- 
N Swry had converged) in Slovakia and Carpatho-Ruthenla, people are in other lands,” she condarily to try and save Jews. ground of these events. Somewhere 
μέμονας 1044, negotiation were and, as a result, becamo ever more wrote. “While sorting grapefruit in “Hannah was interviewed by a perhaps the truth can be found, 

between the Jewish Reacue virulently anti-Semitic. Hungary had the storeroom, selecting the beauti- joint panel of British and Jewish but it will not be a simple truth 
ner, and the by Reazo Kast- a succession of prime miniaters, ful, good ones, and putting them at personnel... Lt-Col. Hunloke, Sq. But let us leave the last word to 
by ‘nich Naxia, led of course some openly pro-German and antl- the ‘bottom, the battered weak ones Leader Twylor and Lt.-Col. Si- Hannati herself. She waa a heroine 

Tt fs.no Semitic, some, Ike Kallay, “reluc- at the top, the comparison ran monde. The Hagana was represent- certainly, exalted, visionary and 
Kastner exaggeration to gay that tant collaborators,” or like Teleki, through my mind that this is the ed by Ben-Gurion and Shaul Avi. doomed, but she could algo write 

figare * — Jeast as interesting who committed suleide when he way God arranged our people. He gur... Hunloke sald he understood like this: “And when T watched 

though phe may not be every bored- waiting and plinyed —. at numbera successful, you may become a bit “Ad Tset Hakochavim" many years a] 
drawing-In-a-drawer'a anawet to @ (especially eight), or at skipping irritated by some of his mannerisms, ago that he should come up with bi προ ν on all hands and 8, Liroryly 
prayer, she does fairly well with (he was the rope) — till an un- auch ax the repeated use of the full- such preachy stuff as RICH MAT. Of Judgment which is communicat 
most and charmingly with a few known thing appesred in the shape stop like, "He was tired. Very.” Or, SOLIM HATALTUL nnbnn yn px like ἃ virug from one area of living 
of the plotures. of a hedgehog and announced: “Nothing scares me, Hver," Neverthe- (How to Rescue, a Kitten, (Ὁ, snother. casi 

I quppose the best of the poema “I’m scared of nothing. Not even less, I wouldn't like to urge you to Sifrlyat Poalim, drawings by Yaki Here, surely, the inaiviee 
are those that fit the plotures most pythons. And γον το a python.” — buy the firat rather than the second Kaufmann, 75 pp.). Sea no eyil, ep. He may not be able to ἐπ A 
inevitably, ike the one about tra- ‘Thon-Thon sald: “I'm scared of book (if you can't have both), if help thy friend in his hour of need, and unseat the naughtiness 
yelling —~ “I don't care where or nothing elther. And you'ro nothing, only for the sake of “Dragonfly for do thy good deed in modeat diacre- "8°: but at the least he sal bad 
why/ Low or high/ The main becouse one can’t eat you," a Day,” the last story in “Shalosh tion — it'd be a shame to spoil that *° be deceived: o rafu work, 
thing is to race/ And be in a dif- “In that case maybe we can bo Ve'od Kahol,” where Bouria’s lyri- pleasant glow: there's hardly a story ™ean# @ great deal of hard 
ferent place’; the boy's eyo view friends?” cal quality, often subtly present here that wasn't written for the sake ® very few earthly rewards. ; 
of girls in a gossiping gaggle; or ΤΟ am also very fond of Pill the under the rambling nonsense, of ita moral lesson, ‘Technically, too, [8 the 1960 there was suc’ 
the one nhout tho frustrations of a elephant who was thirsty, but as hia flowers into full polgnant beauty. they are inferlor: I imagine most Solemn talk about the 1468 of “oom, 
tallor who sowed ἃ dress for a big mother happened to ba away visit- readera will be disturbed by the fact “tment.” At the time it amoun' , : be Peatlan hero &unah, ἃ Shakea- realised that he had been the dupe piled the strong at the bottom so Hannah’s mother was living in the waves storming along the coast 
fat moon, and when ‘it came to the ing his fathor (who wos in the Zoo) TO WRITH an exolting story full that though the various atories are t©,.Whether or not art shoul fonts of with all the Ingred- of the Germans, There was a strange they would bear the pressure which Budapest, She agreed, faintly con- with foamiag fury and saw how al- 
fitting stage found only ἃ slokly he had to go and look for water of humour and suspense for 10.18- set In the game village and concern ‘terlocked with society. The ae felendanig τοΙο drama: honour, ambiguity even In a figure like represented the weight of a deve- solous of ἃ threat in the, air. Then lent and placid they became when 
silver of ἃ ona, on his own. He asked a woodpeck- year-old readers, and at the same the same children, the author does- *##ential commitment today 15 to danger confiloting loyalties, Horthy, the Regent to 8 non- loping country, while the battered {t came: Hunloke esked her what they broke om the beach, I thought, 1 don't know whether it 18. be- er, but could get nothing cut of ‘time offer those renders a frank, n't stiok to his own creations. In one eed for recognizing, and then seek menerally eh Power.. Kastner was existent king; according to Mast- remain for the top. And within me her declaion would be if she was pertiaps our enthusiasms and fum- 
cause Mira Mejr ran out of ἄραι him except answers like “Yeah, complete and yet tactful explana-' Story it's Hagal who is never al- 8 out, if not the first-rate in the Tan, Be ted to ba a drilHant ers, ha managed to postpone for 8 8 request was born. My Lord, may given the cholco of saving her mo- ings are no different. When the 
or not, but the Idea of leaving a sure, water'a very good if you're tion of the facts of life, is such lowed to join in anything, in another 5: δ᾽ 10 time is there much of Khy, in the small town of time the deportation of the Budap- our people be like wholesome, fault- ther’s Ife or those of 20 British waves pound In, they are full of 
tew ploturos ‘poemtess at the end thiraty,” and “SureT've eeen Water. an achievement, that regerdlons of Story it's Yizhar, who in turn is the fzst-rate available — then a Buda; he soon made ‘his way to est Jews, under pressure from Pope leas fruit, ao Your hand won't heve aoldiora. Hannah replied that she virility and vigour. When they of the book for each reader to ‘Twice. In a ΔΙ once, And in 8. some flaws I would warmly recom- fat and Jazy boy of a third story — Second-rate; and for preferring dlst berw,, Where, even with a fas- Plug XII and Roosevelt, and a note to search amongat those whlch will knew ‘her mother would forgivehar reach the shore, they ere broken think up a story around for himself river once, And In the sea." Ho ask- ims in 
48. wonderful anyway. It’s the mora οὗ a monkey, who only trifled with ieee . a % οἱ! 
‘wonderful ea those plotures aro just him, and when he went on he found’ biter Beman wien ἃ Kin αὶ Avly, Geyre ene ar and thoughtful "ts about tho most interesting of all, a fence, and beyond the fences — @ Karni, 181 pp., drawings by Anony- poet Avraham on’ BE 15 Η 
og. a.runaway donkey who sete a lake! Being a very helpless sort of mous), Whether you think your ehiid HANITS . Reg elson's BHIT 
eart{ol of watermelons fiying, or an baby-elephant, though, he just stood jnows all the facts, auspacts some, House of Spark, ‘Dyin 110 J ournal extremoly rosigued-looking turtle and there wondering what to do and get- or none at all. The story is told vowel-pointed), a’ collection Ἦν 

ἀπ ππτπ α tas Senta RUM ta, rains a 
atiout the jot-agot about lettuco?) pointed ont the posstbilities of the Yavey, wants to find out how bables Aarvations ‘and reflections, nd, ot THM HBGRSW UNIVHRSIFY's Ine 
over 8 glass of wing, It'll be & rare gate-a bit further on, Pijill want ara made: ὁ... . ote. visite to two’ : Ameen pom itute of Languages and iamue 
child of about 6-7 who'll be able through the gate and drank his fill ΤῈ all starts, not really with’s kiss ‘pelaon is Wertent ait tzim. ae: ben just published the ee 
20 replet thous. . and thanked the swan for his good put with thelr father who, furious | fla ditt Milt rnee ett pier be sare! 

: advice, "Fou'ré ‘welcome, said the at the--twins' 16-year-old gigter μὰ veralty Studies in Literature, 
black swan, “E always give good Daphna’s fashionably ragged attire, issued bi-annually, 

confui aecond-rate to the third-rate. 
ποιὰ From “The Times” LAterory 

Supplement,” May 85. 

F was th Power, he realised from the Swedish king in June,1044, boar the welght and those which for the choles she would have to and tamed and play in the golden 
Alex @ place to make his Long before this, however, Han- are weak, Or, if possible, let there make. In reality it was hard to sand like good Httio children.” Sho 

me Wi 1 in his book, nah herself had decided to emigrate not be 6 lower and an upper level, know what Cativerine would have really was a post, 
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A call for open diplomacy 

MEMOS nun (Memolra), 
Volume 8, by David Ben-Gurion. 
Tel Aviv, Am Oved. 560pp. 

Sraya Shapiro 

THE) YHAR 1086 began on 8 hope- 
ful note. Hirets Yisrael was enjoying 
an unprecedented economic boom; 
60,000 Jews had arrived in the 
previous year; and travel on the 
mein roads waa quite secure. In his 
New Year Message to Sir Arthur 
Wauchope, the High Commissloner, 
Mr, Ben-Gurion, Chairman of the 
ον δ. ney Lenin Ai = 
His Majesty's government on 
could think of no better gift than 
to extend sir cong eed just 
drawing to a close. on many 
roblams the Jows differed with the 
igh Commissioner, Mr. Ben-Gurion 

wrote, he felt lt waa an honour to 
have Sir Arthur as his debating- 
partner. 

‘Tho foous of the argument was Bri- 
tain's intention to establish a Legla- 
lative Council with advisory, not 
legislative, powers, Twothirds of the 
Council's members would be Arabs, 
one third Jews. The Jewish Agency 
intimated it would not oppose the 
gradual turaing over of the adminis- 
tration to local but on the 
basis of "parity: Jews, half 
Arabs, 
Some influential Members of Par- 

Mament in London had been won 
over to this view. But in Jerusalem, 
the Administration was actively 
against it, They secured an invite- 
tion to London for an Arab delega- 
tion — the Jewish oy was 
4 led to learn of this only hours 

re the offloial announcement 
was made. Before the delegation left, 

howover, Rrete Yisrael waa shaken 
by 8 series of terror killings of Jews, 
The Arabs elso declared a genera) 
strike, which was to last six months. 

Tt emerged, however, that the 
Jewish leaders did not have a una- 
nimous evaluation of the Arab aims. 
Moat believed that tthe terror acts 
were little more than another spate 
of political crimes such as Dretz Yis- ᾿ς 
τοὶ had periodically witnessed under 
the Britigh ocoupation. Appeal to 
the authorities in Eretz Yisrael and 
pressure on the Britieh Government 
through Parllamentary opinion was 
euggested to obtain the return of 
peace, 

MR. BEN-GURION was of αὶ differ- 
ent opinion. The Arabs, he held, were 
ata: Β rebeliion. The was 
not ce wotion but ἃ political coun- 
ter-offensive, Mr, Ben-Gurion εἰ 

ted the open re-aflirmation of 
Fiontst aim of the restoration of © 
Jowlsh national sovereignty in the 
ancestral homeland. He urged strong 
presaure on the British Government, 
British ‘public opinion ond the 
British Adminiatration in Mretz Yia- 
rael to help the Jews in this task 
by sponsoring the economic and in- 
dustrial development of the country, 
He ialso urged a = for mass a 

Ἵ wo agree accept mino) 
status," Mr. Ben-Gurion argued, 
“there could be peace in a moment.” 
But the Jews had been a minority 
everywhere in thelr 2,000 years" 
wondering. They wete a minority in 
Poland and Rumania, for instance, 
whore their lives wore in daily dan- 
ger, They no longer had any influenca 
{n Germany, despite their contribu- 
tiona to her cultural fife. The Jews 
were not coming to Hrets Yisrael to 
continue the fe which had 
so disastrous in the past. 

In the end only Menahem 
Mendel 

ey. Mr. 
though he repeat 
only the Labour 
atrong and responsible enough in the 
Yishuv to be able to lead the Jews 
in 8 political struggle. Dr. Maurice 

the American non-Zionist 
member of the Agency Hxeoutive, 
Dr. Werner Senator, the German- 
born Zionist, 
Magnes, President of the Hebrew 
University, all pleaded for ‘“conces- 
sions” by the Zionista in order to 
impress the Arabs with the good 
will of the Jews. They were deaf to 

Hexter, 

Usasishkin 

and Dr. 

supported 
Mr. Ben-Gurion in the Jewish Agen- 

In the Mapal Political Committee 
Ben-Gurion fared even worse, 

edly argued that 
Movement was 

Yudeh LL. 

Mr. Ben-Gurion's assertion that the 
‘Arabs did not seek & modua vivendi, 
but slmply the total renunciation by 
the Jews of the Zionist dream. 

One man gave Mr. Ben-Gurion 
the jittera: Chaim Welzmann. Though 

he greatly admired Dr. Weizmann, 

as the spokesman for the Jewish 
cause (Welzmano was then Prealdent 
of the World Zioniat Organization), 
Mr. Ben-Gurion differed with him 
on the tactics of achieving the 
Zionist alm. He wrote: 
“Welzmann is great when he de- 

fends the Zionist point of view; 
but after he finishes his speech he 
ig convinced that he has done every- 
thing possible, and 18 ready to grant 
his opponent any concessions.” 

Mr, Ben-Gurion was wholly 
shocked when Welzmann told 
British Colonial Secretary Ormaby- 
Gore that the Zionist Organization 
would not resist a temporary ban 
on allya — as the British had sug- 
gested — “In order to give the 
Royal Commission a chance to de- 
liberate calmly." Mr. Ben-Gurion 
said again and again: “That man 
Welzmann is dangerous.” He re- 
fused to testify before the Peel 
Commission because Weizmann had 
done Bo. 

BRITAIN, in Mr. Ben-Gurion's eyes, 
‘was not an enemy. Obviously, global 
strategy and the threat of war dic- 
tated many British moves. Mr. Ben- 
Gurion did not believe, as some of 
his colleagues in the Jewigh 
Agency did, that replacing Sir 
Arthur Wauchope would bring 8 
favourable turn in British policy. 
Mr, Ben-Gurion also cooled 
enthusiasm his colleagues showed 
when Opposition and sometimes pro- 
Government Members of Parliament 
delivered magnificent pro-Jewish 
speeches in Jewish defence: in the 
final count, he reminded them, it 
la the official on the spot and not 
the M.P. who has the decisive in- 
fluence. He was proved right when 
the big contingents of British troops 

sent on instructions from 
did little to quell the rebelien a 
ing waged by a few hundred Tebela 
because the Administration In Jery. 
salsm wanted the Arabs to seem in. 
vincible. 

Nevertheless, Mr. Ben-G 
argued, Hngland was perhepe ἘΣ 
only Duropean country where pub- 
lic opinion was able to influences 
politics, and the Jews were 
free to use this channel. The Br. 
tish public, being humant 
should be sensltive to the plight of 
German Jews, for instance. if a 
total war broke out, the British 
would be glad to have a strong 
supporting clement in the Middle 
East. But in 1986 the time was not 
ripe for this argument, because the 
public did not believe there would 
be Β war, Mr. Ben-Gurion wrote. 

‘THH) MHISSAGD of this volume ia a 
call for open politics. A clear 
statement by the Zionist Organiza- 
tlon that it aimed to re-establish 
Jewish rule in Hretz Yisrae! would 
inevitably draw opposition; but it 
would also bring chances to find 
supporters. Covering up the real goal 
by subterfuge formulas helped no- 
body: the cnemies of Zionism would 
not he deceived, while its potential 
friends would be dismayed. For a 
person of Mr, Ben-Gurion’s stature, 
risk was the essence of atruggle, 

Like the previous volume, this 
one — covering the year 1936 — 
contains only excerpts from lettera 
and protocols, without any personal 
comment or explanation of the situ- 
ation at the time of writing. The 

the only motes are ghort biographical 
notes in the index. The documenta 
appear in strictly chronological 
order. Some of the documents are 
invaluable to the understanding of 
the political scene in that year; 
others are repetitive. A short in- 
troduction to the volume would be 
invaluable for the reader who is 
unable to devote much time to re 
search, 
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this week 12 years ago 

FIRST ISSUE OF “SOVIRTISIL HEIMLAND” 
PUBLISHED IN MOSCOW - 

‘Tho Yiddish literary-aytietic journal appeared firat as ἃ bi-. 

monthly and from 1965 as a monthly, It was a partial reaponse 
by the Soviet authorities to the continued and forceful demands, 
most of them external, made to reverse the policy — in operation . 

22, 1961, 

since 1048 — of obliterating Yiddish culture. It devotes about 
- twosthirds of ita to: belles-lettres and the remainder to 
Mterary criticism, ideological articles, memoir#, polemics, eto. 
Most of the contributora ore clderly Yiddish writors living in 
the Soviet Union. The magazine ia well edited and has earned 
the reputation of being one of the most attractive Yiddish 
journals being published. Ita matoriol fully rofiects the ideology 
of Soviet patriotiom. Xt is far less "ΠΌΘΟΥ" than certain Soviet 
magazinos, suchas “Novy Mir.’ Tho literary standard is much 

- Jower than that of Soviet Yiddish Nteraturo before 1948 although 
there are interesting and appealing items, It has fulfilled o 

ἡ positive role for Roviet Je 
a considerable readership 
identity, : 
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if you are Interasted In additional information about purchasing ᾿ 

tho Encyclopaedia Judaica as a gift (or for yoursa!f}, ploase mall this coupon, 
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INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION CENTRE 
feu mews mane 
DeArmond Amnon tented 
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To 

Announces 

TO PUPILS OF ALL AGES IN ISRAEL 
that in the coming schoo! year, the Centre will broaden its broadcasts in the humanities, the sclencea and 

technology, and will publish a programme schedule once per trimester. 

If you watch the Instructional Television programmes regularly, or often, you will now bs abie to plan your 

viewing to fit your free time. 

The programme schedule may be purchased, on 8 subscription basis only, for an annual sum of 

1L10 (for all three programme schedules). 

A programme schedule will be sent to each subsoriber, at his addres, in the beginning of each trimester, at 
no additional cost. ‘ 

Tho Communication Unit of the Instructional Television 

14 Rehov Tobernichovsky, 

Re: Subsoription for Instructional Telovision programme schedule for the 1978-74 achool year. 

Dear Sirs, - 

Tel Aviv 

Postal money order in the sum οἵ f-———__—.,, 

. First bore 

antiques and. Jewellery 
: “Antiquo objesta from: all: - 

. over the world 

Bronze, gold, ailver,”. 
porcelain ._ i τ ; 

Jewellery, ‘antique, watches, | 

14 Rehiov Ben'Yehuda, ὁ: 
Tel: Aviv, "Tel." 08-82491, 

1 wish to subscribe for the programme schedule. Please send me ——— coples, I enclose a cheque/ | 
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A Zulu poet speaks out 

‘ALD MTSHALI, a former 
ὍΝ ibber and dishwasher, is 8. 
simple, soft-spoken man, He js a 
short, atocky, bearded Zulu who 

fooks 80 ordinary that you would 
notice him if he passed you 

on your local high street. But, pora- 

doxically, this 33-year-old man with 
the mild and modest manner walks 

in his native country of South 
And his is the strongest 
Black dissent in that White- 

land. 
is mot δ politician, but a 

and writer. Two years ago he 
completely unknown and work- 
as a £7 a week messenger — 

yt ξ 
Eat 
for a Johannesburg advertising 
agency, His life changed dramati- 
cally when he was encouraged by 
Lfonel Abrahams, a_polio-orippled 
Jewish writer: and critic, to compile 
a book of his private thoughts — 

form. 
Tt was stunningly successful. Hin- 

tided “Sounds of a Cowhide Drum,” 
published by Oxford University 
Press, it contained 66 poems which 
chronicled gome of the unpleasant 
experiences suffered by South Afri- 
ca'a 15 million Africans under the 
system of apartheid. 
Although he 18 basically a non- 

political man, Oswald somehow 
placed his finger unerringly on the 
sensitive inner pulse of the White 
population's conscience. His harrow- 
ing poems — a finely blended mix- 
ture of @atirical, bitter-sweet, yot 
humorous, observations — admitted 
Whites to a world most of them 
were unaware of, But, ‘because ‘the 
poems were obviously written with- 
out malice and were rarely venge- 
ful, moat Whites accepted them ag 
valid and honest criticiam. 

Very few poets in the world have 
managed to sell 17,000 copies of 
thelr first small volume — at £1 A 

ΕΞ 

Gordon Winter 

time, And particularly not in South 
Africa, where the White population 
is only 3.5 million. But that’s exact- 
ly whet happened. The Whites 
scrambled to buy the remarkable 
book and It is pow in its fifth 
printing, It is the first volume of 
poetry to make a profit for a pube 
Hsher in South Africa, not to men- 
tion royattles of £1,600 for the 
author. 

One of the poems contains just 
26 aimple words which sum a in 
miniature, the feelings of South 
Africa'a Black workers. Oswald says 
he wrote it because 90 per cent of 
South African Whites never bother 
to find owt the surnames of their 
Black servants: 

Master, I am a stranger to you, 
but will you hear my confession? 
I am a faceless man 
Who lives in the backyard 
of your house, 

Oswald Mtshali was born dn the 
sleepy Natal town of Vryheid, which 
fa the Afrikaan’s word for “free- 
dom." But it took 31 yeara for him 
to achleve a certain measure of 
freedom in his own land. He saya 
the book of poetry ‘has Ilberated , 
him pergonally — from all those 
years of frustration as a Black in 
the land of White supremacy. 

The worldwide fame brought by 
the book also brought an offer of 
@ woekly column in Johannesburg's 
liberal newspaper, “The Rand Daily 
Mail." Mtshali uses this column to . : 
great effect — airing the fear and - 
frustrations of his fellow Blacks. 

And, surprigingly, the South Afri- 
can Government tolerates this Mtshall, the “faceless man,” achieved immediate critical acclaim. 

en Th 
r Ν 
eft 

ree RE tl EE TENOR a = 

unusually gifted firebrand who polg- 
mantly mirrora Black griovances, 
The Security Branch called him in 
for a two-hour Interviey when his 
book received immediate acclaim and 
front-page treatment in the whole of 
the South African press. But, he 
Says, they were only checking to 
Bee if he was a “Communist-inspir- 
ed propagandiat'"—and seemed quite 
relieved when it was found that 
neither he nor his family had ever 
been involved with any "“under- 
ground political movoment.” 
When Mtshall was awarded a free 

trip to Britain last month, the 
. Pretoria regime even granted him a 

visa to leave the country — a privi- 
lege rarely granted to Blacka who 
publicly oriticlze the status quo. 

; This strongly indicates that Pretoria 
accepta Oswald Mtshall os a genuine 
individual who has no political axe 
to grind. 

OSWALD and his wife, Margaret, 
havea 15-month-old daughter and they 
live In Soweto, the masslve conglo- 
merate of African townships con- 
talning the almost one million Black 
labourars vitally neceasary to South 
Africa's brash “Clty of Gold" — 
Johannesburg. The couple live in a 
mratchbox-sizad, government-built 
house with concrote walls and roof. 
It hay a kitchen, one bedroom, a 
small ving room, no bathroom and 
no electricity. 

Mtshali studied hard as‘a child be- 
cause his mother made him realise 
the Importance of education. But he 
could not afford to goto university. 
He waar astounded hy the success of 
his poetry but modestly explains it 
away by saying his hook came "Just 
at the right time" — when Whites 
were beginning to sense the possl- 
billty of important polltical aud cul- 
tural changes in South Africa, 

He firmly believes the apartheld 
monolith Ia starting to tremble and 
that non-White Hving’ conditions tn 
the Republic will change dramatl- 
cally-_ and peacefully — during the 
next five years. (FW) 

READERS’ LITERARY LETTERS 

Secularists and novelists 
To The Jerusalem Pout LKterary Editor 

Sir, — Allow me to reply to 
t Hill Sohweid's letter 

(your issue of August 10) com- 
wang on my review of his “Is- Es St the Crossroads” in your July 

. I regret that for reasona 
ree yen control my reply did not Teach me to ἢ with Be otter, appear together 

1) ae error regarding his kibbutz 
ye waa Inadvertertly made 
Notht r, aot the reviewer. 
on Pre. in my review casts doubt 

Schweid's ongoing process 
< with the Jewish tra- 

his, In fact, ‘the review speake of 
being tee enpulted” Into the 

luring the Six Day 
μων tt his having undergone 

2) Prof. ‘Schweid - den [. -denies being a aecularjat. I, too; don't bellave” he Secularist, and that is why I Pe dustation marks, 
ly wrote that he Soem't ‘even acknowledge the exiat- 

secularists. But he is 
feally: pi 

- Founded in 1901 

is happening ἢ 
religion, polltics: 

éoples and 

B ISRAELITISCHE 
ἢ OH-8098 Zurich/Switzeriand, Florastrasse 14, 

. Published in German and French.. This independent Swiss 
paper will: week. by. week keep you informed about whe 

iwe all over the world ἐπ the # ᾿ 
religion, and culture. Large advertlaing’ section 
for buslniess or ‘personal notices. | an 

cost of tdvertisemente available. -᾿ 
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the fields of eilarist,”” and probebly Secor a fen te 
intferent. to:1L ΣΡ ΠΟΠ ΟΓ 

between , the. 
rauma and that of. 

the giving of the Tora at Mt. Sinai 
was my own, not Prof. Schweld’s. 
The fact that it was separated by 
dashes and began with the word 
“undoubtedly” meant to convey that 
it was the reviewer speaking, not the 
author. However, the fact that Prof. 
Schweld believes my sensitivity to 
his powerful presentation of the 
trauma of the war period to be 
“grotesque and outrageous” Js his 
problem, not mine. 

Perhaps in this instance he un- 
derestimates himself. I interpreted 
his presentation to be exactly what 
I would have probably felt had I 
been at Sinai some 38 centuries ago, 
sharing with Jewish multitudes the 
collective experience of becoming a 
distinctive nation with a profound 
sense of spiritual destiny. It was 
my Impression that this was what 
Prof. Schweid sought to convey 
with respect to the Six Day War. 

Finally, if Prof. Schweid cannot 
identify as his the major ideas 
which the review ascribed to him, 
I am truly sorry. A copy of the book 
is before me, with the major ideag 
underlined and annotated. Perhaps i 
tried to make the moat of a none- 
too-successful translation or 88 
some American visitors have. told 
me, I ‘attempted to wunderacore 
zome of his ideas by uplifting them 
to a recognizable dimension of re- 
levance and urgent debate. 

HA@RTZHL FISHMAN 
Jerusalem. 

To The Jérusalem Post Literary Editor’ 

Sir, — Moshe Kohn’s critique ‘of 
the American Jewish Congress’ Dia- 
logue {Your -tssue . of. August 4), 
‘however challenged, had the merit 
of stimulating considerable thought 

ng those who followed the. 
Dialogtia. © : 

However, during the spontancoua 
discussion period at the closing pub- 
Mc session at the Van Leer Founda- 
tion that same night, the unfortu- 
nate impression was conveyed by 
some of the audience speakers that 
American-Jewish writing is now on 
the decline, somewhat second-rate, 
It is important to correct such 8 
misconception. 
In addition to the group of ac- 

cepted leaders in the literary arena, 
a whole new school of younger 
Jewish writers has come up in the 
last decade. If not yet as establish- 
ed as Bernard Maiamud, Saul Bel- 
low, Ludwig Lewisohn, Meyer Levin, 
Charles Angoff, Maurice Samuel, 
Robert Nathan, Daniel Fuchs, Irwin 
Shaw, Bdward Lewis Wallant and, 
if you will, Philip Roth, Leon Uris 
and Herman Wouk, many clearly 
give evidence of attaining pre-emi- 
nence in the present decade and 
the next. 
Most prominent ara Hugh Nissen- 

son, Cynthia Ozick, Robert Kotlo- 
witz, Joanne Greenberg, Norma Ro- 
sen, Chaim Potok, @.L. Doctorow, 
Hebert Gold, Lois Gould, Sandra 
Hochman, Leo Litwak, Gerald Jay 
Goldberg, Mark Miraky, Deniel 
Stern, Irwin Blacker, Arthur Cohen, 
Richard Elman, Irvin Fauat, Israel 
Jacobs, Wallace Markfield, Stanley 
Blkin, Anne Roiphe, Dorothy Rabino- - 
witz and the Bruce Jay Friedman 
of “Stern.” 

In a jist prepared at the request 
_of the Jerusalem Municipal Library, 
the undergigned (I teach American- 
Jewish fletian at the American Col- 
lege in Jerusalem) compiled no 
fewer than 80, American-Jewish 
names including, of. course, the 
above-mentioned, but not including 
Jocqueline Susan, Irying Wallace, 
Irving ‘Shulman, « Harold: “Robbing, 
Hrich Segal, Rona Jaffe and Yra. 
Levin. PAUL GOULD 

THE JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE. '. 

Joan Hooper 

I WAS NDVHR a Bob Dylan con- 
noigseur, but like many of my gen- 
eration, I quite like him, his sing- 
ing, his words. Most of all the 
wards, Ever since Dylan surfaced 
in Greenwich Village in 1980 he 
used his words, creating his own 
tales, about himself, about his Ife 
and about Wife in general, and 
screeching hig talking blues. He be- 
came an unwilling prophet for folk 
purists end later on for a whole 
decade of protest. 

In DYLAN: AN INTIMATE BI- 
OGRAPHY (N.Y., New American 
Library — Signet, 851 pp. $1.50), 
Anthony Scaduto follows Dylan's 
every move fram Hibbing, Minne- 
sota and his Jewish, middle-clasa 
parents (who do exist and from 
whom he never did run away, as 
the Jegend goes) through his idoli- 
‘zation. of Woody Guthrie and all of 
Wa suffering (mostly self-made) and 
his stardom. Seaduto has woven 
til .opceszarily new type of bi- 
ography from mountains of amez- 
1g. verbatim recojlections of Hob'a 
close frienda and enemies and com- 

ments of Boh himself. It seoms Bob 
Dylan was actually somewhat of a 
s:oundrel to many people around 
h'm. He was mean and hurtful aud 
used people for his own good, drop- 

4% ping them cold to charm the next 
ἢ in inc. The surprising thing Is that 

they are all extremely loyal and 
loving still. Scaduto's achievement 
js the skilful connection of the 
words of othera to palnt the por- 
trait of @ 32-year-old logend, 

Dylan's own apocalypse came 
when he realized how unwilling he 
was to wear the crown of thorns 
the fans wished him to wear, 
Scaduto writes well about the many 
deaths of Dylan and hia rebirth, 
about his refusal to be a falaa pro- 
Phet or to be “interpreted,” about 
his lovers and the famous people 
around him, his philosophies or 
rather nonphilosophies. Scaduto 
tells about his marriage, nis motor- 
eycle accident, his return to 8. some- 
what myatical Judale frame of 
mind (“not intellectually, but intui- 
tively’), his children (five), and his 
battles to escape canontzation and 
the martyrdom which comes with 
it. 

For Dylan maniacs, of course, this 
book will be a must. For folk pur- 
ists who ridicule his growth away 
from “involvement” to folk rock, it 
might soften their outlook: And for 
everyone else who is very divorced 
from that sort of thing, it Ian’t a 
bad book to start a reconciliation, 
(Dylan celebrated his 30th birth- 
day at the Western Wall, and has 
since been the subject of a new 
mythology — about hia “return” to‘ 
Judaism, supporting the Jewish De- 
fence League, enrolling as a student 
at various Yeshivot.) : 

“An I walked my road an sutg 
my song 

Like α saddened clown Ὰ 
in the circus a my own world-” 

(written for a Joan Baez album) 

Most importent, Scaduto analyses 
the growth of his povtry from 
images doefylag interpretation 
(purposely) ¢o his new feljgiosity 
which needs it. One can almost for- 

‘get about Scaduto himself as this 
biography flows along on pure 

_ Dylan. ᾿ 
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nt . Thoy : 
or religous’ content; they jual ad-, 

es 
τ : 
“MARIA, MARIA, why can't we 
stay a little lonyer? We don't 
want the Jamboree to end #0 
svon,"" a number of young Arab 
girl scouts fram Haifa said half- 
leadingly lo their patrol leador 

last Tuesday. They were takin; 
part in_ the  week-lou, larac 
Scouts’ Federatlon 11th Jamboree 
held in Ya'ar Haruvit, a hidden, 
almost unheard of forest near 
Kibbutz Kfar Monahem. ‘There 
acouts from atl over Israel, as 
well as guests from some 20 coun- 
trios around the globe, pitched 
their tents and turned the serene 
forest into a teeming, noisy com- 
munity of some 15,000 young- 
asters. 

“They love it here," pretty Ma- 
tla Jubran, the patrol leader, told 
me with a smile. “Sure, the fau- 
cets don't always work and the 
food could be better, but It's the 
first taste of freedom for most 
of my girls and they like the 
flavour. Most of them have never 
een away from home on thelr 
own before anti that’s why they 
are all excited,” 

The Arab girl scouts were not 
the only ones to fecl that way. 
I found 1ii-year old Rahel and 
some of her friends chatting loud- 
y and sipping soda pop inside 
their tent. It was a tiny, khaki- 
coloured tent which they them- 
selves made and decorated 
with posters and slogans, which 
included biblical quotations, the 
word love". inscribed in psyche- 
delic_ colours, pictures of Laurel 
and Hardy as well as the emblems 
of all I.D.F. corps, 

had 

Such Jamboreos are_held once 
in every four years. The theme 
at this partloular one is the 26th 
anniversary of the State and 
many scouts have been hard at 
work putting together. impressive 
and often ingenious projects for 
the occasion. Thus, religious 
scouts from Tel Aviv havo turned 
their camp into a miniature version 
of Jerusnlem, gonstructedt irom 
wood, bamboo, string, paper, plas- 
ter and burlap. Their Fenls are 
not the common triangular ones, 
‘but rectangular constructiona top- 
ped by domes made out of white 
sheets. The tent rows have Jeru- 
salem street names and thero is 
even a replica of the Western Wall, 
all complete with the moss prow- 

ι ing out of the oracks in the 
stone, ' one 

In other camps one can relive 
-'the days of the “illegal” immi- 
! gration in pra-state days. There 

are rickety, crowded, ' mmiprant 
boats, : maps, blown-up : phot 

* grapha, documents aud newspa- 
7 Ee, clippings, It is’ all partly a 

fstorical musoum display and 
. partly a camp-out. There are 

camps fashioned after the tower- 
. and-stockade settlements of _ the 
1030s and In others War of Inde- 

ndenea- scenes have been 
rought to life. : 

’  T asked Marig what many Arab 
: sequts ‘felt about these displays, 

: ‘Oh, they - really. like them. 
don't Jook ‘at the national 

Ὁ- 

miro the craftsmanship. There are 
no polities at this Jamboree. Arab 
Catholic kids put up a structure’ 
which is supposed ἰὼ represent: 
the gate to Mary's Well, Other 
Arab kids put up a huge Beduin 

‘now If the - kids 

οἱ 

“: 

i 

his own thing and we cach ad- 
mire each other's work.” : 

A pretty Jewish guide, Dorit, 
told me that the real theme of 
this Jamboree is co-existence. 

“Arab Icids visit us and wo 
visit thelr tents and before you 
know it, friendships develop." 

Maria agroca. “Fricndships 
form In pluces like this, At a 
similar meeting recently, 1 saw 
how a Jewish girl from Jerusa- 
lem and an Arab one from Na- 
zareth beeame friends. They ex- 
changed addresses and started 
corresponding. Soon they were 
visiting cach other, an now 
even the families visit cach 
other. My girls went off for a 
eook-out with some Jewish girls 
last night. They were hours late 
coming back, t we didn’t go 
and fetch them— we knew that 
contacts wore being born.” 

NOT ALL the Arabic-speaking 
scouts come from the area that 
conatituted pre-1067 Israel: 40 of 
them hail from Gaza, 40 from 
Hebron. 

Thirty of the 60 scouts at the 
Golan Heights Druse viliage of 
Buk'ata algo made it to Ye’ar 
Haruvit, Fourteen-year-old Farez 
al-Kish and a group of his 
friends 
wooden agen David they had 
mado for their camp site, and 
explained that ‘'this is the emblem 
of Israel. That's why wa made it.” 

Before I even had the chance 
to ask, Farez told me what he 
liked best about thé Jamboree. 

‘It's the Jews and the Druse 
logether... just sitting down and 
talking. I.see kids from dif- 
ferent places and even different 
countries, I want to to allthe 
Jamborees, Before 1967 ---- in the 
days of Syria — boys never left 
the village. No one ever went to 
places like this. Now we are 
Tee.’ 

ONE OF THE chief attractions ἃ 
of the Jamboree is the camp site 
of the guests from abroad, and 
especially the tents of the 140 
Americans. They tend to be less 
colourful than the. Israeli camps 
and the tents are all storebought 
and yet the Israeli scouts keap 
flocking over. Why? 

“On, there's some very lively 
trade going on hero,” 16-year- 
old Gregg Mekler of Minneapolis 
explained to me. “We brought a 
lot of badges and embloms with 
‘us and the Israelis have prett 
pins, and we trade. We are 
getting -a good deal.” . 

Gregz said he and his pals 
were impreased by some of the 
qualities -they found in. the 18- 
raelig. : ae 

“They are. very “Οἱ ping and 
everyone is very friendly to us. 
But what atrikes us all is that 
they are so loyal.and patriotic, . 

- very usual 
- among Amerigan' kids.” We NaS 

Thia is not exact! 

The Americans are also im- 
pressed by the sheer size of the 
Jamboree: . : : 

“T -haye never been. to any- 
thing so big before," confessad 
‘Gregg. "I_am -alao surprised to 
see thal I-feel so safe and se- 
cure here. .Thére Is fighting. in - T don't the Middle East; - but 

Jamborees ‘being ' held at this 
tent where people coma to visit same timo in ‘the ‘United. States 
and are served coffee. Hach has feet as secure. as Ὑ76. 0 here.” : 

proudiy Showed me 8 κα 

at the two : 

--.πὦ-- -πτοστστοτυπεσεοσεατταττ--- ----------ὄ -- ------ 

JAMBOREE THEME IS CO-EXISTENCE 

Tal 

τς i 

ited 

the dictates of fashion. 
Even Seout uniforms can't withetand chosp and ease their fect. A song-fest helps the kids to get together. (Left) Might) Smallfry relax with a game of 

Building without cement or nails, (Below) Religious scouts ; ἢ (Below, left) A three-storey watch-towor. (Below, 
thelr model of the Western Wall, part of a miniature ᾿ τῷ 



PROPHETS 
OF DOOM 

Gahal is always expecting the worst, forecasting catastrophies. 
They were never men of action — 

But have always been strong on oratory. 
Everyone knows this. 

Fact: they are a minority in the Histadrut. 
They are the. permanent opposition. 

This is the only function for which they are suited. 

Let's leave them in that job. 

ti 

Youth Capital 

East Jerusalem. After careful deli- 
berations, they came up with 

τ merece! α special vente, Ha! Gs ἥτε 
of ution of I THE afternoons, thousands of pltalized on at, Eat oth Darts at 

ih ap 8 χ tours for 
Ips in judo exercises and youth, Θ᾽ o presentation of flowers 

laughed at the : 

soceet Eptinegicians and giant Beceem a ante children and 

Judy Siegel 

the Ν ΤΕ, πρωΐ gaze 

kuceking x bate ot silent card- 
rubber balls. Bede {τ the children a 

‘oal of the “Youth 

Se wae togeth dl a poe tae 8, erin a a congenial at- 

a δι e frenetic beat of pr Hy Mayor Teddy Kollek 
a opening the programme last 
They were part of the Munici- week, said that “there is a real 

pality's ten-da “Youth Capital" desire on both sides to under- 
programme ‘held in Sacher ark, stand the other's unique culture 

t. 

dat rk, gathered under gar- good time, 
53 of 3 eS lights and bil- Ea 

ey sang and Ar 

at foot of Knesset Hill, an 
scheduled to close tomorrow nigh 
This is its second year in 
eentre of the city; in the four 

and way of life. I alt 
be made here that 

6 throughout the year.” 

years, located at FOR SHALLY LEHMANN and 

ret fe Youth "Reoreation Centre in Mahmud Abassi, this 
the Jerusalem Forest, it was more “Youth Capital” Mayor 
difficult to reach and the activi- Deputy Mayor, working 
tles were more limited. ‘ 

Free to all comers, the “Youth ferent back; 
Capital” is sponsored by the Muni- Shally, a 17-year-old Jewish 
cipality, the Ministry of Hduca- student who will be starting his 
tion and Culture, the dereesiom army service in a few months’ a, ite too dirty; yi tm going 33 as Deputy theatre, ‘It's not Golda 
Foundation, and Wizo. It is run time will take over a in the Clty Co Counell ine oss! fey ot Sadat aitt! down 
by a council of a ταν teen- Kollek's chair on the third floor si τὰ funding ® new sports field A Beng but αἱ feast it leads t 

volunteers in blue ororange of City Hall this morning and fahmud, an affable 18-year-old Arab youth. tendahip and better underatand- 
Terhirts, some of them living will “run the city” for the day. from Hast Jerusalem, plans to ‘The consensus fa that this between us. 

FOR NEW 
IMMIGRANTS 

ἧς A FULL RANGE OF 

Westinghouse 
. HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 

FOR THE NEW IMMIGRANT — TAX FREE | 
WITH ELECTRA'S EXPERIENCED 

COUNTRY-WIDE SERVICE 
ELECTRA ; Tel Avivi 34 Petach Tikvah Ad. Tel 39721 
© Ierunaiom: 30 Yato Rnd, Tal 224750 κυ Halle; 18-20 Herz! St Tel. 40000 

‘© Gearsheba: Passage Unico, Tal. 72211 © Ellet: New,Commarcial Centar. Tel 2333 
© New York: Alrios im Corp 8 East 30th St. Tol 683-1480. Aiso at Authorised Oeolars 

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

of stern eee — four Arabs and four Jews — 
men. Their rhouths stuffed with was ἃ day of working and broad- & 

peorn, they tried their skill at ΠΡ Ἢ: aboard Able Nathan’s 

ties will 
ll continue . 

Shally Lehmann (taht) ἢ and 5 his δόραν; Mahmud Abasst, answer é euainas: 

young person who study gcience at the University of year's ‘Youth Capital” is the 
wishes to make a fomplaint ma ey ΑΙ 

er come to the Municl my Ae 
man. But he Joves Jerusalem smoothest and most 8 

ased 2 rea! children's 

APARTMENT PURCHASER 
HAVE YOU CHECKED? 

Who the builder is? Who the selfer is? 

Who is there to turn to when living in your apartment 7 

DO YOU KNOW ? 
That 

"GAN 
BUILDING COMPANY 

builds, sells and services high quatity apartments 

of al! sizes in alt parts of 

PETAH-TIKVA 
Ask any of the hundreds of “GAN” apartment owners 

THEY WILL TELL YOU 

Live in an apartment bought from “GAN” 

and you. will be completely satisfied. 

" -᾿ “ 

rss iia ΓΕ ΤΙ a4 navyapn maaan 

SALES OFFICE: “GAN” BUILDING & JNVESTMENT CO., : 
20 HAIM OZER STREET PETAH-TIKVA.TEL. 918091--2--9 
OFFICE HOURS: 8.30 — 12.00 A.M. AND 4.00 -- 6.00 P.M. 

; TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS, MORNINGS ONLY. 

of have been no inc dents between 
bog the a ere people, and he intends to return. Arabs and Jewa. As 
αὶ pollticlan, He enthusiastic soccer player, shirted volunteer said, seated in 

much of polities, Mahmud ho nal bere εἰς 7s the park's craggy natural amphi- 



BECED OR Something 
day & night from 

nothing 
tre stock! | a non-commercial Although ¢ ne 

: : 
eh Catherine Rosenheimer 

vento 

R μ᾿ HOW TO MAKE something out 
of nothing... that is what Shenker 
College fashion students have 
been learning in an experimental :. 
summer workshop during the past 
three weeks. When fashton lec- 
turer Vivienne Ellenport first 
suggested tha pilot scheme, her 
purpose was twofuld — to give 
flrat year students practical ma- 
nufacturing experience during 
their vacation and, at the same 
time, to have a break from a 
solid year'a tenching and a chance 0 
ἴὸ Produco some of her own de- 
signs, J 

asic for her collection was in- 
expenalve Israc)i unbleached mus- 
lin (known as bad Aravi), With 
the help of u few Hips from the 
College's ‘Textile Technology De- 
partment, she dycd lengths of 
tulico to coffee, cream, olive 
green, pink and mulberry shades 
in her own washing machine to 
lve her the basic colour range ° 

Ἵ εἰ 
desea ξξξ i 

Ἧ , Th ὥ 

within + 
were paid at students 

ΕἾ 
finis: 

“a i 

both in Is: 

tng on 
fashion department's second year 
will be returning in the autumn 

thelr hand free- 
uates of the 

plete a third year for a 
Ba denree. The Shenkar was re- 
cantly recognised by the New 
York Board of Higher Education 
45 an institution authorised to 
grant a B.A. degree. Paradoxi- 
cally, the Israeli Board of Ad- 
vanced Education is still debating 
the matter but will recognise the 

ὺ 
Stump 
INTERNATIONAL 

Ἢ 
i 
ι ᾿ 
| 

dyed calleo: the bib In coffee, the rest In creamy helge. Applique’s consist pire line dress in olive green dyed calico. The clothes were ταν γος 5 
nny, 

ἢ dress to modular concept — by changin, Sticking to her principle of with oll-based  felt-ti; pens proportions between bib and using only inexpensive and local- (colours are fast in coli water) skirt, sticking to the same short ly available raw materials, Vivien- — ligue’s of sections of old kimono ' sleeves, different effects no's finishing details were either lace Hound in a Tel Aviv haber- were achieved. handpainted panels — achieved dasher's) or quilted applique’s or 
LS SS SSE 

With hundreds 
Ξ of models we solve way, I have heard this sort of on ver: subjective ground, wh . 4,3" be dialogue: is it that I feel fine when Sg S Bevery ἢ : 4 American tourist, following the people are complaining? Why am om Ἂς Ἂς Ὡς figurepreblem. On air-conditioning sun to Israel: “Does it have to be ᾿ pig by treomsant comments pe i ae a 

Ἰ ; : 80 cold in my room that I need about our summer weather? (It 

4 
a workshop, steed 

g duced in the 

We constantly three blankets and a sweater?” it snowed once in Jul ,» that 8 τος τ - MISS BEGED OR ἘΝ : x Lpere _ Aba ogi how would be a Permlasible, toni of “sheer madness,” We touched on : “νιν se study the anatomy f ἊΝ WOULD THE BIBLE have been Mmerican tourists like it.” conversation. hy am 1 en' buildin, ἵ 
as Ole Jaffe written if the dosert had ‘been Helga Dudman id psychology satisfied wit! my internal ther- and psy’ alr-conditioned? We will never bits Ἐς Lome le mostat, even while walking around - υ eset gs Gh CES of the female. 

.03 826169 know, 80 we can all hold our own BOTH MR. ZILBDRBUSCH and Tel Aviv at high noon with a δ : Open 10.1.8 midnight views, technology existence” can 8 Dr. Schapiro agree that many of bundle of groceries? Why do I ᾿ ; Some -not entirely unrelated maintained without air-condition. ΟἿΣ installations are bad, includ- find most airconditioning dank, Fri until LOO questions came up during a re- ing, but not the joys of modern [ΠΕ most window units, ‘They may fetid, draughty? 
With up to 32 

production controle 
ἘΠΕῚ 

"» 
rticle 

© Sat 8p.me-midniaht gent eonversstion with two young, office life. And, as Dr, ‘Schapiro Rave maddening sida effocts, τὸ τ youre thin,” said | Dr. 3 to a faulty @ 
; Sat. 8 pm.midnigt 3 forward-looking, and persuasive sald, “the captives in thee ne Such as noise, or they may Schapiro, “you're better off. a derk-coloured cars, And n alee ἐς : stande no chance. 

. young amen who are both pro- jacked Japanese airlinor baking 08 under-powered: “If you have am y no means thin.) Looking ‘orry we stopped wearing shorts. εἰ : 
. Conveniently yours exsionally committed ‘to air-con- on the Arabian sands would un. 20 people smokin , in ἃ room, it at me with a mixture of pity Airconditioning at the Mann MISS BEGED OR ditioning. Dr. Yat Sphapiro isan, questionab have dod without pl Begala ira πὰ ΤΥ πᾷ ἱπηρα ίθποο, he added, Bat Auditorium he ἀμουρ δ ατοᾶ 

cea cea 

: army sician wi @ rank o: 6? alr-conditionin: stem,” an roba! a 6 bottom ὸ dress _rai 
ce gives beauty. 

DOWNTOWN PPh: ravveion whose speciality is en- Baynes systems though fully planned, bell curve.” to Israsli dress.” (I was there 
Triumph, because confidence g 

| AQ Montefiore Street, Te vironmental physiology. and who | which they frequently recently and. did not suffer as 
Tel.03- 622769 ‘}atudies the effects of climate at h 

: 

Millions of women have made us I is the problem of , T° me, what is worst is the lose their looks much too early. much “as previously — perhaps 
Open 81,47 pm. the. Heller Institute of the Sheba “work.” Physteat ΜῊΝ en 

suse of the delicately Ieraell men are exhausted and hetause I was expecting to.) creasingly difficult calibrated exp! 
τ the world's greatest producer 

eee Hospital (Tel Hashomer). Avigdor in range provided by. the hay tamina ‘by the evening.” ν 
of underwear. 

Ἐπ πη} 100 Zalborbussh isa ΤΩΣ ΤῊ tures. rise, But this i manufecturors’ engineera: "Hie We ‘was serine bY πίῃς Dr, Schapiro launched into an 
That's 8 responsibility — 

. | technician who sells air-condition- relevant, ἣν Cool, impassi discussion of tech- BEGED OR, ing of all types through the firm loudest 
ich nology, “which has been running 

PORTERS 1972 and you Renan er 

Personcally yous ie lah he is'a partnor, Avikor pork ΜῊ a ν wid th past few years On e of Israel's 12. OUTSTANDING EX \ 104 Ben Yehudah Street, without tional di " any rational direction.’ the inner over-heat- thinking On the Tel Aviv Power station, e8 1178 so difficult, 5° cay iB : _ Mithout which our air-condition Open 8-1,4-7p.m on jn offices all ΙΒ there, I asked, a com about one A would” be sadly curtailed: pen O14 / p.m, oe oS wide range in human. to we do about 80. Ἐ heat the sea 
Fri until LOO 

who need aire Of high temperatures? Some lvén to the Institute . : : ne τς farmers, : © al ᾿ thi needad heat- 
rae : ‘i 

5 has bean we- 
THE BOUTIQUE Pp : en, and ? nd natural te done in at the Factory 3 

my ankles were getting ς Migdal Haemek 
met wear stock- [9] 

ound it nolsy (not that ine 
pen Bam.- 4 p.m. thi ἱ t's leave hw outside is all that 

erena) clammy, and redolent of SEASON SALE the sherey out of 5 
ENDO . UCTIONS ON 

: Paine this," said Dr. Sehapiron “Mate Β8 5 . JARDENIA | 2 62S BIG RED Ert-until 100 sonaite! compliontad." “Cunlgualy, all threo of the other wre tt the bottom of the bell Graduate electrologist | Se DITH 
‘ \ i I get. terrible head: . ye: : fe of air-conditioned drivers we saw on irve that push-button con-| {| προ ELECT zeny abe pa : JEHUDITH EST OR .. -In_ air-conditioned’ .cara" tress in ext reg’: t , he the road were smoking away like jaye taken over. I will not} | air removal inatltute. Estab spots ἣ Stroll in and see | Shae sro hy "The: workerson. i onto away Mat, Ata stop-light, we pulled 2 en ea), Tole 4302 

[0 Vane See Us hight ne sem to sweat up alongside one and Mr. Zilber- (near Kikar Disengoff), Tel. Dl day i but ‘this is busch shouted. away at the ik a 08, ᾿ fference — women driver, to get a test!- 4 
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IT OCCURS TO ME/Hadassah Bat Haim 

Boiler on the blink 
REGARDING the matter of our The process of hacking the Bets Γ ᾿ 
bathroom facilities, we have now boller to pieces to extract it 
rogresscd from the state of from its hiding place releases 
aving no hot water to having the last reserves of rust-colour- 

Ν no water at all, Every night, ed water that have been lurking 
᾽ we fill as mony vessels as can in its lower depths. The lighter 

OLIM! 
“¢.@|| This month you have your last 

ἢ : ‘Wall, on whic: 
be conveniently spared andkeop pots and pans are sct afloat and ὕ thedral (it was even- e 

ae them standing around for use everyone engaged in the onpere- what became the niture 
ε ce the main source εν de- Hon, | plus anpitors, Bel rsa ; εν ἃ r xX- 

nied to us — α circumstance onlookers, advisers and the do, Ὡς Ξ ‘Yisrael horrified. 
which occurs frequently and with just slosh about in it telling a : ἃ en 
out notice, We are lucky in (ail except the dog, who rather 
that we have secured the ser- likes it) how lucky T am that 
vices of a practitioner eminent in it Isn’t winter. 

from any country. an. 
his profession who has made o ᾿ ᾿ | it ca the unk Ts =r} 

preliminary survey of the situe- ' ; THE ae Shura to de: 

tion and ‘Is preparing a report THERE IS NOW a. long inter- : , P the 
on it val while wo. wait for the new Sos 
Like pn Harley Street consultant boiler. This {3 such a_ special ἽΝ ~ ὦ 

called into conference, he sur- item that its acquisition is oniy 
voys the malfunctioning object achieved becnuse the suppliler 
distantly but with obvious exper- and my contractor wore in the 
tise, pointing out its defects to army together. It looks just like 

: the small but rospectful coterie an ordinary boiler to — and <i Pe. d ABL . A W m 
4 that *neeompantes im. He doas ee plenty of time to Inspect ro ὶ HE CAP. | younk nd "85 e go to custo 5 

Σ as ἡ Hassid fully justified the ; 
not convey his findings to me | remains outside until 
direct. I am, after aJl, merely the workmen can be lured back trust in tos for you " ; 
the owner, and a layman — but to fix it. a ἊΝ 

1 

speaks only to the next in Mine, Conversation between me and 7 ᾿ ᾿ 
th 6 contractor, tds - AA down, tha contrantor , becomes nes 6 site had It you've had any experience with what it takes to clear 

registered for the intend- 
= 9 but it took another 

the firman. 

something at customs, you'll appreciate the value of this 

Verdou International extra. You don’t just get a note from 

us telling you what to do at customs. We simply direct you to 

Jerusalem, per our agent who goes there for you. At Verdou, we believe in 

Rabb Yisrael giving you the quality service to match our quality furniture. 

eight years_ An- 
pass be- 

i 
Shay 

a nd. can he advises, is ‘to go away 
ἱ Like his medical counter- and stop worrying ("him” is, I 
μὰ part, who docs not enquire for think, the unspoken word at the 

instance how a working house- end of this sentence). Haven't I 
wife and mother will be able to any friends, he asks solicitously, 

He take the world cruise and keep who would put me up for a day 

ty her feet up, he does not concern or two ΒΟ. : Ltt 

himself with the sordid details. His concern is touching, though ἢ : 5 
He makes it clear, however, in a unconvmeing; but it in #0 ; 
way I have observed in other exactly wi my own inclina- ᾿ 
professional men, that the previ- tions that I hand over the key : - Ἷ 
ous conclusions of his distinguish- and ask if Jerusalem is j 
ed colleagues have been ludicrous far enough away. I warn him 1 ; 
haya belief. It will only be for a couple of 

he repair will certainly he weeks so he has tim Ξ : no e to 
hoth costly and prolonged, as waste. He looks αὶ bit startled 
the housa seems to have bee ἃ he n it : 
built around the boiler rather Oxi bat : charisma but, t to hi ᾿ 
than the other way round. After ders it, the ε t, true to his . 
taking oft all the cupboard doora geparation would probably be good| ἣ by onli age with Furn itu re like classic 

the. wah the tgchnidens ‘deeldo back everything will be. different brand of - Hiassidla = ae “EDI - ᾿ a 6 ν ‘will be differen: : 
that though the diagnosia is prob- “and we van παι a new and , design Discuss & 
ably correct, the recommended better relationship. 

ΔΒ for the time, he laughs hol- 

ij i 
ξ 

ERE 
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treatment cannot be implement- This beautifully styled 

fl be perfect. I have strong reser- 
holi to the back door is an ob- vations about this, but kaep 
atadle course strewn with sauce- them to myself, not wishing to 
pans, containers and bowls. end everything between us, 

CULINARY NOTES/Haim Shapiro 

The tasty tomato 

ed without dismantling the en- towly, I muat be joking. Why, [ ' Hi ΕἸ STEREO TUNER (AMPLIFIER) RECORD PLAYER COMBINATION ination bentwood frame and comfortable 
tire ‘kitchen. My cooking equip. I. could. turn eround and como| [ἢ ; has 8 HI Fl tuner with LW, 2x MW, SW and FM full The combination ben i 

᾿ , ly equipped le of the best craftsmanship 
foe μὴ aera om ied right back and everything would . ! for FM stereo reception. upholstery ara 8 perfect examp! 

’ a from Denmark. And the modular units can be arranged 
Αυβιωα Pongo FM atereo decoder with Indicator. at ONG: ὯΓ awe nee i ways to add interest and style to your home. varlogp tuning with pre-set controls and separate tuning scales for easy outbreak of World War eee eaee and quick tuning on five pre-set stations. rous: rominent mem- STEREO 4 clrouitry, for amblophontc reproduction through two pairs 

of loudspeakers boxes. 
Automatic contour control. 

HI FI two-speed record player. 
_ Universal resonance-free plok-up arm with counter weight for balancing 

and needle force adjustment. 
᾿ Adjustable side-thrust compensation. 

Please ask Phillipa jsrael agents, loralectra Ltd., 12 Allenby Road, Halfa 31000, to send you ἃ 
pamphlet on this fine HI ΕἸ stereo set, 
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Bastern Europe, main- 
».cMany of them 

ken an active ΕΞΞΕ εἶς 
ΞΘ ἘΕῈ 

1895 
in his diary; “The 

Rabbi of Sadagora to be 
er (to the Jew- 
and -installed as 

‘like the bishop of a 

i ἔξε 
δεῖν «ma i VERDOU INTERNATIONAL - 

NOT esa te ἀπὸ tae athe τ τς inito es the tomato is a moved, andatin of fat anchovies - 
precious commodity and yet, are mixed togethor and reduced : PHILIPS FOR LASTING 

_ Whatever the housewife there to a pasate. -While this is tra- 
pays, the tomatoes she buys — ditionally done with a mortar and . 
‘except perhaps in the British pestle, it may be safely carried 
Isles — never have the succu- out with a ment-grinder or even 

‘rlent rich taste of those we get a blender. nough olive 0} is 
Le ἜΤΕΙ long, τὰς fnuch οἱ oe added to make the paste soft. - - 

.the year, So important is - . 
this fralt (no, its not a vege Cut in half about ton very ripe NEW MODELS...GREATER VARIETY... NEW IDEAS. 
tabl¢) in‘the cuisine of the Medi- tomatoes. Squeeze each half in the : . ‘ ω 

_ terranean countries, that {t ladif- palm of your hand to force out Now more than ever it's worthwhile visiting the flault io-believe that it had its some of the seeds and wipe them enlarged furnitu 

VALUE 
Ramat Gan, 22 Jabotinsky St. (near Elite Square}. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

Ἶ 
FOR HOUSE TO HOUSE REMOVALS 

in ISRAEL or ABROAD 
origin in Central America andhas off with the blade of a knife, ire exhibition of DESI behind Hain Post fe, i : : 
only been caten in Burope since With’ e Ἢ spread Tome. οὗ GN INTERNATIONAL. : 1 impulse has : : ORDER YOUR 2 

_ “the 18th oantury. boa ἔβιο Βαδίδ, over Gach half. Leavo Beautiful selection of - ros outlets AERUREMENTS THROUGH re ee 
: stuffed. tomato can. a them out of the refrigerator for wo FE ee gg aaa { - ect deliveries from abroad ~Ben- Ἶ j 
‘beautiful thing and need not have: at ‘ledat. two hours. The piquant ede. " fining Corner Sultes INDIVIDUAL SERVICE ἢ οἰ fons. Whi age ob recelvers, tal ee aves oa pire [ 
‘any resomblance ta the scoop of selty sauce will infuse its flavow ΣΎ; . 9 Living Room Suites REASONABLE PRIOES been | recorders, radios, Nablat, Binyamin, Tel. 

. luna salad, on ἃ quartered ‘to: Into the tomato, ᾿ς - 1" ΠΠ " ‘+ * . @ Bedreom Suites : ABSOLUTE RELIAB Yisrael Ye- "and changers, hifi stereo : ἱ 
mato, sitting on 4 ariap but taste- “The filling would welcome the ‘@ Rocking Ohsirs in lovely colow: ο magnificent transistors, vacuum cleaners * eas τ ᾿ 
loss ἰδαῦ of lettuca, so favoured addition οὐἁ εἰ few leaves of fresh - Φ. Modern | ; colours ΝΠ. gents and. world Ξ eeetc. domestic (03) ἢ “rel. (88) 281780; 2 Kehoy Tel-Hay, Tel Avly 
at U.S, ladies’ luncheons. While basil, unfortunately ‘almost - lern Sideboard Sets SPEOIALITY : | | ; τι iim, | qaashing mact κα τε ΕΠ ESTIMATES ΟΝ REQUEST i 
adoked: stuffed tomatoes ore ‘de- available in - this country _®., Modular Bookshelves ©” ORIBNTAL JEWELLERY: fl. | 4, ὃ electric appliances . : : i 
Helous, aven' a raw atuffed to- you grow your awn. Another τας @ Junior Bedroom furniture: ORIENTAL HAND! . xebuildii ΠῚ ΓΞ σοῦ ἃ Custom Containers for Ferelxn Shipments a 

. ὑπέρ, oan Ln τς me h th - commended addition, na pot ΕΣ Ὁ The wt ἐξ ᾽ Υ ae : Sly ed; by it Lea en 7 Crees | NABABETE Ξ ein ieee τα τειν Refrigerators, Mtatues, : le particular ‘hag the everyone's 6, would he . five! ἢ pales Bis στον ἐς ᾿ a A ' a oes d; but theorsossting |i .-< ed Se ee x Shecint Core m Handling Plinis, Refrigerntirn, : 

Ὶ advantage of combining the ‘to- or six eapérs. ἃ solitary olive i Service is individual, . : We ἃ - Ϊ Rebbe characteri : δ aan Paintings and Fragile Items E 

i mato with its most suitable part- stuck in The ceive af ouent |: ἔα sion Sr ni a _ % Completely Insured far your Preiertiun i t chisive at _-Regoramenided by Iersetlt J “Daye nee dream of αι house | 
ἷ ners — garlic, olive Οἱ] and pars-. 
i Jey — and being, simple and ti 

. decorative as wall. -' wid 

‘TRY. HARD ΤῸ SERVE YOU WE 

garter age inatal "ot choppsd 
od Saas : 

parsley, about 200 grams of black Ῥέρ 



a 4-ἄοοῦ. Saloon with the 
looks of a Coupé, elegant and 
sporting, combining ultimate 
driving comfort with the 
‘venith of technical perfection 
and safety devices. - 

A powérful car with a top - 
᾿ gpeed of over 150 kph, 
the ALFASUD reaches 
100 kph within a mere 
18.5 seconds. Its well- 
balanced 1186 cc engine — 
ensures a highly pleasing - 

ride, silent and without . 
᾿ς yibration, with the added 

advantage of fuel economy 
low maintenance and 
running cost. =). 

" The driver: enjoys ‘a total 

"” high speeds... PURE gh a! 
’ Additional features include 

visibility angle of 302 degrees 
and. reaches all electrical 
controls without taking 

his-hands off the adjustable 
: steering wheel. The 4-gear 
frontdrive makes for perfect 

_ Foad-holding stability and ἢ 
. safé cornering even at’ 

four power disc brakes of. 

unit, as well as a safety 

device for children, 

preventing the opening of 
the rear doors from the 
inside, separate folding-back 

frontseats and a spacious 
luggage compartment. 

ALL IN ALL THE ALFASUD 
1S A. WELL-PLANNED CAR, 

GOOD LOOKING AND 
‘SMOOTH RUNNING — 

FILMING ended last week 
ΤΗΝ Aviv of the last scenes in 
the pathetic story of Dr. Janusz 
Korezak, the arsaw educator 
who was “liquidated” with the 
900 children of his orphanage in 
August 1940. The rushes have 
been sent to Berlin, where the 
editing will be done. The world 
premiere of the film is scheduled 
for October in New York, while 
a German version is to be shown 
on television in West Germany, 

‘ Martyr" ‘is a co-production 
of CCC Film, Berlin, and ALFA 
Film, Tel Aviv. The men behind 
these firms are Artur Brauner 
and Jacob Alkow respectively, Mr. 
Brauner is a businessman, a Jew 
from Eastern Europe who lives 
mainly in Germany but has 
interests In many countries, in- 
eluding Israel. Mr. Alkow, in his 
young days a junior collaborator 
of Cecil de Mille, lives in active 
retirement in Herzliya. Making 
films in Israel is for him an 
emotional hobby. 

The story of Janusz Korczak 
had haunted Mr. Brauner for 
years. nm years ago he com- 
missioned a gg υτ from 
Alexander Ramati, a Polish writer 
living in Hollywood, Korezak's 
story was to serve 85 the central 
theme in a saga of the Warsaw 
ghetto, ending with the ghetto 
uprising. 

THE FILM was to be made in 
Warsaw, with the cooperation of 
the Polish authorities. After the 
Six Day War, however, the Poles 
backed out. There were severa] 
new versions of the screenplay, 
the ghetto uprising was ἀγορροᾶ, 
and the final script, prepared by 

at Spandau, @ poor nelghbour- 
hood in West Berlin, a stone's 
throw from the prison where the - last of the Nuremberg prisoners, oe Hess, still faba ae 

never have imagine that such squalour still existed in Ww Pani said Orna Porat, the Teraeli actress who pla; 8 the. female lead Korczak's Touse- 

θ scenes inside the or- phanage were filmed in the aban- doned Youth Centre off the sea front between ‘Tel Aviv and Jaffa. bout a hundred children were 
led there to play Korczak'a 

JANUSC 
LAST F 

RCZAK’ 
IFTEEN DAY 

Shooting has now been completed of a feature film based on the life of 
Dr. Janusz Korezak, the Warsaw teac her 
of his pupils. SRAYA 
Korczak personally, 

who volunteered to share the fate 
SHAPIRO visited the set while the director, who knew 

was shooting a scene, with Leo Genn and Orna Porat. 

The real Korezak and (right) Leo Genn, the well-known actor who plays him in the film. 

(Latt) Orna Porat who plays Korczak’s housekeeper. (Right) One of the “orphans” listens to a discussion between Alexander Ford, the director, 

charges. In Berlin, the orphans 
were played by a similar number 
of children of Turkish workers, 
but a number of the Isracli child 
ren were flown over to Germany 
so that some of the same oneg 
would appear throughout the pic- 
ture, 

KORCZAK'S NAMB Is revered by 
everyone who lived in Poland be- 
tween the two world wars. Tho 
son of a Jewish lawyer in Waraaw, 
Henryk Goldszmit ‘studied to bo 
a physician, but he became fa 
mous for the childrens’ storiey 
he published under the nom de 
plume, Janusz Korezak. His views 
on education found favour in 
many quarters, and Hashomer 
Hateair regarded him as a trail- 

lazer. 

Alexander Ford, the Polish- 
born director of ‘The Martyr,” 
knew Korezak Personally. 

“He gave me a vivid deserip- 
tion of the man, his ideals and 
hia foibles," said Leo Genn, 
who giays Korezak in the film, 
Mr. Genn, a noted British atage 

“Moby Dick," and the neh 
version of “Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover," 

“I firat heard of Korczak when 
I was working at the Bergen-Bel- 
sen camp after the war, as 8 
member of the British inte)- 
Higence mission investigating Nazi 
war crimes," sald Mr, Genn, 

After spending his first three 
weeks in Israel “bike a tropio- 
dyte,'on the gat,” he expected to 
teur the country with his wife. 
“This is one of the places Ihave 
always wanted to visit,” he said, 

he junior female Icad in ‘the 
film is played by Efrat Lavie, 
the girl who recently played op- 
posite Yoram ὅποι in "Kazablan.” 

and the camera crow. 
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ISRAEL'S NEW FRONTIER. ἰδ to 
the Weat, in the deserts of Sinai. 
This vust territory ig a constant 
chatlenge to the hardy. The ten- 
derfeet travel by seenic bua or 
plane, with food ready and wait- 
ing al each camp site, We travel- 
Jed like the Beduin do, by camel. 
When wa started, we were two 

newspapermen with a great idea: 
our only problem was, how to 
earry it out. The wisest move we 
made was interesting a Hebrew 
University anthropologist in join- 
ing us, Israel] Stockman is an ox- 
pert on Beduin dialecta and cus- 
toma, and what's more, could even 
pass himsclf off ag πὴ authority 
on camel flesh. He was In- 
valuable. 

There are πὸ rent-a-camtl 
agencies In Sinai. Onea you've de- 
cided where you want to .go to, 
there are two ways you can set 
about getting the transportation. 
One is to deal with the principal 
sheikhs in the areca, pay them 
and have them assign someone 
for the job, The other ig to try 
to make contact with independent 
camel operators and hire them 
and their beasts. 

Our first target was the "sheikh 
of sheikhs” in southern Sinai, 
Sheikh Brek Abu Abdullah, He 
commands the loyalty of the 
seven principal tribes in the 
south, alt told about 11,000 
Beduin. He wasn't home when we 
called at one 6f his encampments 
near Dahab, on the east coast of 
Sinai. He was off somewhere in 
the interior. Try again. 

4 

AT WAD A-TUR, @ big Beduin 
eamp near the oasig of A-Tur on 
the Gulf of Suez, we sought out 
Gharblye Abu Allg, ἃ minor 
shelkh but a controversial onc. 
A tall, dark-skinned man of about 
85, with no royal presence, he fit- 
ted the popular Idea of what a 
Beduin prince should look like. 
Hoe wore long black robes and af- 
fected a thin moustache. Instead 
of galloping on a white charger, 
he carecred around the encamp- 
ment in a cream-coloured Chev- 
rotet pick-up truck. 

Our anthropologist was itor. 
ested in him ‘chiefly as an ex- 
ample.of the impact_on traditional 
Beduin life of modern Mgyptian 
and Israeli influences, Abu Atig 
was a pecullar mixture of Mafia 
tendencies superitaposed ‘on tri- 
bal custom, He had the reputation 
of running the protection racket 
mong the fishermen in the port, 
io reportedly took his’ retainer 

in -eithor oagh or fish. He also 
reovived the 11.176 a:‘month the 

Ὁ ‘Military Government, pays all the 
sheikhs. He kept up.two homes 

. in Wad A-Tur, one for: ‘each of 
the ‘two wives he ‘had with him. 
_An Indication of his cosmopolitan 
status: was that. one was riot. 

‘gence information ag 
and: Sheikh ‘Abu Atig . 

‘from his own but from ‘a nelgh- 
bouring tribe, He had had a third! 
wife. She waa Egyptian, and 
Stockman described her as 8 
plump gexpot, 8. shi ep gantreat ta 
the undernourished: Beduin: typeg. 
She had left him after the Six 
Day War to go home to her. 
τοῖν 7 on the other. side: of. the 

ἼΠΣ,. De ᾿ 5. ὡς : 

Abu Aug wine also gaid to have 
a finger in ‘the Baad lab: δι ΚΕῚ- 
ing trade from’ Lebanon and Tur- 
key through Syria, Jordan ‘and 

"Ὁ Saudia, thon by small boat. to 
Sinai, by camel to the west const 
and again by.sea to Egypt. :'Thi 
smugglers also dabble’ in: intell 

ae i p 

Story and pictures 

afoul of the law on this count, 
though nothing had been proved 
ogalnat him. 

THE SHEIKH listened courteous- 
ly to Stoekman’sa request, but 
would only promise to see what 
he could do. A day passed and 
he did nothing. Then by word of 
mouth, an Egyptian living in A- 
Tur got wind of our need of 
camels and offered his services. 
After an hour or 50 of talk over 
a series of cups of coffee, Stock- 
man turned him down. He told 
us the Hpyptian seemed untrust- 
worthy. 

Another fellow turned up, a 
tubercular local type named Μο- 
hammed, who never ‘smiled. It 
was here that Stockman won our 
respect. After the usual time- 
consuming courtesies and negotia- 
tions, Stockman broke off the 
talka on the grounds that Mo- 
hammed wanted too much 
money. Tho latter stalked off 
angrily. Stockman assured us that 
he would be back, We were not so 
sure, 

But the following morning Mo- 
hammed showed up, this time with 
& more acceptable offer and the 
promise of four camels. He also 
rought along a partner, Sulei- 

man, a tough, wizened little man 
with a ready smile. It seemed 
that no one had four camels of 
his own, but Mohammed and 
Sulelman, with one apiece, could 
scrounge the other two, The ne- 
gotiations became more down to 
earth, and a bargain was struck 
on IL140 a day for the four 
camels and the two drivers, plus 
a sack of gzain, This turned out 
to cost Ππ.20. 

WE SET OUT early the next 
day. Wiry, short-legged Sulelman 
waddled tirelessly out in front, 
easily keeping ahead of the lead 
camel, Mohammed dourly brought 
up the rear. 

The sun raced to the zenith as 
we plodded. through barren waste- 
lands ‘behind A-Tur that quickly. 
turned into a broad expanse of 
sand,.a true desert, Here and 
there was oa kind of prickly sour 
cactus that one camel or another 
would stop to munch on, leaving 
his rider holding on precariously 
as he peored down the long slope 
of the camel's neck. 

After three hours we made our 
first stop, at an ‘unshaded rock‘ 
like all the other rockg we could, 
see, Here we had our firat ex- 

lence of hunting for firewood 
in; country where nothing WS. 

‘It seema that there are always 
_ bits of twigs, no matter how bar- 
ren the scene may took, It could 
be that we scavenged the flotsam 
of a docade of fiash floods 
for our breakfast coffee, ee 

It. was also. thie first time that 
we saw Stockman’ bake Beduin 
bread. He took a little four and 
water, kneaded it-into dough and 
threw this atraight into the. fite, . 
Inside of fifteen minutes, we had ~ 
tasty, 18 qooty, bread, ὁ ἮΝ 
ΓΗ camel. wag an . unfriendly, 

apathetic type who refused to re- 
“spond .to any of the overtures — 
a fow tle ‘pata, 8 soft word — 
with: which.a horse can bs coaxed, 
‘When I-.spoke to ‘him, he would 
‘just stare. back with bored, un- - 
comprehending disdain. I re: 
“mounted with trepidation. . ΗΕ 

᾿ We now entered: on what: had 

Abbas Bagha,’a bargly- 
‘twin row οὗ -stonés’ going. 
“perfeotly straight ἽΠΠ8. ἘΠ 

. throvigh -his bread-baking. 

y , Under . gonie © kind ‘of ‘ unw 
‘once been a road.’ It . γε sere ̓ a te ley. 
ὯἹ iscernible'” Ree in 3 9! 

ie way , 

HOW TO RENT A CAMEL 

by Charles Weiss 

to the mountaing in the distance. 
Saket Abbas Basha was built in 
the last century by an Egyptian 
pasha, who had been banished to 
a castie in Sinai not far from 
Santa Katerina. The stones were 
the remains of the camel track 
which led to the castle. 

All I'd been told about the 
rocking motion of a camel boing 
upsetting was simply not truc. My 
difficulty was finding a place for 
my legs, not seasickness. I just 
eouldn't find # comfortable 
position. 

We stopped for another break 
just before entering the pass Into 
he mountains, It was here that 
the camel and I parted company. 
I found that not only had 1 been 
uncomfortable; the saddle horn 
had opened big sores on my back- 
side. From here on through Wadi 
Hibran, Wadi Sal'af and all the 
way to the Firan Oasis on the 
main road to Santa Katarina, 
I walked. My companions — in- 
cluding Suleiman, who, as my 
camel driver, had expected to do 
the whole expedition on foot, rode. 

In the next three days, we 
covered more than 60 km. of 
some of the most magnificent 
terrain imaginable, And to all in- 
tents and purposes completely 
empty: during the whole time we- 
ran Into people twico, 

On the morning of the second 
day, two Beduin shepherd girls 
crossed our path. They were care- 
ful to keep their distance, and 
dashed a little way up the side 
of the wadi so as not to get too 
close. 

Stockman wheedled them into 
conversation, sending us on ahead 
in order not to frighten them. It 
turned out that they belonged to 
the Hua’tat tribe, which hag its 
base in Saudia and is looked down 
on tn Sinai, The girls weren't sus- 
picious only of us. 

THE SPARSE VEGETATION at 
the mouth of the wadis gradually 
gave way to barrenness ag we 
moved further inland. Underfoot 
was mostly the δἰ}: of genera- 
tions of floods, a kind of atavis- 
tic memory of the passage οὗ 
water in some remote era. The 
almost sheer boulder walls of the 
wadi were a deep burgundy colour. 

Passing a bend in the’ twisting 
canyon, on the second day, we 
came on ἃ rare sight — a lush 
truck-garden, all of half a dunam 
in size. Two men were pulling up 
buckets of water from some sub- 
tertanean source and watering the 
patch by means-of a primitive 
wooden slules system. With Stack- 
‘man's help, we-tried.to! find out 
why it was called Bir Naerani ἢ 
“CWell_ of the. Christians). -'The 
men did not know. They pressed . #4 

ink- on. us. The water was a dri 
warm and slightly brackish, ‘The 
tomatoes, corn and-green peppers 
they wore tending non te 
mind. . 
Gaping. 

adven! 

for: an hiour ‘to 
wood. for a fire, 

and ‘e' opened cans ‘of: 
nnd. pess,. ῃ 

hing we have’ for dinner, but 

ἃ aut” -ἐ 

“The camel drivers ahated every- | 

— wo. ες τι iy ae 

Stockman, Suleiman (in the centre) and Mohammed bargaining before 
we left A-Tur. Negotiations were concluded only next morning. 

ἢ : ᾿ 

On the trall in Wadi Hibron. (Below) Drawing water at Bir Noor 
a a , 

idn't seem to Κὶ 
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Adverttacment 

- NEO-NEO REALISM AT ZERO GRAVITY. 
Doorlesa and backless 

oloset. In all of 
Fruchter’s sculpture, 

there are inventive 
solutions to spatial 

problems of Uving and 
working in ero gravity. 

it forever. This idea is most pro- 
minently stated in “closet,” an 

intellect, should create a readiness almost Surrealistic piece. The 

to accent the fact that objects can doorless and backless closet is 
lose their inherent massivity and topped by the bright red tie which 

reconstitute within a non-gravi- arches skyward with spontaneous 
tational environment. gesture and stares at us with 
What appears to be illusionis- frozen pride, as if it were a ban- 

tie then is essentially realistic in ner destined to stride the battle- 
terms of late twentieth century ment ad infinitum. 
technology and future confronta- Fruchter uses a fresh vocabu- 
tions with atmospheric objective lary to construct his sculptures, 
reality. Leo Stein TF, in hig es- and in many ways synthesizes a 
gay, "Other Criteria,” has aptly contemporary baroque style, in 
stated (concerning painting but which material, composition and 
topically related to this discus- proportion are ail carefully 
sion): “Do we need to be re- planned and staged in undulating 
minded that in an age of space patterns. The ensuing visual flow 
travel a pictorial semblence of causes surface skimming and ar- 
opon void is just as inviting to rests overly heavy investigation 
imaginary penetration as the pic- of particulars, allowing for a light 
torial semblence of a receding unpressurized confrontation. The 
landscape was formerly to a man source of his material is not the 
on_foot?” . found object (for as Jim Dine 

Thereforo, the sculptures as- said “there is too much of other 
sembled in thig gallery are not peoples’ mystery in them”) but 
confusing at all, provided we ac- the calculated object that is ; 
cept them as statements of con- chosen carefully as a real, in- Αἱ 
temporary facts in which welght- tegral, unavoidable part of the 4} 
lessness is a primary force. Once composite picture and often a : 
we have accepted the philosophi- buttress for the weightless con- 
68] premise, the actual works be- figuration. Fruchter wisely col- 
come that much more enjoyable lects familiar (often nostalgic) 
and visual digestion becomes a content whose characteristics help 
fun thing not αὶ burdensome ses- bring us close to the reality only 
sion of reasoning, judging and to be spurned by the scu iptures 
over Verbalizing. ἢ unconventional challenge and then 

Parallelling, but not imitating, onca the concept {s understood 
the Pop movement and absorbing and accepted, ght back to 
ideas from Dada and Surrealist enjoy, criticize, accept or reject. 
theories, Fruchter constructs his Let us not be fooled by the ap- 
tableau assemblages from familiar parent simplicity of the idea nor 
objects, arranging them as topical By the technical beauty of ma- 

a tobleaus, that, after having been 
viewed with expanded emotion and 

Ἂ (thes 

Detail from “entrance” by Lows Fruohter, Inserted into 
the look of a deautiful door, which was designed and 

created by the artlat. Keys appear to defy gravity twithout 
being glued or waided into postition, Keys can move, 

on the key ring, # a weightless manuor. 

Louis Fruchter has set before us and within a different frame of 
a up of unconventional pro- refarence. scenes in order to etuate thelr terials and workmanship. His en- 
vouutive and captivating works of Unlike  illusionistic painting functional capacities without de- vironmental-conceptual bien is not 
art that by nature of their “coun- (that is, factually two dimension- stroying Innate abstract qualities elementary and in these first at- 
ter-bellof,” make us sit up, take 
notlee and sensitize ourselves to 
the problem at hand. The saculp- 
tures broject those seemingly 
negative characteristics because 
they function for us as an alien 
nature and, quite simply, we are 
accustomed to “secing” and ac- 
cepting reality on a different leval 

al and through sentimental and 
technical demands does the view- 
er comply with an assumed real- 
ity) those sculptures are ex- 
p eftly directed at our physical 
world of tactile experience. There 
is no attempt by Fruchter to 
create an illusion of weightless- 
ness but rather to assemble genre 

of line, mass, colour and texture. 
The trompe-l’oell weightlessness 

of single objects or the tangential 
look of entire pleces only sharp- 
ens the foous of awareness and 
a our sensitivity to the pes- 

sions. Wh 
ing wheelbarrow in “Building,” a 
complete absorption of its design, 
rusty surface and contents takes 
place not onl) because of its pre-. 
carious hanging but because of 
its immediate proximity to high 
stacks of contrasting, !mmobile 
Keometri¢ stone tiles. Knowing 
quite- well that the barrow has 
welght and volume, we seem to 
bypass the physical properties 
and greatly appreciate the ab- 
stract. Were it to be taken out 
of context and placed with non- 

al items, the balanced duality 
of functional weight vs. visual 
abstractions would probably be 
tipped to the discredit of ‘the 
sculpture, 

tempts Louis Fruchter has made 
quite a successful stab at solvin 
visual anomalies of substantia 
proportions, 

GIL GOLDFINE 

LOUIS FRUCHTER:L(¢ 
UIS FRUCHTER:-LOU 

nic, large crates and boxes 
(white and coloured) are ‘stacked 
and cantilevered, so ‘that their ἢ 

- volumes . delicate 

13 REHOV SHLOMZION HAMALKA, 
JERUSALEM 
TEL. 223528 

"effect of I 
‘concentrate Αι 

ΠΩΣ: pet : SE, 

“Shipping,” the most soulptural gece in the show, Fruchter males 
τα total comnvitment to imaginary welghtiessnets, while eatablishing 
"<< good: spacial relationatipa: gud .subite| well plavad. tensions. 

OS . Now on show at the Engel ‘Gallery, Jerveciom. 

che also tells his audience that he 

+ Wy amd send the ashes (o Huchlor; 63 

. this critic, will no doubt continue 

at the thought of all those stick- 

᾿ -@ented at the Israel Museum seve- 

_the movement haa not been great. 
-However the current Israel repre- 
Sentative. at Sao Paulo biennale is 
-Micha Ulman, who shows a photo- 

. Braphic documentation of a con- 
- eal Broject: holes dug in Jew- 

7 beat in with earth from the other 

᾿ Heal ang emotional 

, Sine: gtaphic -artist. and teacher 

Some 

immaculate 

concepts 

MEIR RONNEN 

poucras Huebler’s exhibition of 

conceptual art projects, at the 

Billy Rose Pavilion of the Israel 

Museum, is no doubt a bit of a 
mystery to regular museum-goors, 

used 7 they are to seeing objects 

on display, objects the Importance 
of which is heightened by the 
way the artist has formed or co- 
Joured them and distinguished them 
from all other objecta. Instead of 
framing pictures, Huebler frames 
events and ideas and documents 
them with photographs and a few 
lines explaining what he has done. 

Michigan-born Huebler, 48, 86 
teacher and theorist, has been one 
of America’s leading conceptual- 
ists. His work on show here dates 
from 1968 to the present; he was 
prominently displayed at the 1972 
Kassel Documenta. With a back- 
ground of formal art training, he 
is not entirely an intellectual con- 
eeptualist, as he often deala with 
human events and emotions. Like 
many figurative artists before him, 
he “izolates the mundane into a 
series of tiny aesthetic acts.” His 
work is highly existential: every 
little event or object can be of 
importance, but at the same time 

418 giving them something that fa 
utterly ordinary. 
Some of Huebler’s projects seen 

here are: . 
e@ Eight raph at the Top imteat Fook Shad beons told 
Pika ave ἃ hoauliful (or Interosling) 

Φ 400 girls at a Junior College were 
{nvited to wrile down a scoret, burn 

did and the ashes of the 63 scorets were 
mixed togother and scattered throughout 
the campus, 
@ Small fabric stlekers were uned to 

mark elevators located Inside several 
grids on a olty map, comprising random 
vertical spatial patterns In relailon to 
5 permanocut aticker. 
@ Mannequing of both sexes were 

Photographed In αὶ. ators window 
and the first passerby of tho samo sex 
Photographed δέξου each mannequin; tho 
Photos are presented for comparison. 

Like a movie director, Huebler 
can thus direct us to an event he 
has selected and make us think 
about it. But although his type of 
art seems the very antithesis of 
Classica] art, many viewers, like 

to see his projects through the 
prism of thelr previous art ex- 
Perlences. Lovera of Rembrandt 
and Van Gogh portralts will be in- 
trigued by his portratt and man- 
nequin comparisons and thelr in- 
te fn an otherwise mundane 
photo heightened; lovers of kinetic 
sculpture will surely be Intrigued 

ets going up and down within a 
square mile of city block. 

ISRAEL AT SAO PAULO 
- Israel has its own; conceptualists 

and many of them were pre- 

Tal years ago. General Interest in |‘ 

Qnd Arab villages and then 

lage, an exchange of great poli- 
oignancy at 

this. particular juncture. Ulmen, a 

@ Bezalel Academy, also gives 
his'-holés’. a ᾿ “ * by} holes’. “graphic - quality: by, 
‘Baatoer aphing them as diamonds," 
hen 4 Conceptual art: does not de-_ 
Pend on: graphie qualities: only the: 
6a" 'is: important, fo Rese 

(AUGUST 17, 8 ὅς 

few watercolours ΟἹ 

JERUSALEM 

By Meir Ronnen 

RUTIE SCHTOSS — a veteran artist 
with a defi hand but little food 
for thoughi, whose forte has been 
rather sweet figure groups. Hor naw 
paintings are this time fn aerylie, 
which seems to have freed her some- 
what from kugary representation. 
Her now figure groups and Iand- 
scapes are 5{{}} illustrative but partly 
formalised and freely brushed ia, 
with lols of snlaiter fur texture: her 
style reminds one of that of British 

ar Artists of the ‘forties. Her best 
worka here are 8 and 13, one a 
striped landscape, the other 2 prone 
striped figure that Is almost a land- 
scape sa well, both very well brought 
off (Artists Touse). 

DOUGLAS HUBBLEB — Conceptual 
environments recorded in photographs 
and text (Jersel Museum Billy ose 
Pavillon). 

PICASSO AND HIS ENVIRONMENT 
snd by 

δὰ 

muperb recreation of streat οἱ 
Jewish craftumen (Israel Museum). 

INTRODUCTION TO DHSIGN — 
inangural show of the new Palovsky 
Design Pavillon cov four 
deondes of planned and applied aes 
thetion and includes demonstrations 
of a computer as 8 design tool avery 
Dlondsy at 4.80 p.m. (Keracl Museum), 

SHLOMO KOREN — recent ontdoor 
metric sculpturcs woll-knows 

raeli artist domiciled im Ampters 
dam (Israel Museum). ᾿ 

COINS OF ἘΠΕῚ ΥἹΒΗΛῈΙ, - 2,500 
eara of solne used in our part δῇ 
ho =wotld (Isracl Museum), Till 
Aug. 25. 

ETOHINGS — by Glusoppe Gattuso 
(italy), Aubrey Schwartz (U,8,A.) 
and Adolf Frolmor (Austria), (The 
Little Gallery, 91] Rehov Salmon). 
Till Sept. 6. 

AVI AYAOH® — Young Moroocnn- 
born painter who came hero as 8 
child and oi, studied | ie Fail 
ears al 86. Bezalel, shows - 

Yatlvo ollg and drawings, the Ὁ 
mostly painted fiat, rather Ike ao 
ryliee and somewhat in the manner 
of David Hookney and other English 
neo-reallsts. (Dagush Gallery, Abu 
Tor). ἘΠῚ Aug. 18. 

SMALY. PORTRAITS — By Giladi, 
Moreh, Arlkha, Tisho, Litvinovaky, 
Topler, Levanon, Besem, 85, 
Gretty, Simon, olhman, Bow of 
thom are really ortralta, but this 
eollection of moar vintage works 
ls very plossant, (Shats Gallery, Re- 
πον Shatx) till Angust 28, 

DRAWINGS — all 100 x70, by aaso- 
elation members and tholt iinet show 
this year (Ariista Mouse) ¢lH Aug. 28, 

SUMMER SHOW — Mostly highly 
skilled graphics from al! the best 
exhibitions this gallery has mounted, 
Pride of plnce κῦδὲ to recent splendid 
colour Iithogtaphs by 87-year-old 
Sonya Delaunay, today still working 
In Paris. (Nora Gallery, @ Ben! 
Malmon). 

MAKONDE SOULPIURE — Moderns 
Bantu carving from Tansania, com- 
bining realism and abstraction. (Beit 
Ma’yan Gallery, next to the spring, 
om Karem, Dally 1188. 1180] Man. 

5 unl 7a, κ - τὰ πο διε, ᾿ἰδίοεσά mont Τὶ 
All summer, 

TEL AVIV 

By Gil Goldfine 
THE THE AVIV MUSRUM — NEW 
BUILDING (8% King Saul Blvd.) 
Permanent exhibition of Improsaion- 
lat, Post Impresa(oni! and faracii 
painting and senlptu the Isrgest 

and most comprehenzlye collection of 
the eontury. CONTEMPORARY JA- 
PANESE PRINTS Jn a variety of 

techniques. YAACOY AGAM. — πι- 

netle art of the ligheat order by 
world famous {sraell. 

ARI RON — Figuratlvely stylized:- 
oil palntingy revolving aroun the 

thems of peace, harmony and motler- 

ly love. the eympositiona) simpiiclty 

fa accompanied by ἃ good feel for 

colour as pure and hybrid nuances 

mix and blend with harnwnlous ac- 
cord. Disturbing ἢ the overly τϑ- 
duclivo affects borderlog on decor- 
ation, particularly Ton's emphasis ay 
roun οἷ ἔκεον and enlarged eyes (5 

Προ method of extortin; empathy). 

Like so many other artists of the 

eentury Hon has becn heavily ia: 

fluenced by Ploasao a5 blatantly seen 

In 18 and 28, recalling the master’s 

‘style of the tata 30's early 40's, The 

A insted.” cm and ‘hnleally | we 5 . 

Bate ie Hen Yohuda st.) ἘΠ 
_Angust 30. ΤΙ ᾿ 

Gallery Guide 
JOSEF ALBERB — “Homage to the 
Square" In devoted (to tho affects 
af colour xutenomy and the later: 
action within a framework of the pure 
formality of the square. Take 5 good 
look at majex{ie worka already eon- 
sldered classics of mid-twentteth 
eentury art, (Tel Aviv Museum, 27 
King Sau! Blvd.) 

YEIIOSHUA ELIRAZ — Billraz suc- 
cessfully mounts an optical experi- 
enco with 2 limited colour range of 
blues, blacks and Intermediate groys, 
speckled and sprayed {o form eome 
positions of almpts geometric shapes. 
‘Chemerinuky Gallery, $8 Gordon ἘΠῚ 
ΤΊ Aug, 21. 

τὸ POSTERS—from the United States 
Cultural Centre, chronicle art move- 
ments and Indlyidual styles from the 
late 60s to the pregent, Reproduced are 
worka by Rauchesberg, Rosenquiat, 
Johns, Pollack, Stella, Warhol, 
Motherwell, Dine, Vasarely, Hofmans, 
Frankenthalor; and other notables. 
Quite a lneup. (Tet Aviv Museum, 
Εἰ King Saul Blvd.) 

NAUM KNOP — Wood and bronse 
soulptures by Argentinian artist. 
(Lelvik Mouse Gallery, 30 Doy Hox 
St.) TUL Aug. 31. 

MUSEUM COLLECTION — New and 
Pik paintings, (Yad Lebanim, Petah 

ve). 

RIEDENFRLD GALLERY — Perman- 
ent exhibition of paintings and sonlp- 
tures by Ysraell and Eeole de Paris 
artists including Aghkenaz!, Agam, 
Argov, Byback, Steinhardt, Mlshulam 
and others, (Old Jaffa and the Hotel 
Plaza, Tel Aviv). 

PHILISTINE TEMPLE — Recent 
ΠΤ γα" finds from a 12] 

ta 
Museum buffs. (Ceramics Muscum, 

Haaretz, Ramat Aviv). 

BRUNIA GA'ASH — Memorisl ox- 
hibit devoted to loonl kibbutz artist 
who died last year, (Petah Tikva, 
Yad Lebanim). 

DUGIT SUMXER COLLECTION — Ect, ten, Ge ea ται 

Alkatal and ‘chugit ‘Gallery, 

NEW 
<- Paintin 

Helnent bt) ml ead Auaust: 
YODFAT SUMMER SHOW — in- 
qiuding gallery rulers 58, 
Uri, Bylo, Bchatx and others. (Yod- 
fat Gallery, 100 Dtsengoff 8t.). All 
summer. 
ΒΟΟΣ GALLEB' 
ef Taraell nf 
& Coins. (Βοος, 
shooya Orn. Allenby $4). Open dally 
8.88 κ.|..1.38 p.m, 4. .88 πε. 
except Thurs. afternoon. Tel. 1004. 

THEO TOBIASSE — Fromch painter 
borm in, Israel shows rosen$ genaches 
thematically reveling arouad La 
Boheme and Hemeo and Juliet. 
(Talma Gallery, 27 Gordom 81.) 

15TH ANNIVERSARY SHOW —- in- 
Mehul 

~ Summer shew 
Asclont Pettery 4 = 

eluding Avi lam, Ela-Der, 
Babin’ ad . (Keer Gallery, 
14 Ben Yehu ed, 

JAFFA GROUP SHOW — summer 
collection δὲ leon) artiste, (5586 Ar- 
flats’ Gallery, § Kiker Kedumim, 
Old Jaffa). 

μι Neotio: inakadin 
eas bi ̓ Οἵα, δὰ Stara aR, ners, 
(Biatman Gallery, ὃ 

BERNIE FINK -- Soulptures (An- 
dromeda Gallery, 4 Netly Hamazalot, 
od Jeita). 

IM DUKOVEKY — Paintings 
ripbute Haartst Gal » 13 Leonar- 
do Da Vincl St.) ἘΠῚ Aug. 80. 

‘Patating by Art Ron (Idm Gal- 
lery, ‘Tel Avy ' 3 2! S 

THE JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE 

1 Bimtat Bet Ha- . 

Micha Ulman: “An Hxohange of Earth,” « conceptual work that ta 
IsraeV’a entry to the current Sao Paulo Biennale. Identical holes were 
dug in Jewish and Arab villages ond the carth exchanged, while 
Utman recorded onlookers’ reactions with his camera. (See 
“Immaculate Concepts," col. 1.) 

DELSON-RIQHTER GALLERIES — 
Bxhibitions daveted to Sontemporary 
trem by interaptlonaliy pecopted 
ists. Ita latest show fostures Agam 
and Pioaszo (Delson-Richter Galleries, 
Ἢ 5, Maxal Ari, Old Jaffa), 

Tostedlug: geilary wenelara Mae μος ry πὶ Y 
kaly, Guteaan, bore, Tikeize, 
Katoh amd others, 
Gallery, 83 Frag ΒΚ.) 

REGGIE WESTON — Formanest ox- 
hibition of Iasi paintings net pre- 
Flomely exhibited. (Weston Gallery, 
260 Mayarken), 10-1; 5-8 p.m. 

ΠΥ ΤΥ Pe im, Vis! ry 
tint, hn 3 Lueien mann, Hal aré Gsani 

Perdi, Geel), ote.; snd Tern artists 
Argoy, Ben Rav, Giladi, Nahum ΟΠ. 

wi Ghor, “galomon, Tumarkin, 
Wexler. (Judean Gallery, 139 Ben 
Yekuda). 

Ruth Sohlosa: Figure group in 
aryto (Jerusalem Artiste 
House). . 

DOV HELLER — Faintings ἘΣ mame 
ber of Kibbutx Nirim. ct ibbuts 
Fainting aud Sculpture, 33 Dov Her 
8t.) Opens August 18. 

mil prints 

Fieatas, Onset” Matinee, Agaca 0 
Miro, (Sayyon, ‘all ΠῚ. for view- 
ing times) 

GILLY KENAN — Faintings (Milo, 
Artists and Weilters Olub, ὃ Belinson 
ΒΕ.) Til Anguat 16. 

AHABON MEROHDR — Paintings 
established TNussian artist who ai 
ved in Teract ts 1070. (Teavtn, 86 Eta 
Gvirol) Till. August 33. 

HAIFA ; 

By Emma Kimor 
TWO AUSTRIAN PAINTERS — 
-shown under the auspices of the 

FRANZ KAPLE- 

Its architecture and its 
friendiinean, The bold brash atrakes 
fn hin aguarello landscapes aro burst- 
Ing forth with blended biuea and 
greens (Kinnoret (28), with an oc- 
casions! touch of orango (21). 
Significantly — he used to carn his 
living a8 a graphic srilet and 38 
a2 farmer's son — his expressive 

‘ferco comes through best in his 
black-and-white paintings and draw- 
ingy. Jn tha latter, ho knows aud 
elaborntés on what Hard work means: 
enriched with Hnear subtleties that 

eall to miad “Duerer’s woodoats, the 
fnceg of kis men and women ara 
tough and wrinkled and (thelr hands 

» “Worker's Hands” 

day GOTTHARD FELLERER is κα 
actly 
thus a mastor in conveying with a 
minimum of line the 
volunio of his figures in tho studies 
and drawings on display, (Cafe RITZ 
Gallery), TH] and Augtst. 

JOSEPHINE SPUNGIN — Bora in 
Vienna, involuntarily detained far 
raany dat in Eussla, Latvia amd 
Aslan USSR, sho has now Imoiiprat- 
ed from the United States. Con- 
centrating on landscapes and sill 
Ife, her technique on wot 
mal 
“ewim". the stone 
is rendered in “Weatern Wall” (35), 
Colonrfal, impressionistic ole. (μἴσα- 
don Haolch Haifa — J.K. Goidbloem 
Centro). TH! Auguat 80. 

ELISCHEWAH FRENKEL — Firat 
one-woman show of olls, pustela and 
watercolours, Sexsitive renditions of 

flowers, portraits aad 
ity effective in her rish- 
οἶδ that give of « 

lowing effect. (Moltesh  Gellery). 
ML Sept. 7 

MICHEL MATHONNAT — A series 
of oelght solonr engravings in mixed 
modis entitled “Black in Beantifai”, | 
Naked woman, black woman 
Glothed with your solour which Is 
life, with your form whiok is 

ent 
Thos & arts the poom by thea Ire- 
sldent of tho Republic of fonegal. 
oopold 8, Senghor, from which re 

inapiration. In subdued, beautifall 
blended colours, with browns sm 
blacks predominating, the profound 
Fealrua of boauty and of love of 1179, 
woman and ΒΩ] aro revealed and 
cones: In a somurrenlistle § spirit, 
whero figures, posing with the geron- 
ity and poles of a Marthe Graham 
jancer, are alive with tent emer 

gles. (Goldmann Gallary). ἘΠῚ Sep- 
tember 5. 

GRAPINIC WORKS — by contompe- 
rary artists. Multi-media by multi- 
versed (paintings, carpets, sculpture, 
Btn nen). (Nehmao!s Art ὅπ" 
τὸν). ἘΠῚ August ΣΙ... 

HAZOREA 
JOMNANAN BEN-YAACOV — 40 years 
painting and sculpture by Berlin- 
torn =kibbutes member, who has 
turned into art the throw-away 
tenkwood pieces of the Wbbuts fur- 
niture factory. (WUlrid Txrael Meuse} 
Til September 8. 

Va 

Chaim Bikovsky, painting (ἘΠ 8 - 
buts Ha'artet Gatlery, T.A.). 
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MUSIC / Yohanan Boehm 
EA barred to civilians, but soon is born, he is given a tai 

TH TRE bas all the men there) fro Fed number οὗ word to. use during 
lown, eatin is lifetime. He must, , 

Mendel Kohansky out of her hand, Never one to he economical with call ght 
miss a trick, Lillian Burstein is will some day find himself mute. 
shown in the poster wearing a There need be no such fear for 
uniform, a steel helmet, and δ Avital, who can tell a story and 
patch over one eye. impart its inner meaning without 

uttering a sound. 
ANOTHER Israeli working in the Avital teaches his atudents to 
United States now visiting Israel discover their own individuality, 
js Samuel] Avitel. A gmail to be constantly aware of the’ 
man, with a mobile face which own feelings and thoughts, and 
seems to be ail huge, black, from there to reach out to the 
expreasive eyes, and long, feolings and thoughts of others 
curly hair topped by a brown — all of which can be achieved 
suede cap, wearing ἃ colourfull by rigidly disciplining the body. 
embroidered vest over a virginal- With a gleam in his eye, he says 
ly white shirt and cocoa-coloured that “the mind must be constant- 
pants. He stepped out of the γ aware and awake; it is only 
elevator and launched into an through exact attention to the 
imitation of a couple of neigh- complete fulfilment of the action 
bours of mine whom he had seen that one attains ita true beauty,” 
down in the lobby of the building. On a Saturday afternoon, Θ 

Avital is a practitioner of the people of Boulder can see Avital 
art of mime, which has been and his students perform in a 
undergoing a revival iin recent τὰ — after Poreding through 
years, thanks mainly to the ef- the streets to drum up an audi- 
forts of the great Marcel Marceau ence. There is no entrance fee, 
and Maximilien Decroux, both of but if an appreciative spectator 
whom were Avital’s teachers. He offers a donation for the school, 
js now living in Boulder, Colo- it is gratefully accepted. The 
rado, Where he has his own school school has a beautiful name: The 
and puts on performances with Centre of Silence, 
his students, and gives solo per- 
formances and lectures all over A RECHINT VISITOR from the 

Musie’s missionaries 
Danger of 

turning mute 
CONCERT artists of music, a definitive inte: -ὖ 

yar rank coming here at tion? mpreta 
the helght of summer after a ΤῸ explain what I mean let mo 
long, long season of continuous describe one of these afternoon, . 
travel and many exacting per- sessions — held, since the new 
formances, for three or four con- Music Centre at the Mishkenot 
certs at the 8180] Festival why Sha'ananim js not yet ready, el- hrs ὦ 
do they instead of resting and ther at the Jerusalem Khan or δῶν 

ying life, run around like the Jerusalem Theatre, on thi 
mad, work ‘like mad, think like atago or in a rehearsal room, 
mad in order to help the coun- whichever is available. k 

‘trys mualcat culture? Mad? The violinists of the quartet 
htly, perhaps, but they look we are watching are Rina and 

to me more like men possessed, David, ‘both about 23, who came 
missionaries of music-making — from Russias _ three-and-a-half 
and missionaries, indeed, because years ago; Tel Aviv-born Yuval, ἢ 
they want to share their know- already 27 ‘and since last year 

and love of music with a member of the IPO, plays the 
others — the young and the not- viola; and Dani, not yet 16, 8 be 
ao-young eone of Israel. kibbutznik from Givat renner, is 
Pablo als, at 96, is work- the cellist. They met a month 

ing with the Festival Youth Or- ago at Ramy Shevelov's summer 
chestra In the mornings together school, decided to play together, 
with Alexander Schneider; the and chose their music — a string ic 

@ Istomin-Ignac Stern-Leo- quartet by Brahma. ' 
nard Rose Trio, with Schneider, Eugene Istomin !s in charge of δ 
devote nearly svery free moment this all-strings session, and his 

A FRIEND VISITING New York 
hag sent me ἃ newspaper cutting, 
together with a poster, annouwnc- 
ing the Impending opening of the 
Burstein Theatre, right the 

th ertainment 
trict, on West 48rd Street, The 
theatre's first offering Is "Mein 
Mamme der General.” The epo- 
nymous Burstelns are, of course, 
our old friends Lillian (also 
known by her maiden namo Lux) 
and Pesachke, who have boen 
acting and singing and hoofing 
and whiatling on the stage for 
More years then the oldest Yid- 
dish theatre fan can remember. 

_ Several years ago the Bursteins 
made a splash in Ierael with 

. thelr "Megillah”, based on a cycle 
: of poems by the Yiddish poet 
- Itaik Manger, which ran for | Samuel Avital 
* months and months and was seen America, He is now engaged in other side of the American thea- to young chaniber music ro 5. three colleagues start off as 
by thousands who had never forming an international associa- trical curtain was Richard Watts, who come to hem for advice, It listeners. Since the youngsters 
thought they would go to the fry Ring and belting out a Yid- New York entertainment maga- tion of mimes that will organize the “New York Post” critic. In fs not that tiese young people don't understand English very " 
Yiddish theatre. Then, before dish-Rumanian song. No wonder zines and guides, world festivals. The first festival his ‘Random Notes” column, a cannot Improve their knowledge well, Russian is used as the lin 
Joaving ΩΣ thet Present sojourn δὲν appeal ae 50 i thet Riding the creat, she Rerateloe . to take, placa A the United copy’ oe oe I have just and performan :e with art ἰϑὴς ̓  gua france a "Sasha" Schneider 

. in the U.S, they made another she not only raised a large sum are now openin; ir own States in the coming year. recelyed, he sums up his im- era and artist! — we have just apeaks aver ussian Englisl ᾿ 
: splash, this. one confined only to for the orphans, but also married.theatre with the play which was When Avital speaks of his art, pressions thus: “People in Israel had some very fine chamber mu- ἘΝ ΑΥ: even Υ tter more than 80 Isaac Stern teaching πὶ class of new-immlgrant young musicians at Jerunniom’s Khan. 

e regular fans, with a tence- the richest man in the congre- Israel's gohiock hit for three years you feel you are in the presence don’t care a great deal for the 
und-gesenge special called “Die gation — played, of course, by now and also played in Germany of a totally dedicated man. Mime theatre...there are many earnest 

* Rebbitzen fun Bnei Brak.” er real-life husband. and other places. “My Mother the is to him not only an art — it playgoers and a number of ΓΟ 
T shall never forget Lilian The Tal Aviv run over, the General” — for those who have is the one true language, the are offered both (in Tel Aviv) 

Burstein as the widowed Bnei Bursteins took the “Rebbitzen,” been away for a Jong time or live most effective means whereby and in Jerusalem, but I don’t he- 

sic summer ¢ urses at Zikhron yenrs in_the United States, Isasc , | 
Yaacoy {direct ad by Ramy Shevo- Stern's Russian is more halting the three breaking in, sometimes try for something better?" Des- help musicians realize more of 
lov) and at Kin Karem (headed and American, Leonard Rose uses more than one at a time, Fin- pite the liveliness and variety the beauty dormant in music mak- 
by Professor Boris Schwartz), as English exclusively, and some- gering, phrasing, accents, signs of the Israel cultural scene, there ing. Auditioning, advising, listen- 
well as the International Youth times terms are translated into i or entries, expression, timing, ig surely no harm in admitting Ing, rehearsing makes them for- 

Brak rebbitzen visiting the U.S. to New York, whore she became igolated lives — is about ἃ people may rstand each ‘lieve there is vast enthusiam for Orchestra of the “Jeunesses Mu- Hebrew vibrato, dynamics, balance, bow: that we tend to be quite happy get thelr regular meal times (we 
to ralse funds for a religious something of a freak sensation, Yiddishe mamme who goes to other, an extension of life itself. the drama as an art form.” He sleaies” and the Gadna Orchestra In close to two hours, one-and- ing — all these and more are with what we are doing, and had buns and coffee, and Stern 

ἢ orphansge, making an appeal in reviewed by serious critics, prob- visit her lieutenant son on the Hia grandfather, who was a stu- concludes wistfully: ‘Perhaps it {a — but is there any end to learn- a-half movements of the Brahms taken up, discussed, criticized, al- there is always a great danger of smoked huge cigars continuous- 
. 8 ow Suez Canal, and not only suc- dent of the Kabbala in Moroceo, one of the similarities with 

sexy dress, history to be listed in all the ceeds in entering a military base once told him thet when a child New York.” 

AVE AOL “LESHERUT HAOLEH” 

; a Brooklyn aynesouue, ‘assed in ably the only Yiddish sh ing and Improving? Je there only quartet are played and re-played, ternatives suggested and demon- our becoming provincial. Merely ly). Why? Nobody wants to create 
ia alinky, clinging, one way to play certain pieces of first one and then another of strated, until a consensus ap-“avolding any confrontation is in another musie school; nobody is 

proves the change. itself provincial. looking for students, nobody is 
. On the grand’ iano 1168 Isaac hoping for (or in need of) per- ae 

Stern's precious Guster ΜῈ a THE ΚΑΒ quite Ξ umber rei ἴῃ. So why do ἅδον τ : 

RAH ὃ li i about a quarter of a million dol- of promising: Israeli talents were it? ime! mi music mig- ὩΣ 
TO AND FLORA/LI. Rabinowitz lars. Saskia and Isaac take it up taken to the United States for sionaries all! 

in turns to demonstrate what further study and never returned : 
End-of-Season 

SALE!! ‘New Immigrants and MEANS T toe, Canard Kap aon: fare ore en cory, Soe ny AT THE END ot, the aceon, | 
E h P g rem time to time, one or other and eventually to have students fom their choirs, 8 bit exhausted bie 

T ax-Exempt Customers ..AND sane TO IMMIGRAK ἴ5. VE ARI e€ ome. ranate of gage ry student eon coming here ‘or their studies ond parhapa, but thelr ‘animated faces ; = 
his chair and sits in with the musical development. That, how- expressing more eloquently than 
remaining three to clear up a ever, needs an appropriate atutude words the excitement of their ex- 
point and let them hear what is on the part of the local people perience. They are sent off with 
good and what ie not so good. in the profession — active par. a friendly "Now, practise at home 

The older musicians have not ticipation’ fh. and discuasion of and come back next week.” There 
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TELEVISION / Philip Gillon 

: All too predictable 
᾿ TV programming 

for all to see. Of course, I'm not 
puggesting for a moment that we 
have to exactly what a bunch 
of foreigners does, merely be- 
eause they have been in the 
business so much longer, but still, 
we can learn a little from them 
— without acknowledging it, of 
course. 

The “Moked" programme Itself 
was rather disappointing, despite 
the sincerity of the participants. 
For one thing, Teddy Kollek never 

RADIO / Helga Dudman 

Defensive radio 
listening hints dice! 

one of the most important Jew- 
ish organizations in the United 
States, raised his voice in a sur- 
prisingly factual and restrained 
way, against the anti-Semitic fla- 
vour of the religious rock opera, 
which, in his view, fastens col- 
lective guilt on the Jews, presents 
the rabbla of the time as fanatics 
wearing black kaftans, and once 
ngain washes the white hands of 
the Roman proconsul Pontius Pi- 

of the respected rabbi. In our 
view, the time has now come ta ~ 
stop cooperating with the Gen- 
tiles in this field. 

WE JEWS have been cooperat- 
ing with them for 1973 years. In 
every generation, we submit an 
order nisi against the ruling Pope 
and ask him to show cause wl χ 
he should not stop levelling suc 
accusations against us. We expect 

lost his temper once; on the 
ETUR i haps se t ntry i other hand, he only smiled once. OTHER PEOPLE'S radio sets audience (at the Kibbutz Semin 

r is ean Ge me OF ΜΕΝ yet small perpetrator Paar are The complaints and criticisms sometimes snap you back to your “Oranim”) was giggly and tan 
after playing truant watching and expected to know everybody in it, Were old and have lost their own. It was not until the first from browbeaten; and in general 

aa listening to the waves of the perhaps because Television House bility to shock us into renewed stanzas of the old “International” the elements of this programme, 
occan and the New Waves of the ΙΝ determined not to build up any fury, apart from the Wolfson had come surging through from produced by Gideon Rosengarten, 

RE cinema, I wiah ΓΟ could report Ed Murrows, we are never, never Towers and the Plaza Hotel. None two balconies facing mine on seemed perfectly suited to radio 
how fresh and rare I find Israeli told who is speaking to us, I get Of the critics indicated how we Saturday morning that 1 tuned in and requiring no additions from 

ἯΙ television, Alas! It ig not so. The a strong feeling o superiouity eon house all the settlers and to “Do-Re-Mi-and-Who-Else?'' another medium. When the sub- 

late. the Holy See to exonerate us, 
We are inclined to agree with and we forget that popes as a 

Rabbi Tenenbaum. However, it is rule belong to the Catholic creed, 
difficult to present a passion play and that Catholics are nurtured on 

A STORM broke out across the in which the Jews emerge as anti-Jewish sentiments from the 
ocean over 8 movie whose action likeable, just as it is difficult age of two weeks. 
takes place in this country, 811 to shoot the Exodus without up: Personally we met this problem 
{ which was shot in this coun- setting Pharaoh's adherents. Only in the pm hall of our primary § 

try and which most probably will a at director like Cecil B. de school in Budapest, when Gusti 
never be shown 

Ephraim Kishon 

programmes have a grim and pon- when I am able to tell new im. tourists who want to fulfil the on the Second Programme. By ect Is purely aural, I for one here. We are Mille was able a nary ort thls the Bully accosted us and re- 

ite i . migrants that thi: . Biblical blessing and go up to then there was not much left of have no wish to have to look to “Jesus Christ Super- mission impossible in “The Ten marked: : 
re sroua, ἴα Sas loch tn surprise gad or Poe is cng εν Jerusalem, without building apart- this tribute to the late Avraham the panel, crouched over oats star,” the New Musical Covenant Commandmen but of this film BN as Jesus,” ao 
ἢ Qs a marriage that has gone sour cannot help wondering why they Ments and hotels to house them. Shlonsky as translator, but I over-patterned, studio-decor rug, r the Almighty and the it may be sately said that we ng tet 8. not true, We angy re 
Baas and stale: one does not need to cling with such determination to 80 Teddy and Meron Benevenisti found even the tail-end fascinat- ‘Too bad we aren't on te Rolling Stones. The success of liked the book more. We can "So help me, it's not true. 
ἢ look δὲ the Guide to know what self-effacing anonymity. Come on, 284 8 comparatively easy passage. ing, because there is nothing to vision,” came the volce of tho 

is coming. be sports, tell us who you aro I had plenty of better polnts to beat superb profeasionalizm and moderator, just as I was feeling 
One oF suggestions made by when you enter our houscs ag make about what's wrong with Shlonsky's translations achieved satisfied. The point was that the 

“Y Sir Hugh Greenc in his recent honoured guests —— what is more, Jerusalem... just that, Ives piece involves a visual bit 
report was that Television Hougo write it na well, and leave the I worried briefly about whether of orchestration: the strings, “rep. Rabbl Tenenbaum and ne should ‘break out of the rigid name up for those who are lato THERE WAS A first class pro- ΟΣ new immigrants from Russia resenting the superficial tran- leagues. 
framework in which it has im: switching on their sets or are gramme, “Court of Enquiry,” might have unfortunate reactions quillity of those who refuse to The respected rabbi, head of 

‘6 prisoned itself, that it should slow readars. é would ΟἿ hearing the rolling cadences of ask bring ἡ 1 f This applied trongly t “Arige, ye Pri t“tarve: the moaning of Bist ate ono bring in some element of sur- is applied very strong oO |} τέ rise, ye Prigoners o. arva- Θ meaning 0: θ᾽ are on one 
prise into its programming. Pro- this week's. “Moked! about Ter τὰ to δίνο credit to all concern hh ed δι f tion,” post-Ulpan Hebrew, side of the stage. Wind instru. 

de. fessor Elihu ats our first TV salem planning. Shimon Tessler δι ΠΗ Tran theabone Ὁ pice though of course that catchy tune ments, dissonant and insistently 
᾿ Director, working with even more had a whole slew of interesting prettily: Jawyers EH Zohar: an has been out in Russia for some raising this embarrassing ques: 

Ten, resources than ara now characters on his panel; he intro- Yoram Hlroy I recognized from time now, The final selections, tion, are on another side. Trum- 
ἣ available, had the same idea. Per- duced them to us as if he were previous occasions, This was one (00, Were pure and silver-toned pets (whose role I missed because 

" hapa it would make for some the host at a British sherry par- of the best efforts in the series, Q!d Left —"three songs from the doorbell rang) are off some- 
sort of interest if programmes ty, advising us Incorrectly, “Of The enquiry was devoted to “The Three-Penny Opera,” Shlon- where else. 

adi «Went a bit wild, like a runaway course, you know Hap-er-er-er." the aeetion of whether we are Sky's translations, I thought, made «All three compositions heard in 
tram leaving tho tracks, so that You are left wondering: Hap- bringing up our children to hate them sound exactly as though this programme were relatively 
we would not know weeks ahcad wood? Hapsburg? Hapowitz? the Arabs. It began with some Brecht had written orginally Te modern, which may ‘help to ex- 

1 what wes planned for every single Happington-dm the? I wastaught marvellous shots of incredible Hebrew, which somebody then plain the acceptability of the ¢” minute, I’ know that both telee at my Ulpan fhat the accont’in Israeli children, looking like pro. ‘ranslated oor old critic has to 

i foregone conclu- assume that in this case, the I checked on the matter at 

the My Se bound S break all producers of ‘Superstar’ did not home. My father categorically de- 

box office records, ἰξ for no other make any special attempt to ad- nied the accusation and I beliov- 

regson than the protest volced by here to the version of the cruci- ed him. I cross-examined daddy, 
this col- fixion portrayed in the original tailed him wherever he went; if 

stage musical. Still, we have cer- he had been involved in Jcsus 
tain doubts regarding the protest (Continued on page $4) 

Bo: : at 

Ted Neeley, who plays Jesus, and Marcin, McBroom, one of the cust. 

G00D REASONS TO FURNISH YOUR FLAT ite well into Ger- game; no 
: ‘vision and radio rnudiences are Hebrew falls on the last syllable. anda phi man; and that is just about what get up and tell us why this mu- ᾿ rs said to be creatures of habit, This does not apply, apparently, Ὡ nA an ant or thias talkine the commentator later pointed out. sic is great, and may modern 

Σ᾽ =e determined to see thelr news or when Shimon or one of is peers wi It was precisely Shlonsky’s in- composers are themselves engag- 
; Tramalde or Hawati, ar to. mise is effecting introductions. In auch pe len an i eee spired poetic licanco, he observed, ing in purely intellectual edven. a their this or that educational item an event, the Jast syllable is gulp- Arabs because they are different, 2at made his transpoaitiong so tures, which are often the con- 

‘a; at ἃ set hour; furthermore, they ed like an olive going the wrong icok atrange, talk poor Hebrew, Powerful. He gave as an example sclentious “breaking of rules.” 
1 plan their bri or rummy dates =. stare at them oddly on the way one first line. The German ori- 

so as to avold what is most rue, names were given on the to school, or have been warned &inal goes, more or less, “In a uy AM QUITE schizophrenic on 
easily forgone. screan — once in an hour, with- by their ‘parents not to talk to tme/A! ready long fone by.” this whole busine F reading 

this {8 very true, and ap- out titles. Those who were late- unknown Reale. Shlonsky's Hebrew {a hardly a "paid Ei ΒΒ Mi to 
m plies to most stations: But wo comers to the show or inatten- “Others, more wisely raised, de- literal translation, but it turns Bidl Menenst on thy Amay P 

have been told ad nauseam that tive readers could never have dis- manded οὐ the ‘Interrogator, OUt to be perfect: “There once ec ee ΕἾΝ t Belday" 
there 4s. so little money available covered who was delivering those “Which Arabs are you talking Were times/And they will not ΣῈ: 8 ieenral | and go many established Interests interesting views, or why they about? What Arab in particular? Teturn.” 1006). It was a disarming ὩΣ : to placate that we cannot expect had been asked to do δο. Shimon Do you mean ali Arabs?” A most , 4 somewhat minor point for α D/OUS and understated puff for 

_ARBA’A NAGARIM 
124 Rehov Ben-Yehuda, Tel Aviv 

WITH THE AID OF 

to get anything more than the threw a hint by calling a man romarkable blond boy added to ot Saturday morning with hot the “Bialik Evening” which open- oe er ΤΙ ει heir ie Re oda etal w . in its day, made lite R 1 dium, and she doubted whether 
mow him yore aweer that Dera Ruaalans actors should appear on stages to. 

of real pro- “professor er-er,” in which case these questions the comment, news comin; 
“The A i this is the 

per] , But what when. he was — you pears ‘oO oe ihe 
they should keep the audience on ‘called merely “Shlomo” or “Mot- before you can decide,” ! 
thelr toes by not letting them ti”? Wes he a mera member of We were almost introduced to emi Onegin” by Shlonaky was the Te24 poems. δι can't adver: 

\ grammes, This being the casa, we treated his opinions with res- 

\ know what two remarkable young Arabs, both equal of \Yevgen! Onegin” — by tisers learn this elementary prin- 

‘haps Professor Katz was right: pect. 

τ. 
ey are going to get the public, to be treated with 

till the last possible moment. contempt? Or was he an archi- very good-looking and sensitive Pushkin. Arik Lavie, by the way, “!Ple of persuasion?) 
tect or somebody who might know — ‘in fact, they would probably Sings Brecht beautifully; so does ,.sre then proceeded 

be taken for sabras in the ae Yossi Banal, Is this date Shion. (“But just for you, 
j to read 

ANOTHER ‘THING that strikes what he was talking about? Didi!") 
me ‘forolbly is how right IT have I notice that when Golda Meir, — sky, Σ a little-known and contemporary- ᾿ 
always been in my complaint a fairly well-known person in the Who Sescribed what It tenis affinity? eens een sounding Pen by Bialile which ; 

race in the Jewish Homeland. made Didi Menussi wonder why 
“Time” magazine claims that vision, every few minutes they ἢ ᾽ - OTHER ῬΕΟΡῚ H that one was never studied at 
“names make news’;. this prin: write across her, “Mrs. Golda, conte T her tee Maat always benevolent Paige ght school, : 
ciplo is treated with haughty con- Meir, Prime Minister of Israel,”.gomebody in the democratic Weat they are not, here is a household , Much of this was, of coum 
tempt on farael television. Per: and leave it there for some time explaining what it feels lke to hint called “Defensive Radio ἰοϑὲ on one who never stu the : be a Jew. They agreed that there Listening": When somebody 20Y Bialik net school, ἃ νει Πς is no formal education to hateor ®!8e's radio is on δὲ a madden- Pace and Με tness oe tains 

despise Arabs, but complained of ἰπβ blast, tune your seta to the Retce of this programms Gene i 
@ lack of underatanding and in- Same wavelength, but keep it very such varied fare that there 

sight. tow. This gives the illuslon that SIWays 9 ran for ‘aM g 

and i nie et ee ee et, tiof Zim, and was followed by Ed- 
NUMEROUS FILMS were shown could turn the thing off and have 7@ Lev and an opinion-po! pour 
lepicting Jews threatening Araba quiet. Or birdsong. pert, Rafi Gil: one part labouw! 

αν Pip news Bfeet, terrorist, acts, but David | Gigpaie, one art ont aad ἴδ ποι. 6.32 Nport. ἢ. " rightly poin out that it was SOME culture, one part pop culture, 
ΙΝ Ore gap the Sont. ΩΣ Prearamine teview. 430 News ei unfair to Isolate such ‘acts outof tuned in to Miter Ehooeig one, part what-are-we-thinking. 
‘Andrews Hour, 0,00 “Paptilon” — docu. @urront affairs. ; ; context. The wonder is how well (First Programme, ‘Thursday mentary dams om iho Composer Robert - : We get on with the Arabs in the 2100), a re ν᾿ - ἢ Schumann, 11.03 News. ARABIC: 6.0 TURSDAY ight of the situation, which tor- gramme - which Π ταρὴ a meus το ba born and EA made, end News Headlines, 602 Full-length: film. : ἣ 
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pa κε ινδὶ “κα 28.6.65} die Sate. 

rt εἶ A p.m.) 
Open: Bun There. 10 ταν ἃ 

if Fe 
Re a Τ TOPAZ (0.5.4, 1060] ἢ §6Decorative synagogue carpet, Turkey, 17th century 

Dlagke  neslenas (zecharoy-Bangler, Fa Rega τε τ ρας, pe Notret OSGI of Sar, Robert Franses and sons, Landon, to the Briends 
Matte m= ΤῸ Ror = * IIMS OF GRETA GAREO of the Art Museums of Zaraect in Great Sritain. 

(10). Binex> 5 bared A, 1988) 
Ta2, b2, 63, £2, is oh , GRAND HOTEL (U8.A, 

; pea; Pai, ab, f : in Wed, δι τα Kyarrymore; tone) Berrysnere, ὁ ΄ " RWGISTRATION FOR 1678/14 CLASSEA CONTINUES. | 

Ἢ τς isa os 38:86] . thurs. $0.06 286.0 Th pn. ai ara Gt ἘΞ ἜΤΕΙ ΠΣ "θαι, Son. Wed, ‘Thurs 16 s.m-12 moce; 2-4 μα. at the 
7 i δὲ BEE Wi "s0.00 ἃ : ΓΆΤΩ : * Joan cs : Wing off ὙΠ: : 2 es oe 

ΕΝ eed te ‘ake οἱ ae (ἢ “an for, A SPECIAL FILM FOR THE SUMMER ᾿ Fees pembershtp for cividren: χε 8. ds tor the whole year 

ok hae ee Σ- ὉΠ VAOATION ... BES for pec short Gears (8 recht 
ΤΡ 05 + ieee - . ἡ Jour) - VIG ae : 

ae a oan πόδ, WALT DISNEY. (cou een wins seh. pe νὼ ἐπ ve oad 
sored tournament in Amsfordam, ym a ay NEVER A DULL MOMENT ἀν οὐ " ς 

ὍΝ feintly b ecctinn, and. Yugo Tree aon, a With: Edward ὦ. Robinson, Dick Ven Dyck, Dorothy = . @hrise of ts Book . : - 48 am. — 10 pm. 

View Albin Pisnine, Lubomiz Kare ἢ Baar pm. — -Brovine : ἷ τους 4m. — 20 pm. 

lek of the U.S, was thicd and Bord” ΠΩΣ Terael Museum ᾿ Κ᾿ =e 

Spassky fourth. The forme: .™ far ‘Treasportation aval _— = + 10am. — 3 pa 
champion's performances ms rice a oA. — 

ri, < 

from convineing: Out ef the 16 5 = 
he drew no less than ten, woP 

ΓΝ 
ἢ. pioketa for Saturday to be obtained during the week "δὲ 

Sn ice eae 

the Museum box office. : Ξ 

| * Edbrary: open weekdays visiting hours. 
ἘᾺΘῚ champions opened ἐδ or 
in Tel. Aviy, Ἦ Ἂ ΕΘΝ 

Jerasaien. tna at ll be 
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doratlon’ with be held om [ον 
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‘new. Chairman of the “Federal 
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SPECIAL RECITAL AT THE EIN HOD 

AMPHITHEATRE 

BRACHA EDEN — ALEXANDER TAMIE, Duo Pianists 

with THE JERUSALEM SOLOISTS — 

Ziama Kaplan, Rayo Kodesh, violins 

David Chen, Atma Richter, violas 

Tonia Rimenikoy, Miron Yarapolskt, celll 

PROGRAMME: 

Brahma — Variations on a theme by Haydn, op. 56 

Sextet Na, 2, op. 36 

JS. Buch — Trio Sonnta No, 1 in E-flut 
Coneerto In C major for two plunos and strings 

AUGUST 11 — EIN HOD AMPHITIIEATRE — 9 p.m. 

TICKETS AVAILAB 

Kupat Efaifa — hoy Bravelt 

Union A, y 118 Rehov Dizengoff, Tel Aviv 

Ronan ‘Vhentre La Caesaren (9.90-12.30 pan. & $.90-0 pm.) 

in Hod Art Gallery 

Bin Hod Amphitheatre before the performance 

y THE ISRAEL ὦ 
FESTIVAL 1973 

* AT: 

BALLET FOLKLORICO DE MIXICO 
General Director and Choreographer — AMALIA HERNANDDDZ 
75 dancera, singers’ and musicians 
Today, August 17~Tel Aviv, Mann Auditorium, Matinee 3 pam. 
August 18 and 19— Caesarea National Park, Roman Theatre 

(818 ---- 9 pm., 19th —%.30 pm.) 
(Tickets for performances at Cacsarea 811] sold) 

WUGDNE ISTOMIN, plano 
ISAAC STERN, iin 

la 
Programme: Brahws— Trio in C minor op. 101 

Beethoven — Trio in E-fat, op. 70, No. 2 
Mozart — Plano Quartet in G minor, K 478 

August 18 — Jerunsiem — Binyene! Ha’ooma— 0 p.m. 
August 19 --- Tel Aviv-— Mann Anditorium — 8.80 p.m. 

SONGS AND LEGENDS OF PROPHET ELIJAH 

‘aye 
Musical Director: SHIMON COHBN 
Texte: DAN ALMAGOR 
with: Misha Ashorov, Jacob Barkin, Horshel Bornardi <Avale), gey ee 

Boloff, Abraham Mor, Danit, Rema Sameoncy, Lea 8ι 
Tho Yemenite Dance Group of LEVY-DHMOL 
The Renanim Singers, Director — GL ALDHMA 
Bokhara Orchestra, Director — JOSEPH BEN ISRAWL 
August 21-——Tel Aviv-— Mann Anditotiam, 880 p.m. 
Anigust 23 — Caesarea — National Park, Roman Theatro, 8.89 Pm. 

FESTIVAL YOUTH ORCHESTRA 
Conductora;: PABLO CASA: 

pas ‘2CuNMIDER 
Soloist: ISAAQ STERN, 
Featival Chorus — atid STANLBY SPERBER 
PROGRAMME: : 

Casals — Hymn to the United Nationa 
Mondolssohn — Symphony No. 10 (one movement for strings 

only) " 
Vivaldi —4 Concorti 
Mozart—— Violin Concerta in A. maior κι 219 
Mozart — Symphony in B fiat, K. 819 

August 22 --- Jerusalem -—-Binyenel Hin’ooma — 8.80 Bem. 

BIALIK EVENING 
‘Text: IACOB SHABTAT 
‘Stage’ Director; GERSHON PLOTKIN 
Musioal Director: SHIMON COHEN ἢ 
Seenery: ARIE NAVON 
Participants: Fianna Maron, Joseph Veitn, Michal Tal, Hanon . 

Yoyel, Edna Buehman, | Tzhak Buchman, Teddy Kilng, Deren 
Salomon , 

Auguat 23— Ein Hashofct --- 8.30 p.m, a 
August 26— Nachman “Kheatro —- Tel ‘Aviv — 8.80 Pm, 3 

BRACHA EDEN — ALEXANDER TAMIR, Dio Planista, : 
with the Jerusalem Soloists-~ - 4 

Zinma Kaplan, Raya Kodesh, violins © 
David Chen, Alma Richter, : violas - 

. ania Rimenikov, Miron Yampolshi, celit 
PROGRAMME: ς τὴ wes 

rahms ‘ariations, on a there Haydn, a 5 
ΟΣ ΔΗ πὶ —- Sextét No, 2, -op.. : μν 

8, Bach — Frio Sonal Nod in αὶ πε΄. % ἤ 5 
"σ᾽ major for two. pls 

exphit 

pe SKOD ‘XFAYION TWIX V TOT 

10144-1988 
Material 6 
Stamps of the World. 

FOR A EBAL HOLIDAY, COME TO NEVE YAM © FOB A REAL HOLIDAY |'- 

IN SEPTEMBER 
YOU can enjoy a real holiday 

at NEVE YAM GUEST HOUSE 

and CAMPING SITE 
ὁ Comfortable rooms e@ High Class cuisine Φ 

ὁ Programme of entertainment and trips ‘in the district Φ 

September is cooler and more pleasant 

Reservations; Neve Yam Guest House 
Mobile Post Hof Hacarmel 

Tel. 04-642396/7 

aun 

pen ὦ 

MEDITERRANEAN JUDAICA 

STAMP and COIN AUCTIONS 

1 SIMLAT HASUO'EVA (corner 4 Allonby Rd., Tot Aviv, Tet. 618924 

IXolyland Wostal History from the Turkish Porlod, British Mandate, 
1947/48 Interim to Isracl and the Do'ar Ivri stumps @ 
Natione) Mund and Keren Tol Tal 

Paper Money e@ Tokens 

DATE OF SALE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1973 

Price of Niustrated Catalogue 11,2. 
Ask for it at our premises, or by mail from: P.O.B, 4117, Tel Aviv. 

WOOK Ooi kilo Oki χκ ̓ς )Κκ κἀκ ik loioiulokoiea doko koiotok lgioioniok kako lakakoulok kok iokaioku koi Ἀκ Ἀκ Ἂς χκ ἼΚ ikokoickeok ἧς ἃς ἈΚ kok ke ok ak ake aie akc 2 

THIS WEEK AT THE FESTIVAL August 17 - 23 
RECITALS THIS WEEK AT THE FESTIVAL 
PHILIP HIRSHHORN, violin 
JONATHAN ZAK, piano 
PROGRAMME: 

Bach— Sonata in A minor for unaccompanied violin 
Beethoven — Sonata In D major, op. 12, No. 1 
Brahms — Sonata in G major, op. 78 
Brahms — Sonatensatz in C minor (Scherzo) 

August 19—Jerusalem—-The Jerusalem Khan — 8,30 p.m. 

MICHAEL MAISKY, cello 
VALERY MAISKY, harpsichord 
PROGRAMMHD: 

Bach: Sonate for harpsichord in D minor 
Suite for cello zolo In D minor, No. 2 
French Suite for harpsichord in C minor, No. 2 
Sonata for cello and harpsichord in G minor, No, 8 

August 20—Jerusalem Khan — 8.30, p.m. J 

MINDRU KATZ, piano . 

ΒΕΤΉΟΨΕΙΝ PROGRAMME: 
Sonata in C sharp, op. , No. 2 (Moonlight) 
Sonata in ΕἸ major, op. 109 
Sonata in A flat major, op. 110 
Sonata in C minor, op, 111 

August 20—Tel Aviv Museum— Leon and Mathilde Rocanatt 
AudJtorium —5 Ban. 

SERGIU LUOA, violin 
JONATHAN ZAK, plano 
PROGRAMMH: 

Clara Schumann — Romance 
Robert Schumann — Romance 
Brahms — Sonatensatz 
Bach— Partita in D minor, No. 2 
Dvorak — Romantic Pieces 
-Lavry — Hora . 
Ravel — Tzigane 

August 22— Tol ‘Aviv Museum — Leon and Mathilde Recanati 
Auditorium — 5 p.m, 
eee 
CARMEN. OR, plano : 

PROGRAMME: 
Beethoven — Sonata’ in C major, op, 58 Ben ee jor, P (Waldstetn) 

Debussy — Suite pour le piano 
Brahms —-2 intermezzi ond Ballade in D miner, op. 118 
Chopin —-Sonata in B flat minor, op. 36 

August 28 —Jorusalem Khan —-8.80 p.m. 
ee 
Tickets available nt all‘ lending ticket . Seances 
offices before tho performances. : ee 
Tourists may purchase tickets at Government Tourist 
Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. (δὲ = ὰ Oftees - 
Transportation to Caesnred by Eggea ‘Tours: 

From Tel Aviv — Opposite Hilton, Reb. Hayarkon, 615-7 Dm. 
From Netanya — Eg; Egged Bus Station, 66.45-7.80 pm.. 
From: Malta cei) Boneh —s. 0.45-7.80 Bra 

R A REAL HOLIDAY, COME TO NEVE YAM @ FOR A BEAL HOLIDAY 

Jewish 
e@ Printing crrors and varicties Φ 

Entires @ Labels @ Memorial and Shai covers @ Military Post 
@ dudalen; Autographs, Extermination and DP Camp 

Φ Old Jowlsh Coins e 

; beg egeto se ters ake cena he aie eee ee ead ee ae a 

a British/Amorican typo of Pub, 

ὦ, BLACK ANGUS STEAK HOUSE 
, sy Under New Management 

for the finest 
in sound 

the world famous 
Hifi stereo system: 
DUTY FREE OLIM DEPARTMENT 

sAgents fo 
JACOBS’ tito. 

Tol Aviv. 10 Lincola δτ 
Tale §1 2009 

Try our Steaks, Southern Fried Chicken, American Style 

Jumbo Beef Burgers, English Fish and Ohips, ote, 

A NEW CONCEPT: THE OUSTOMER COUNTS!! 

35 Rehov Sokolov, Ramat Hasharon, Tel. 03-778000 

OXYGEN 
PORTABLE 

PREGNANT WOMEN 

PFerusalem > EQUIPMENT Tho rr Lamage Mvihod of Brepara- Ν ξ 
FIRST AID ΤῸ SAVE THE LIFE ccantul'in the U.S.A. and Europe, 

new boing taught Mm Jerusalom. 
For detalls an 

The exclusive restaurant, 
Selection of gourmet dishes. 
Various fondues — Ghoco- 

repiatration call 
5100. Diana Shye, Tel. 02-55) 

Agron, Journalists’ 
ΑΝ 7 Rehov Hillel. late Fondue, ig bt Fondue, SS TSS 
‘fel. HABER. ate Banana split béo, ἢ 0 Ι " 

a a σόπεις PINBY se NOW Open in 
FRANKS Neve Rassco 

A new Snack Bar near the Supershouk. 
Suicy-Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Frosh Salads, Steak 

in Pitta, Soft Serve Ice Oream, ote. 
A NEW CONOEHPT: THE CUSTOMBR COUNTS! 

WHAT'S ON: . ᾿ ᾿ Kikar Hascifan, Neve Rassco, Ramat Hasharon. paca Ἷ fi 

i= 

Going out tonight 7 
You alwoys know 

What's on 

by reading 

THK JENUHALEDS 76! 451629 

THE GALLOPING GOURMET: ISRAEL’S FIRST DINE OUT Crus. 

WY FOR VW 
PRICE OF OWE 
DOZENS OF FREE MEALS 
* AT ISRAEL’S LEADING RESTAURANTS ΛΝ itticouctony orren 

REGOVERRIHEMEMBERSHIBAREE 
THE FIRST TIME YOU TAKE YOUR WIFE OR FRIEND OUT FOR DINNER 

ENJOY YOUR NIGHTS ON THE TOWN 

Going out tonight? 

You always know 

What's on 
by reading 

THE JERUSALEM 

GALLOPING 
GOURM 
Ta 
nie 

THE GALLOPING 
GOURMET HAS 
A NOSE FOR FINE 
RESTAURANTS 
Abu Christo -- Old Acre 
Duby House . Kfar Shmaryahu 

----— La Chaumiere -- Netanyu 
. Ateade - Old Acre 

Casu Del Sol -- Gani 
The Golden Cock -- Tel Aviv 
.Motzy Inn - Motza Turn-ott 

Mish's inn Tel Baruch Beach 
> Dakar -- Kerem Hatemanimn 
CasaMia -- Tel Aviv 

. Osteria Da Antonio - 
The Nest -- 

FULL MEMBERSHIP’ 
*FOR ONE YEAR * 

ONLY 301. 

he the seo- rood between the 

Accadio and Shoron Hotels} 

satad ἃ sandwich hor open all doy 
ἢ pub ἃ restourant open (rom 7 PM. 

service inside ond an the seafront palo. 

come cory up at the IY Heralia Pituach 
eee Heralia Pituach 

— pay - Kfar Shmuryuhu 
ὃ 2 Jeanette -- Old Jafta 

Old-Age Home and οὐ Charlies τεοὰς : Chit ἫΝ 
Ward for the P ioe - Jerusalem 

τ της Peer — aif: 
Chronically I Br ~ TebAviv 
A TIVON το The Khan Restuurant - Jerusalem 

~The Caesarea Port Citadel — Cuesarea 
Bernie Mason's Steakhouse — ᾿ Keracli-Canadian Co.» 143. Hay Sevsua GALLOPING GOURMET you will recoive ἃ -- ------ Oe ee - - 

κα δὶ - ’ With your membership in the. r 

nh WEES, 7.0.5. ΡΝ σαι Tot τ 5.1... ὭΣ ᾿ Membership Card & miniature booklet containing Restaurant Coupons. Each 1 Ti era? “el Be Hopll, 62 Alianby St, P.0.B, 4880, TurAwy. : 

Gavlios πῶς ie - wage 4 sed Restaurant -- Tel-Aviv coupon entitles you to a night on the town, at a leading restaurant at a savings of si ai 

iunters Inn -- Givawyjin 1 with-t0 becoms 8 member of the Gelloping Gourmet. 1 understand thet If, Ἃ Spacious park ays free dinner out of two. a 
Modern, bullding with the Jstest n’s Exclusive Restaurant - Tel-Aviv ve τ nbershi includes gourmet” dinners at restaurants spocialising in a wide | rien ΡΟΣ Tere nettaaligned, ἢ fea te αι Ὁ cane iy menarse 
Ppcartle eae Noctis Little Tel Aviv” - Tel-Aviv our mem Ρ ORIENTAL, FRENCH, BULGARIAN, TURKISH, in syriting, and be refunded my memberthip fos. 

variety of cuissines including Ὁ 

SPANISH, RUMANIAN, SEA“ 

_ lights and romantic background music 

and the conversatian lively: 

Tel Aviv & Arex Distrlbution Centre. 
. ” Quantity and Single Sales: 

os ἔξει. RONEN,S Kikar Malkei Yisrael (14.9°- 18°) 

= tee} Tel Aviv Municipality)”
. ὶ 

Tancloss my choque for iL. 30.00, Bell next to esch bed 

2 

x. 
VEGETARIAN; restaurants with soft 

μὴ 24-hour-a-day medica! supervision | | 
FOOD, AND VE! 

*: 

* 
x 

and restaurants | where the ights are bright 
. PO. 

Soctal and euitural activities ᾿ 

᾿ς Phyalotherapy institute | =. [wish ἴα givs.enambershilp in ἐμ  Gatoping Gourmet to α frland 
‘Occupational therapy NAME OF SENDEA: .. 

D ‘Kosher apd dietetic Kitchen, 

4 Brocher: sent op request. 

Mahal ~ Old Jaffa i 16 
‘Bingir Bamboo -- Tel Aviv : For Sales to Tourists (Groups and 5 εἰ ἢ" 

: ing, 81 Hayarkon Street, Tel λην * | ΞΑὈὨΒΈΒΒ: Street’ 
“the Sight See ae 4 3 " [LD Ro, tf ponsitae) 

1 understand that one Free di ner out ots two does not include 
as drinks, servies or tax’ - réabable ethics ἊΝ 



Tel Aviv Cinemas 
Caommenclog Saturday, Aug. 18, st 7.15, p.m. and 9.30 p.m, 

Weekdays 2.16, 1.38 p.m. 

Sen times of porferm ef (ndiyidual elaemas 

ALLENBY ‘el. 57820 
Oth week GAT Tel. 207888 

oth week 

Σ᾿ «οὖς bed ἐπα .. 

EASTWOOD 
HIGH PLAINS 
DRIFTER 
Bastmancolor 

80 Chaplin's 

TIME 
4.80, 7.15, 0.80 

A "Forum Filn" 

GORDON el. 244878 

BEN YENUDA 
Tel, 228409 

Ath week 

Decameron 69 

ΡΨ. ee es ΟΝ ee δυ σον 

13th week 

LE QRAND 

7th work aes aD 7.18, 8.80 

in Mamthors Geletre CHAUSSURE H MUBICAL NOIRE 
2» RAZABL AN YVES ROREAT 

: Hastmancolor Pavaviaion PIERRE RICHARD 

| ἢ OMEN qe) senzaa 430 ἐλ GUESKE DEA 
Tarae!l ‘iy in, gplour ROUTONS 

' Se ονονί εις HOD Tel. 22226 
THE BRAVE ΒΕ τυ τὶ 440 

in Menahem Golan's 
MUSIOAL FILM 

AVIVA MARES 
Forum Film Distribution 

DEKEL Tel, 414114/5 
Ath weok 

THE CHASE 
MARLON BRANDO 

JANE FONDA 
ROBERT REDFORD 

115--2.8ὺ 
KAZABLAN 
Hastmanooior Panavialon IRIVE-IN CINEMA 

Tel, Ὑ71}1 

A 
ANNIE GIRARDOT 

Dirscled by: Alain Jens 
Adulls only 

untamed land! ὦ 

ORDAN 
61 Rehov Hayarkon 
A satlro on American 

society 

| Witst show 7.15 umes μον it 6018 

+ Π ΝΙΝ haltdog, TRAITEMENT 
i ν;͵,͵ halfwolf, DE CHOO 
Ι ὌΝ ννς, Δ legend with 
| pce in avast TAT DELON 

t 

wiv DOS OFTHE NORTH 
TECHNICOLOR® 4.90, 7.16, 5.80 

Tel. 449705 PRER 
Sth weok 

Second Show 9.80 
85 week 

BURT LANCASTER 

ULZANA'S RAID 
Midnight show slat. 18.8 anly - 

Rontah Volanbkl’s ; . 
TILE FEARLESS . 

VAMPIRE-KULLERS 

“eer ΙΝ | scm ΩΝ 4. a B00, ̓ Aa! 

= Eel. 220670 THE THRE 

BINDA OLEAN : IO PINNED 
meet by Deluxe 

FRITZ THE CAT 

Weekdays: 

ARNON Tel. 224820 
2nd week i ee! 

CHARLIE CHAPLIN 
VAULETE UODALD 

MODERN TIMES 

CHEN Tel. 222955 
Starting Friday at 8. p.m. 

A MAN TO 
RESPECT 

with 
KIBK DOUGLAS and 
GIULIANO GEMMA 

EDISON Το. 224056 
A great Turkish luve Alory 

SEVMEK 
VEOLMEK 
ZAMANI 

with 
TURKAN SOVAY 

Tn Colour 

EDEN Tol, 229820 
Uh wer. 

YENORAM GAON 
sterring 

Menahon Nuoho's 

KAZABLAN 
In Colour 

Tel. 22 4188 

OLIVIA HUSSEY 

THE SUMMER 
TIME KILLER 

For Adulis Only 

HABIRAH Tel. 232860 
Srd_woek 

THE BRAVE 
DETECTIVE 
SCHWARTZ 
BOMBA TZUB 

YOSEF SHILOAH 
A most amusing comedy 

In colour 

ῃ 

ORLY Me rel: 284025 

OLARK GABLE 
VIVIEN LEIGH 

GONE WITH 
THE WIND 

Sat. 8.00 p.m. 
‘Weekdays: 4.00 p.m., 8.00 p.m. 

MOGRABI = Tel. 58382 
3rd weok 

THEY CALL ME. 
SHMIL 
URI ZOHAR 
PAUL SIUTHE 
4.00, 7.16, 9.80 

OPHIR Tel, 618821 
Sth weok 

THE | 
PERSUADER 
REUVEN BAR YOTAM 

GABL ELDOE 

Tol, 286605 
Gth weok 

with SANDY RATCLIFF . “ἢ 
Difécted by KENNETH LOACH 
πιο ΚΕΦ rite Dlatrtovorn Liewied, 

A Stiller Iii ? 
ὁ Dally: 10, 12, 2, 4, 7.46, $20 

| MAXI ‘Tel. 381] , 
TAKE, If BASY. 

Jerusalem Cinemas 
Comniencing Raturday, Aug. 18, αἱ 7.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.m. 

4.00, 7.00 and 9.00 p.m. 

-Petah Tikva 

: ‘SHALOM Tel. 017480 

JERUSALEM Tet. 95067 AMPHITHEATRE 

STRAW DOGS Tel. 664018 

DUSTIN’ HOFFMAN Tremere week” aud 

———-———_ ] LES CHARLOTS 
ORION |, Tel. 222014 FONT 

YONA ELIAN L’ESPAGNE 
BOAZ SHAR'AHI 
PAUL SMITIE ARMON Tel. 664848 

In tho most entertaining hall ventilated 
Israell film You'll bo hawltched 

THEY CALL ME Aone Dee 
SHMIL beyond hanging seen before 

"ee thapiineteey teu” | BEDKINOBS AND 
or reductions BROOMSTICKS 

In colour 
with 

ANGELA LANDSBUBY 
DAVID TOMLINSON 

ATZMON ‘Tel. 663008 
ORGIL 
Starting Fridley at 8 p.m. 

Sth week 

LE GRAND Ith week - 

BLOND AVEC Frost musical Ait 
UNE KAZABLAN 

CH. AUSSURE Sterring YRHORAM GAON 

NOIRE BEIT ROTHSOHILD 
with Sat., Tues, ee at 

PyVeH DOBERT TELL THEM 
RON Tel, 284704 WILLIE BOY 
Starting a a 8 pm: IS HERE 

sata ΠΝ at Ee 
In a auspense film Mon., Wed.. at 5.00: 

FOUR CLOWNS 

4 FLIES ON : Tel, 666272 
GR EY VELVET manta week DO 
SEMAD. AR ̓ Tel. 88742 MARIA SORNELDER 

on ebengwaineox ,,, | LAST TANGO 
THE LAST IN PARIS For Adults Only 

PICTURE SHOW owing. sear 
_Wenkdaye: ἢ si δ. 9.5 

Tel. 668008 
RAMAT me anata From an a air nonstop perfe. 

ταῦ, 90 KING KONG 
OABARE! ESCAPES MICHAEL YORK in Technicolor 

pet ay oe MORIAH | el. 249477 
im lar’s Gri im onan Ra, ™ “ADRIFT 

STUDIO ‘Tel, 58817 For Adulte Only 
MANLON BHANDO TARZAN AND THE 
MARIA SOHNEIDER VALLEY OF GOLD 

LAST TANGO oe 
IN PARIS 

Adulte only 4,80, 7,00, 9.80 

ET re, {48050 f ARMON ‘Tel. 720706 
Mth week 2nd week 

The Discreet LADY: 
_Charm Of The CAROLINE 

Bourgeoisie LAMB 

THL AVIV Tel, 281181 SON FINCH 
One oat reo Dlaya 1.18, 9,80 lke an Army Mat.: 4.00 

TROUBLE MAN —— 
ROBERT HOOKS HADAR, wnel 728822 

τ ὦ ony YEHORAM GAON 
in Menshem Golan'a 

ZAFON ‘Tol. 445085" KAZABLAN 
CESAR AN D 4.00, 7.00, 9.90 

: OASIS . 
ROSALIE Teraell tim iy colour 

2 SOT a 
_ Directed by, Gauge Sautet THE BRAVE ‘hs |. DETECTIVE 
ree ον, SCHWARTZ 

: ΒΘ ΜῈΑ Tsun 

ZF 
AVIVA ARES 

A: Forum Film Distribution 
English subtitles . 

Srd week 
αἱ, 7.18, 9.90; Bun., Mon:, 
Wednesdays: 4, 7.16, 8.80.- 

THEY-OCALL ΜῈ᾿ 
‘SHMIL: ἢ 
URI ZONAR ; 

. BAUL SMITH - 

Haifa Cinemas 
Commencing Salurday, Aug. [8. af 7.00 p.m. and 8.00 pm. 

Dally af 7.00 and 6.0 p.m. — Matinee at 4.00 p.m, 

ORAH Tel. 664017 
Alrconditloned 

6th week 
REUVEN HAR YOTAM 
in the great Iaraell Alm 

In Colour 

THE 
PERSUADER 

No compl. tcketa 

ORION Tel. 529089 
Israel Premlere 
BRUCE LEE 

in new Karate judo action 

THE LION 
BOXER 

Six nonstop perfs, 
from Fri, 

ORLY Tel. 81868 
One min. from Carm. Term. 

Alrcoolin, 
Perfs. 7.00 as 

Sth week 

Cesar and Rosalie 
Starring 

EOMI SOMNEIDER 
YVES MON'TAND 

Technicolor 
Mats. at 4.00; 
Walt Dinney's 

Greatest Classic 

In Colour 

PEER Tel. 662282 
Hall ventilated 
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Hilarious Israeil comedy 

THE BRAVE 
DETECTIVE 
SCHWARTZ 
with BOMBA ZUR 
YOSEF SHILOAH 

RON Tel. 669069 
4th week 
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A great musical hit 

The Great Waltz 
‘Starring 

HORST BUOHOLZ 
YVONNE MITOHELL 

In Technicolor 

SHAVIT 
Tho hilarious Alm 

HOMO 
EROTICUS 
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LANDO BUZZANOA and 
ROSANNA PODESTA 

In Colour 

Ramat Gan Cinemas 
LOI 

ith week 
7.15, 9.80 
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PICTURE SHOW 

BEN JOHNSON 
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PICTURES IN THE WALLWAY 
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8.80, Hat. 0.00. — 

aviv τ altel " 
Sun, (Belt (nam) TKL 
olmyal) Mon. TLALFA 
Wed., Thurs, 

Kilag, Doron Aslomon — at { 
bim 

CHAMBER 7 SIC —~ Behn τ IC — Istomin-Sti 

roomere? Saturday; ut (Beltent) 

Auditorl: r τῇ mans ἀπά! οτίπαι, Πρ Tel Aviv Mu: 

LEGENDS — and SONGS on the Pro- ἐς δς In Hebrew, Ylddieh and nos lracted by 88. Bunim, mustoal 
tor: Shimon Cohon; texts: Dan 

— at the Mann Auditerium: 

RECITAL — Bergin Guca, vioil th ἔρια Yak at the pine. our Ἰγέννι Back τὰ and Robert Schumann; Brahms; 
FIRST PROORAMME 

251 art and 221 πὶ. 

12 nuon; 

Ballet Folitories de Mexloo — direct 
Gere Clea Amalia saatrgor ἢ 
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symone and Songs on thi 
— details aa for Tel Aviv 
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an mob ie αν δὲ cick Eaton (8 
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cruel realism 
In apartheld- 

excellent acted Ὁ: 
AVIV (Habimah] 

CAT ΟΝ A HOT TIN ROOF—iishimah) 
JERUSALEM by Tennesace Wiliams, Tennessee Wil- 
the Zamir Chorale of New York, con- jiama’ vintage play about homosoxuallty, 

in the ποσί 
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in an Interpretation which does no 
justlen to whalever contents the p! 
aitt . whet with pl vot wasted 

Ἢ vement on im too ge stage. Festtval AVLY (Hoblmah) Tues, Wed., Thurs. 

DON'T PALL ME BLACK (Young The- 

LAST RITES (Halfa) — Stora (Munlel- 

(Belt Haom) 
Tues. BEIT SHEMESIE (Etzion) Wed. 

WINDSOR 
rom) 

about tha fat, drinking, gluttonous, skirt 
chasing Sir John Falstaff, In a m fine Pro- 

joo, makes for @ 
ottest time of 

TEL AW (Habimah) Sun, 

ONE CITY (erusslom Khan) — A doou- 
Purpurting to oxpose prejudice 

the HNfe of Sorusalom,, seems 
of the sin of prejudice, in 

resentailon. The version 
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MASHARAR Sun. KIRBYAT GAT (Asor) 
EL iu mostly unfanay, 
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(Ha- 
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BeciTAL, -- Mindru Katz, plano, plays AVA (Bimot) rt, 9.90, 
Mag by Beethoven: op. 27, No. 2; 2% 

op, a op. 110; op. ttl — at the 

εἶπαν in D minor); Dvorak; News: Today: #00, 9,00, 10.00, 1.00, 
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fy ΒΕ δ p.m, ΑΘ ΩΝ Ἵ 108 an 

το. in C-major 
nd Cone (Bololsts; 

day. Marling Gellot 
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Columbia's 

Ballet Folklorico de Mexico dancers Azucena Jimenez, as Xtabay “the evil goddess of the hunt,” and 
dose Villanueva, as the Prince in a ballet based on Mayan themes. (UP. 1.) 

CINEMA °THE FEARLESS YAMPIRE-KILLERS * THE LAST PICTURE SHOW — Com: 
“- Polanski's romp in the horror movie pelling Insight Into s sma)! town in 

; genre. Toxas. 
ADRIFT — Haunting story about ® FOUR FLIES ON GREY VELYET — * LAST TANGO IN PARIS — Super: Danube fisherman’s Involvement with a wa ota ὰ "hyo Rises StF a πὸ το" πεσε τα πῖνε ΕΛ Δ Σ τάν το τς RECITAL — Carmen Or, piano, plays Puwers that may bo, *BEDENODS AND BROOMSTIOKS — , pam THE CAT — The ant * A MAN TO RESPECT — Thrillor with Beethoven: “Waldstoin” — Sonata, OP. PARDON, MISTAKE JN MURDER Qe Disney's alco mixture of fact and famoy | ie Comes of With this: some exciting moments and ἃ good per- 49; Bon-Haim: Toooata; Debussy: Pour γ4}) — HOLON (Arman) Fri, 9,00, TEL fr children of all ages. saiire of modern 2. " formance from Kirk Douglas. 

Je Fiano Brahms: Intermezz! WY HOE EMRE, gat, AMELE® THH BRAVE DETECTIVE SCHWARTZ 5 noe : 
5 GONE WITH THE WIND — The γε ΩΝ TINES SS 
eple movie of the American Civil! War. ὦ 

THE PERESUADER — A warm-hearted 
* CABARET — Stylish musical loosely * LE GRAND BLOND AVEC UNE “ based “on Berlin ofthe. "πέδον: CHAUSSURE NOIRE — Peasant satire “!0TY of Teracl’s undorworld, 
* OESAR AND ROSALIE — A quita 5 the cupionage business, * STRAW DOUS — A hatr-ralaing mix- 
ploasant comedy about a love trisngle. ὁ y= GRAND BLOND AVEO UNE ("15 of horror, sox and violonee, 
* THE CHASE — Xe-lsaue of the powor- CHAUSSURE NOIRE — Pleasant alta- TMK SUMMERTIME KILLER — A 
ful 1900 Aim which deals with violones ation comedy. thrillor whieh ts neither parttoularly in- 
In small Texan town. THE GREAT WALES — A great yawn Noulous hor well plotted. 
DEATH OF A STRANGER — Tepid shout tho Bireusses of Vienna. THEY CALL ΜῈ, ΒΗ ΜῚ, — Slapdash 
tule of a German doctor caught up be- weally made offart lacks even the 
twoen Jarao)l agents and Arab torrrlata. ν HIGH PLAINS DBIFTER — Intel- c.ude echorm of the “Trinity” series 
*THE DISUKEET OHARM OF ἘΠῚ Jisent westorn shows fickloness of man’s walch it trios to ann. 

BOURGEOISIE — Fasoinating surreallat lystty. « THE THIEE WHO CAME TO DIN- 
comedy about the stupidity and corrup- » ,AZABLAN —- Yeracl's frat big musi- NUR — Entertalning comedy thriller. 
tion of the middlo class. fs too mush of pot-pourrl despite " TRALTMENT DE OWOO — Horror 
* L'ECLIPBE — Last film of Antonioni’s 1 ‘ats colour, movement and plowsant story | fet those who Ike their nerves 

musla. rus; 5 

LADY OAROLINE LAM — Only the TROUBLE MAN — A palo shadow of 
background locations are convincing fin “Shaft,” the prototypo black orime- 
thig disaypotniiIng melodrama. thriller, 

— Another third-rate Israeli farce that 

powerful trilogy. 
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ing end Impress dy of mental 
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